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ABSTRACT

Due to the steady increase of Asian female students and scholars at U.S. higher

education institutions, this research examines how Asian women use connections when

seeking faculty employment. The research investigates shifting career strategies and how

the women coped with their dual minority status of being a foreigner and a female in the

highly masculine fields of science and engineering. The data explores the social

networking processes that aid in academic job placement in science and engineering

fields within the southwest U.S.

Using a qualitative approach of interviews and document analysis, this study

explores the career networks and strategies for female faculty members in the fields of

science and engineering. The theoretical framework of social network theory and

transnational migration theory are applied to examine data on 24 women from 8 Asian

countries employed at 2 Research I universities.

The shifting career strategies spanned 3 phases: migration, education and training,

and career. Intention to return to their home country was reassessed at each phase. Push-

pull forces influenced migration to the U.S. Influential networks were created throughout

these phases. Participants chose between industry or academia and were influenced by

faculty socialization during graduate school. The participants created engendered career

strategies to cope with their male-dominated work environment. The creation of new

family networks via marriage and children determined the geographical location of jobs

and created a transnational social space of maintaining multiple networks across national
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lines. Academic couples also created strategies to find dual positions with one partner

functioning as the tied migrant or to live apart.

The participants created networks based around family, education and training,

and work linkages. The participants identified their connections by mapping out visual

diagrams. The masculine nature of science and engineering provided more male-female

networks based on the actor’s role rather than gender. These networks were access points

to other faculty and job-related information. When networks failed, web-based

formalized job postings allowed the participants to gain access to a basic level of job

resources. Personalized contacts were crucial for academic couple hiring.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

New immigration creates opportunities for American universities to enroll

international students in academics programs and to hire foreign faculty members in

fields like science and engineering where there is an absence of qualified native born

applicants. According to the Open Doors 2005 Report on International Educational

Exchange, 44.4 percent of all international students were female. At the graduate level,

40.1 percent were female (p. 55). Often these students became the foreign scholars after

they graduated from their programs. This is combined with the fact that in the United

States 33.5 percent of foreign scholars are female and that Asian countries contributed the

largest percentages towards both the international student population and the foreign

scholars group.

Given this steady flow of Asian female students and scholars, research on how

these foreign women find their positions and navigate their U.S. based, scientific

academic careers is under investigated. Therefore, the research in this paper examines

how Asian women use connections when seeking faculty employment and why some

contacts are more valuable than others. Useful connections begin in graduate school and

carry on throughout their professional careers. The research investigates shifting career

strategies and how the women coped with their dual minority status of being a foreigner

and a female in the highly masculine fields of science and engineering. The data explores

the social networking processes that aid in academic job placement in science and

engineering fields within the southwest United States.
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Background

The new global economy creates a work force which is altered in task and in

location. This new economy results in a greater need for trained workers to move

throughout the world. The opening up of communication through information

technology combined with the ease of transportation has improved the mobility of

individuals globally. Global migration gives qualified individuals opportunities for legal

migration. The movement of educated, scholarly individuals from non-Western countries

to Western ones has been labeled as “new immigration” (Gold, 1997; Ong, Bonacich, and

Cheng, 1994).

The need for highly educated workers creates a larger demand for individuals to

seek more formal education and advanced degrees. The amplified need for training and

education places a large burden on educational systems, which then creates a demand for

more university professors in the developing and developed worlds alike. A lack of

opportunity in most developing nations for graduate education opportunities, specifically

in science and engineering, contributes to the migration of students to industrialized

countries. The absence of options is combined with the United States’ desire for

financial contributions from international students. This produces educational

opportunities that after matriculation lead into academic work prospects for scholars.

The emergence of a new global economy and the patterns of “new immigration”

both impact social mobility for all and especially for women. When women are a part of

a closed social system in which there are limited career options in their home countries,

migration increases their prospects. These new patterns improve women’s options in
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countries where there is an adherence to a traditional patriarchal culture. Advanced

education and Western migration present an opportunity for individuals to exist in a more

globalized, open system by traveling overseas for education and work.

Educational migration offers individuals with prospects that they would not have

had if they completed their education in their home countries. Once in a host country,

students make new connections that provide them with information on other job

opportunities in the receiving country. Statistics from Open Doors (2005) and the

National Science Foundation (NSF, 2005, 2007) demonstrate that more international

women are traveling to the West to pursue science and engineering doctorates and as a

result more women are seeking employment in Western educational institutions as

faculty members.

While the United States has a total of almost fourteen million undergraduate and

graduate students, four percent are international students. In 2005, graduate international

students made up thirteen percent or 264,410 of all United States graduate enrollments

(Open Doors, 2005). Asian countries accounted for ten percent of the top twenty leading

countries of origin as shown in Table 1.1. Forty percent of the Asian countries increased

their percentages over the previous year.
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Table 1.1. Foreign Students by Country, Number and Percentage Change.

Country Number of Students Percentage
1. India 80,466 Up 1%
2. China 62,523 Up 1%
3. Korea 53,358 Up 2%
4. Japan 42,215 Up 3%
5. Canada 28,140 Up 4%
6. Taiwan 25,914 Down 1%
7. Mexico 13,063 Down 2%
8. Turkey 12,474 Up 9%
9. Germany 8,640 Down 1%
10. Thailand 8,637 Down 3%
11. United Kingdom 8,236 Down 2%
12. Indonesia 7,760 Down 13%
13. Colombia 7,334 Down 3%
14. Brazil 7,244 Down 7%
15. Hong Kong 7,180 Down 2%
16. Kenya 6,728 Down 9%
17. France 6,555 Down 4%
18. Nigeria 6,335 Up 3%
19. Pakistan 6,296 Down 14%
20. Malaysia 6,142 Down 5%

Source: Open Doors, 2005

In addition, 57 percent of all international students are from the Asian region (Figure 1).

Whereas Europe sends only thirteen percent and Latin America sends twelve percent.

Other smaller percentages are represented by the Middle East and Africa each

representing six percent and five percent from North America and a mere one percent

from Oceania.
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Figure 1. Regional Distribution of the Place of Origin of International Students.
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In 2004-2005, 44.4 percent of the international students were female as compared

to only 25 percent in 1977-1978 (Open Doors, 2005). Of all doctoral recipients, 33

percent earned their baccalaureate degree outside of the United States. The increasing

pursuit of higher education is evident in the growth of women with degrees in science

and engineering. According to the NSF (2007), females earned 44 percent of science and

engineering doctoral degrees in 2004. Fifty-one percent of permanent residents earning

doctorates in 2004 were female and 32 percent of those holding temporary visas were

female. Women on a temporary work visa are more likely to study in the science and

engineering fields than American female citizens (Hoffer, et al, 2005).

The internationalization of higher education is also visible in the numbers of

foreign scholars that are mainly hosted by doctoral degree granting institutions. Based on

the 2005 Open Doors report, there were 89,634 international scholars teaching and

conducting research at various universities and colleges throughout the United States.

This is an eight percent increase over the previous year. China, South Korea, India, and

Japan account for the top four countries of origin for international scholars (Table 1.2) or
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43 percent of all international scholars. The United States employed 17,035 scholars

from China alone which was notably more than the next highest number from South

Korea with only 8,301. However, there were 7,755 Indian scholars and 5,620 Japanese

scholars. Outside of Japan, these numbers were all increases over the previous year.

Table 1.2. Foreign Scholars by Country, Number and Percentage Change.

Country Number of Scholars Percentage Change
1. China 17,035 14.6
2. South Korea 8,301 13.9
3. India 7,755 13.9
4. Japan 5,620 -0.1

Source: Open Doors, 2005

According to the NSF (2007), a substantial percentage of science and engineering

faculty were born outside of the United States accounting for 90 percent of Asian faculty

members. However, out of the group of foreign scholars identified by the Open Doors

Report, over 68 percent of all international faculty members were in science and

engineering disciplines (Table 1.3). Health sciences and life and biological sciences

accounted for almost half of the scholars with 21.9 percent and 21.5 percent respectively.

Other leading disciplines were the physical sciences and engineering with 13.2 percent

and 11.6 percent.
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Table 1.3. Foreign Scholars Specialization Fields.

Field Percentage
1. Health Sciences 21.9
2. Life & Biological Sciences 21.5
3. Physical Sciences 13.2
4. Engineering 11.6
5. Social Sciences & History 4.0
6. Agriculture 3.7
7. Computer & Information Science 3.1
8. Other 2.7
9. Business & Management 2.7
10. Mathematics 2.4
11. All Others 13.1

Source: Open Doors, 2005

According to the National Science Foundation, universities and colleges employ

49 percent of all doctoral scientists and engineers (Hoffer, et al, 2005). In 2003, women

overall accounted for 26 percent of this work force and were mostly employed by four-

year universities and colleges. Additionally, 74 percent of women with academic spouses

were more likely to be employed by public, four-year institutions than those female

faculty members with nonacademic spouses (Astin and Milem, 1997).

Regarding the international female population, each year since 1994 the

percentage of female scholars has seen an increase (Table 1.4). In 2004-2005, 33.5

percent of all international scholars were women (Open Doors, 2005).
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Table 1.4. Percentage of Foreign Scholars by Sex.

1994/
95

1995/
96

1996/
97

1997/
98

1998/
99

1999/
20

2000/
01

2001/
02

2002/
03

2003/
04

2004/
05

Male 73.8 73.7 74.2 73.7 72 71.8 70.5 69.3 68.2 67 66.5

Female 26.2 26.3 25.8 26.3 28 28.2 29.5 30.7 31.8 33 33.5

Source: Open Doors, 2005

Foreign women claimed over 40 percent of the international seats in

undergraduate and graduate programs. For these who migrate it is evident that there are

increasing career opportunities for Asian women in the United States if they choose to

pursue academia after their doctoral programs. However, even with all these statistics it

is unclear how these opportunities for career and job placement are found and how much

of this is a result of social networks. Previous literature on women’s networks posited

that women create mainly homophilous or same-sex networks (Smith-Lovin and

McPherson, 1993; Ibarra, 1992) or have job networks based around male family members

(Hanson and Pratt, 1991). Networks and connections are influential ties that are a result

of a channel of information that serves the migrant with social support and job

connections in a masculine biased academic environment.

However, only 22.5 percent of international graduate students were married at

that stage suggests that other networks impacted their migration and educational

decisions (NSF, 2007). Since less than a quarter were married during graduate school,

family networks based around a spouse and children were not existent. Due to their

overseas location, the chance that other family networks, such as their father, played a

role in their careers decreases as well.
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Purpose of Study

Academic foreign women present a subpopulation whom due to their unique entry

into the workforce cannot be encompassed by current literature that analyzes Western

women and academia. The purpose of this study is to discover and describe the shifting

career strategies and the social networking process that Asian women access in academic

job placement in science and engineering disciplines within the southwestern United

States. At each stage in the women’s career they reassess their strategy or career goals to

adjust for changes in their life or geographical location. While researchers (NSF, 2007)

have examined the impact of the culture of science and engineering on women, this study

investigates the tactics that these participants developed while they dealt with their dual

minority status in a heavily masculine career field. A part of their approach identified

networks based around social and emotional support. Coping skills helped the women

navigate the masculine culture by taking various actions. These actions existed on a

continuum of resistance where each action was a behavior or act to defy the prevailing

masculine culture either through the formation of a support group of other women or via

face-to-face confrontation.

The process of using social networks for faculty placement is explored through

interviews with science and engineering faculty women from eight Asian countries at two

university sites. Since social networking is a process that focuses on the relational ties

and the links amongst actors within the collective unit of faculty members, the study

reports on family, educational, and work based networks that the participants’ identified.
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The study was designed with the main goal of understanding the links and

implications of these connections in relation to faculty careers. The study aims to

incorporate transnational migration literature with a social network analysis that focuses

specifically on East and South Asian academic women.

The research addresses the literature gap on gender and the social networks of

foreign faculty careers. Since much of the existing literature on foreign faculty and

scholars has focused on networks that brought the immigrants to their host country, this

study adds what networks led them to stay in the country and pursue an academic career

rather than return home.

The combination of this investigation contributes a more complete view of Asian

female faculty careers from their decision to pursue advanced education through their

migration to the United States and finally to their entry and advancement within the

academic profession of science and engineering.

Theoretical Framework

Due to the complexity of migration and cross border relocation, multiple

theoretical perspectives were used to support the research. However, first, due to the

participants’ various countries of origin, background literature and research on each of

their countries and the role of gender and education was required to help contextualize

their experiences. Understanding cultural, societal and political differences between not

only America and Asia but between the individual Asian countries was critical to

analyzing migration forces and gender relations.
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Next, the migratory movement of workers from the conceptual framework of

transnationalism views that migration is a multi-level process that consists of

demographic, political, cultural, familial, and economic factors and the links that exist

between all the aspects which influence an individuals decision. Issues that influence

their migration decision also include various push-pull forces. The women who move to

the United States to study in science and engineering doctoral programs and to pursue

jobs do this through connections and with access to pertinent information.

Transnationalism recognizes ties within the receiving country as well as networks

that connect them back to their home country. The examination of ties to the country of

origin is critical in the debate between brain drain or brain circulation where it is posited

that educated workers do not always migrate and stay but rather return home to work and

live after some time in the host country. Recent studies (Pessar and Mahler, 2003;

Itzigsohn and Giorguli-Saucedo, 2005) suggest that this “resource-dependent”

transnationalism occurs after some time in the host country where the individual builds

up resources that are either financial or social capital based. Once they have these

resources they return to their home country with them as a means of reconnecting.

The ties created in the host country and those maintained in the home country

produce a transnational social space that the individual functions in simultaneously. A

gendered transnational approach suggests that migrant women maintain traditional lives

and connections while adopting components and new networks within the receiving

country. Such an analysis rejects a purely assimilation process but suggests more of the

creation of a symbiotic relationship that the women have between home and host
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countries. Due to this new identity that is created, it often becomes more advantageous

for the Asian women to remain in the United States rather than risk a loss of

independence or career setback should they return (Itzigsohn and Giorguli-Saucedo,

2005).

Social network research investigates exposure to connections and actors that

provide individuals with information, support and job opportunities. A collection of

connected networks increases an individual’s social capital which can later enhance their

access to more people. In reference to careers, this can not only open up more job

opportunities but better ones (Lin, Cook and Burt, 2001). By using a social network

analysis, the relationships between the foreigner and their host country as well as the

relationship between them and their home country can both be examined for the result

that the ties and networks had on their careers.

Faculty socialization theory is incorporated into a social network framework to

address the stage during graduate education where the participants connect with faculty

mentors and advisors who help socialize them into this career choice. Research (Tierney

and Rhoads, 1994) shows that during graduate school, students are exposed to the values

and culture of academic life. This along with faculty encouragement can lead a student to

pursue this career path.

Rather than return to their home countries for work, networks are used to get

connected into faculty careers within the fields of science and engineering in the United

States. This research investigates these networks that tie the individuals to the United

States through family and job choices utilizing a transnational social network approach.
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Summary

An overview of the study as well as background information was presented in this

chapter to introduce the topic. In Chapter Two relevant literature and theories will be

presented that help to inform the research. The areas reviewed are: (1) an overview of

Asia and gender in Asia, (2) migration, (3) brain drain, (4) transnationalism, (5) social

network theory and research, (6) faculty socialization, and (7) women in science and

engineering in the United States. Chapter Three includes detail on the methods used to

collect, analyze and interpret the data in addition to a discussion on the research questions

and other considerations. The findings are presented in two parts: Chapters Four and

Five. Chapter Four focuses on the career strategies that the participants used to come to

the United States to study and to pursue an academic career. The career strategies span

three main stages: (1) migration, (2) education and training, and (3) career. At each stage

the participants were impacted by forces and network influences. Also, during the career

stage, the women’s coping methods are evaluated for how they maneuvered in the

academic environment. Chapter Five addresses the types of networks used by the women

throughout their career. The main networks reviewed are: (1) family, including father

and husband networks, (2) education and post doctoral networks, including doctoral

advisor and peers, and (3) work based networks, including colleagues, conferences,

students, supervisors and mentors. In addition to networks, Chapter 5 addresses the types

of methods used in job searching and whether formal or informal such a personal

contacts, got the participants their previous and current faculty positions. Finally,
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Chapter Six summarizes the study while presenting possibilities for further research and

practice.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review in this dissertation is presented in sections and covers topical

and theoretical subject areas that help to frame the problem being studied. The areas

reviewed include: (1) an overview of Asia and gender in Asia, (2) migration, (3) brain

drain, (4) transnationalism, (5) social network theory and research, (6) faculty

socialization, and (7) women in science and engineering in the United States. These

topics are included to provide a more complete understanding of the forces that underlie

relocation and some of the multi-level processes that are the basis of a transnationalist

analysis. The final section on women in science and engineering in the United States

contributes to a more holistic view of the environment in which the Asian immigrant

women have entered.

Asia

For the purposes of classification, this dissertation utilizes the World Bank’s

taxonomy of world regions. South Asia includes: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan,

India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. South Asia has a combined population

of over 1.4 billion people and is home to half of the world’s poor.1 East Asia has over

two billion people throughout the countries of: Cambodia, China, Fiji, Japan, Indonesia,

Kiribati, Korea, the People's Democratic Republic of Lao (Lao PDR), Malaysia, Marshall

Islands, FS Micronesia, Mongolia, Palau, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, Samoa,

Singapore, Solomon Islands, Thailand, Timor-Leste, Tonga, Vanuatu, and Vietnam.

1 World Bank website, Countries and Regions,
(http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/COUNTRIES/0,,pagePK:180619~theSitePK:136917,00.
html) <accessed on January 15, 2007>.
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The prevalent gender disparities that exist throughout much of the Third world are

due to the societal institutions that “shape roles and relationships between men and

women and influence what resources women and men have access to, what activities they

can or cannot undertake, and in what forms they can participate in the economy and in

society” (World Bank, 2001). Social norms and customs help to explain some of the

disparities and discrepancies as well as to explain the actions of women from these

regions.

South Asia

While this paper addresses faculty members from eight countries across South

and East Asia, within South Asia it focuses on Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan. South

Asia represents a very diverse area consisting of numerous religious faiths, histories and

cultures. The historical context of this area is important due to the colonization of most

of the Indian sub-continent. In 1947, the British withdrew and created new geographical

lines based on rough religious boundaries.

The regions prominent religions are Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and

Sikhism. The impact of religion on society is seen most prominently with Islam in

Pakistan and Bangladesh and Hinduism in India. In practice, Islam is viewed as placing

restrictions on women in dress, marriage and the types of relationships they have.

Whereas, Hinduism is predicated on the caste system that places women, regardless of

which caste, as inferior or “unclean” (Brydon and Chant, 1989). This is most visible

today on temple signs that restrict menstruating women from entering the temple so that

the religious space is not polluted. Khan (1993) noted that “in India the Hindu caste
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system indirectly constrains the educational opportunities” because of cultural norms and

societal expectations (p. 226).

South Asia is characterized by extreme poverty, which is one of the biggest

barriers to improving education levels in this region although there are other cultural and

religious obstacles in this area as well. All three countries fall into low income

economies, or developing, as classified by the World Bank (see Table 2.1).

Table 2.1. Partial List of World Economies, South Asia2

Country Income group3 Indebtedness
Bangladesh Low income Less indebted
India Low income Less indebted
Pakistan Low income Moderately indebted

Source: World Bank World Economies, July 2005

King and Hill (1993) stated that domestic work, marriage, betrothal, and parental

indifference account for most factors behind the lack of female participation in education.

Throughout all these countries arranged marriages are common practice and the societal

norm. Women are matched to men by caste, language, religion, regional preference and

skin shade. For educated women, their pool of eligible bachelors grows smaller due to

the need to find a partner that not only meets the above qualifications but is as educated if

not more than the women.

2 World Bank website, Data and Statistics: Country Classification,
(http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/DATASTATISTICS/0,,contentMDK:20420458~menuP
K:64133156~pagePK:64133150~piPK:64133175~theSitePK:239419,00.html) <accessed on December 12,
2006>.
3 Economies are divided among income groups according to 2004 gross national income (GNI) per capita,
calculated using the World Bank Atlas method. The low income group equals $825 or less.
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Gender disparities exist throughout South Asia and are visible in all these

countries. According to the 2001 World Bank Policy Research Report on gender

equality, there are five major gender issues. They are:

� In no developing country do women enjoy equal rights with men.
� Gender discrimination has raised female mortality rates in some regions,

depriving the world of 60-100 million women.
� Across developing regions female-run enterprises tend to be less well

capitalized than those run by males.
� Despite increases in women’s educational attainment relative to men’s,

large gender wage gaps remain.
� Women are vastly underrepresented at all levels of government limiting

their power to influence governance and public policy. (p. 32)

In South Asia, women have less of a right to use resources than men including the access

to education. On average, women in South Asia have about half the number of years of

education as men. South Asia actually has one of the largest gender inequalities

compared to all other developing regions. With education playing a large role in the

recent job opportunities created by the new global economy, stagnation in education and

continued inequality will have serious repercussions on women in this area of the world.

As demonstrated in Table 2.24, the female enrollment in higher education is substantially

less than the male population.

4 UNESCO website, EFA Global Monitoring Report 2005, Table 9 and 10
(http://portal.unesco.org/education/en/file_download.php/f92a40287666c9dee65e9528ac75b495table9_terti
aryed.pdf) <accessed January 16, 2007>.
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Table 2.2. Participation in Tertiary Education in South Asia.

Total students enrolled in tertiary education Gross enrollment ratio
1998/1999 2002/2003 2002/2003

Country Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female
South Asia
Bangladesh 709 480 229 877 596 281 6.2 8.2 4.1

India … … … 11.295 6.953 4.342 11.9 14.1 9.6
Pakistan … … … 401 228 173 2.8 3.1 2.5

Source: UNESCO’s 2005 Education for All (EFA) Global Monitoring Report

Women only make up 32 percent of the total labor force in South Asia which is

significantly less than all other regions except for the Middle East and North Africa.

Khan (1993) stated that labor market discrimination discourages women in South Asia

from pursuing higher education. There are substantial direct and indirect costs with little

financial gains or upwardly career potential; hence, there would be a low return on

human capital investment.

Bangladesh. Bangladesh has a population of over 146 million. On a historical

note, Bangladesh was created in 1947 as East Pakistan and then in 1971 achieved its

independence. Marriage, divorce and inheritance are all decided according to religious

law; however, under the constitution of 1972, women were declared equal to men.

Muslim is the faith of 83 percent of the population with the remainder claiming

Hinduism. Bangladesh has a total literacy rate of 43.1 percent and 31.8 percent for

women.5 According to UNESCO statistics, only 6.2 percent of the population are in

college whereas only 4.1 percent of women are enrolled in tertiary education (see Table

2.2).

5 CIA World Fact Book website, Bangladesh, (https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/bg.html)
<accessed on January 17, 2007>.
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India. India has a population of over one billion people. While Hindi is the

national language, it is reserved mostly for the elite and northern Indians since there are

14 other official languages with most states having their own regional language that is

preferred over Hindi. English is also used for many governmental and educational

purposes throughout the country. The literacy rate overall is 59.5 percent. For women it

is 48.3 percent compared to over 70 percent for men.6

Historically, the British arrived in India during the early seventeenth century for

trade and as the Mughul Empire waned, the British took more and more control.

Ramusack and Sievers (1999) explained how in the early nineteenth century, the British

“sought to legitimize their military seizure and retention of political power in India with

moral and legal principles” such as their construction of a “hierarchy based on the status

of women” (p. 41). In this hierarchy Indian women were placed lower than European

women; thus, it required the British to create policies to improve Indian women’s lives.

These policies were conducted with the aid of Christian missionaries and Western-

educated Indian male social reformers of which both had their own agendas that did not

necessarily improve the lives of Indian women. The reforms tried to establish a

“domesticity combining Victorian qualities of cleanliness and punctuality with Indian

ones of modesty, humility, and self-sacrifice that effectively subordinated women within

a patriarchal nuclear family” (p. 43). This new domesticity was used as a sign of

superiority in some classes. Ramusack and Sievers critiqued the British policies as

attempts and a “willingness to extend the authority of Indian men over Indian women’s

6 CIA World Fact Book website, India, (https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/in.html)
<accessed on January 17, 2007>.
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sexuality” (p. 47). For example, previous Civil Code based on Hindu tradition allowed a

wife the right to refuse to live with her husband if she returned to her natal home and

agreed never to remarry. Under the new Christian ecclesiastical law, a husband could sue

his wife for restitution of his conjugal rights. Many of the other British laws had other

negative impacts on Indian women. Partially based on these experiences, India even

today remains skeptical of foreigners motives.

However, after independence some laws were changed and did improve the

political situation for Indian woman. The 1950 constitution gave women the right to vote

and after opposition from the orthodox Hindu political groups, the Hindu Marriage Code

was established in 1955 that prohibited polygamy and implemented divorce by mutual

consent. Yet, these rights did not extend to the Muslim women in India as they were

governed by Qur’anic injunctions.

Gender disparity differences are visible throughout South Asia. Researchers

(World Bank, 2001; Dyson and Moore, 1983) have examined a north-south dichotomy in

India’s kinship systems that show variations amongst the states in India and the provinces

in Pakistan. There is a band that goes across most of Pakistan and the northwest states of

India where there is the world’s largest gender disparity in child mortality rates. Yet, this

is not the situation in the other regional areas. The sex ratio in the northern region is

highly masculine with 1,073 males per 1,000 females in India and 1,078 males per 1,000

females in Pakistan (Brydon and Chant, 1993). Factors related to the masculinization of

the sex ratio are the poor nutrition of young girls and their lack of medical treatment

compared to their brothers. The north-south dichotomy shows that states in the south and
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east are characterized by low fertility, later marriage age, lower infant and child

mortality, and low sex ratios (Dyson and Moore, 1983). For example, the southwestern

state of Kerala has one of the highest literacy and education rates throughout India which

parlays into lower gender disparities.

Desai (1995) placed the historical advances of women’s education in India within

a cultural context. Desai explained that often cultural attitudes change too slowly to meet

other types of societal advances:

In spite of solid training in the sciences or engineering, and in spite of
opportunities to work in prestigious research organizations, many women
play their traditional roles alongside their occupational roles because only
then are they assured of their family’s cooperation and their husband’s
support; their career becomes more an extension of responsibility than a
shift. (p. 26)

Desai further stated that while there has been improvement in higher education access for

Indian women, there remains one constant issue and that is Indian society’s image of an

educated woman. She explained that individuals have values more towards the

traditional or conservative woman portrayed through film, television and media as

“obedient, docile, and self-effacing” (p. 41). Those individuals see educated women with

a great deal of suspicion. The fear is that with education, women become “ambitious,

abrasive, disobedient, and questioning” (p. 41).

On a different note, Jayaram (2003) commented on the decline of the academic

profession in India. Jayaram’s study is important to review as it reveals the lack of

opportunities for women with doctorates should they desire to teach at the higher

educational level in India. Jayaram cited a low esteem of the profession that is due to a

“reckless manner in which teachers were recruited and allowed to function” during the
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1970’s and 1980’s (p. 210). That history combined with a freeze on new hires that

continues to exist today in many Indian states, has left the prospects grim for recent

graduates. Jayaram referred to a few state and governmental policies as the culprits for

the decline and shift in the academic profession. Jayaram mentioned educational

inbreeding with the “sons or daughters of the soil” policy. This policy rejects the

cosmopolitanism of teaching staff and rather perpetuates a system based not around

meritocracy but nepotism.

Over the past three decades, Indian states have implemented policies of protective

discrimination where candidates belonging to the scheduled castes, tribes and other

backward classes (OBC’s) have been offered reserved seats should they meet the

qualifications. However, policies of this kind continue to meet with public opposition as

evident in the 2006 decision in Delhi to reserve seats in law schools for OBC’s. In

January 2007, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh issued a statement on the need for major

higher education reforms but has failed to outline any changes that would be

implemented.7

Pakistan. Created in 1947 when the Indian subcontinent gained its independence,

Pakistan is an Islamic republic making it the second most populous Muslim country with

165 million people. It has a literacy rate of 48.7 percent total and only 35.2 percent for

women.8 The official government language used is English while their other official

language is Urdu. Most university courses are conducted in English. The country is

7 Press Information Bureau website, Prime Minister Releases Nkc’s Report To The Nation 2006,
(http://pib.nic.in/release/release.asp?relid=24023) <accessed January 22, 2007>.
8 CIA World Fact Book website, Pakistan,
(https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/pk.html#Intro) <accessed on January 17, 2007>.
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governed by Qur’anic law which is strict in its rulings on women. For example, under

Islamic law, a Muslim man can marry a woman of the Book (Jews or Christians) but

cannot marry a Hindu woman. Muslim women may only marry Muslim men.9

According to Ramusack and Sievers (1999), the country’s effort to promote Islam

has had restrictions on dress attire and occupations for women. These efforts have

resulted in conservative women wearing a burqa or long black cloak to cover the head

and face as well as the body. Women who do receive education are channeled into

female appropriate occupations that deal with other women such as medicine and

education.

Shaheed and Mumtaz (1995) cited two opposing camps regarding female

education that has its roots in pre-independence time: “one that believed that education

could free women from their social shackles and one that intended to use education to

further consolidate the constraints on women” (p. 62). They also stated the continuation

of education for women consisting of “information, skills, and training transmitted

informally from mother to daughter” with the intention of preparing them to “cope with

life” as wives (p. 70). They argued that because of the rapidly changing world that there

have been economic pressures forcing women to work and gain more education however

there are not adequate systems in place to address these needs.

East Asia

Unlike South Asia, East Asia boasts an overall high literacy rate and a less

pronounced gender gap than other developing regions; yet this varies by countries

9 U.S. Department of State website, Pakistan: International Religious Freedom Report 2005,
http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/irf/2005/51621.htm) <accessed on January 17, 2007>.
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because, for example, China has one of the lowest female literacy rates (King and Hill,

1993). The region claims an almost universal primary school enrollment. However,

within East Asia are countries that vary drastically from one another in size, population,

and economies. The region shares, with a couple of exceptions, a colonial legacy and a

cultural heritage that consists of indigenous cultures and a wide range of religions

including Buddhism, Confucianism, Islam, Christianity, Taoism, and Hinduism.

Religion is said to impact the education of females (King and Hill, 1993) because of its

powerful influence on societal views and beliefs. Even though religion itself does not

explicitly discourage female education some do so in practice. For a thorough review of

the history and impact of religion on women in East Asia, see Ramusack and Sievers

(1999) book, Women in Asia: Restoring Women to History.

There is a negative correlation between marriage and high levels of education.

King and Hill (1993) reviewed a couple of studies of Chinese university students and

they all found that Chinese men did not prefer to marry a woman who had a university

education. This combined with the practice of dowry might not only discourage a young

woman from pursuing higher education, but might financially limit a family from

educating their daughter.

East Asia has been characterized as benefiting from one of the fastest economic

growth rates and having one of the highest levels of education of any developing region.

The outlier in this region is Japan that is classified by the World Bank as a high income

(see Table 2.3) country unlike the other countries in this region, which for the purposes of

this dissertation includes China, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, and Thailand. From
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1965 to 1990, 23 East Asian economies catapulted, far outpacing any other economies

(World Bank, 2001). This was two times as fast as the rest of Asia, three times faster

than Latin America and South Asia, and five times as fast as Sub-Saharan Africa. With

the economic growth came improved life expectancy and education levels that helped to

narrow the gender gaps in schooling and employment.

Table 2.3. Partial List of World Economies, East Asia10.

Country Income group11 Indebtedness
China Lower middle income Less indebted
Japan High income
Korea High income
Thailand Lower middle income Less indebted

Source: World Bank World Economies, July 2005

According to the World Bank Policy Research Report (2001), by 1995, the

percentages of females in the labor force were as high as 41 percent in Japan, 37 percent

in China and Hong Kong, and 40 percent in South Korea. However, when the economic

crisis of the late 1990’s hit East Asia, some of these gains for females were reversed

which was visible through the loss of jobs and the lowering of wages. Later it became

evident with the decline of girls in primary and secondary school and also in the

redistribution of nutrient intake by gender where the male children are often given more

food and more food of nutritional value.

10 World Bank website, Data and Statistics: Country Classification,
(http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/DATASTATISTICS/0,,contentMDK:20420458~menuP
K:64133156~pagePK:64133150~piPK:64133175~theSitePK:239419,00.html) <accessed on December 12,
2006>.
11 Economies are divided among income groups according to 2004 gross national income (GNI) per capita,
calculated using the World Bank Atlas method. The groups here are: lower middle income, $826–3,255;
and high income, $10,066 or more.
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Tilak (1993) cited aspects of the East Asian labor market that affected a woman’s

educational and work choices or opportunities. Wage discrimination was seen as a

discouraging feature for women to pursue advanced education. However, women’s rates

of return to education were higher than or equal to the returns to men’s education.

China. In 1949, China was established as a communist state. Prior to that, rural

women had established themselves in China as an important group of workers due to

economic crises after World War I even though there was social change occurring

primarily through the urban areas. 1921 saw the establishment of the Chinese

Communist Party (CCP). The 1930 Civil Code document gave Chinese women the right

to inherit property, choose their own husbands, divorce and it made adultery illegal for

both men and women (Ramusack and Sievers, 1999). However, the enforcement of these

new rights would take years to establish.

China has a population of over 1.3 billion. It has seven main languages with

numerous regional dialects. Over 90 percent of the population is literate and 86.5 percent

of women are literate.12 China is officially an atheist country although there are small

percentages of Taoist, Buddhist, Christian and Muslim.

Chen (2003) reviewed the academic profession in China and explained that China

was in the middle of a major shift in their higher education system. Chen stated that the

profession was “caught between the pull of the old bureaucratic controls and the push of

market forces” (p. 111). A rapid expansion of the Chinese higher education system

created poor work conditions, low salaries, and understaffing with higher work loads. All

12 CIA World Fact Book website, China, (https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/ch.html)
<accessed on January 17, 2007>.
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of these have all emerged as concerns for professors. Chen cited dissatisfaction with

these poor conditions as reasons why recent graduates prefer not to work in academia and

this might actually be promoting brain drain or migration to the west. As in India,

educational inbreeding was also a concern for faculty quality with older faculty in China

preferring to hire their own students which could limit opportunities for Chinese who

complete their graduate education overseas.

Hong Kong. Hong Kong was occupied by the United Kingdom in 1841 and

became a region of China in 1997. Under China’s “one country, two systems” plan,

Hong Kong will remain mostly autonomous for the next 50 years. Hong Kong has a

population of 6.9 million and the majority population is Chinese. Cantonese and English

are its two official languages. It has a total combined 93.5 percent literacy rate and an

89.6 percent rate for women.13 Unlike the rest of China, Hong Kong has a free market

economy that is dependent on international trade.

Japan. At the turn of the century, Japanese women faced a centralized

government that denied them political rights but “demanded their allegiance to a nation

that had joined with Western imperialism in colonizing Asia” (Ramusack and Sievers,

1999, p. 201). Even with the efforts of the Japanese women’s movement, the country

countered with a pro-natal policy and order for traditional dress and virtues throughout

Japan and in occupied Korea. Japanese and Korean women were forced to serve as

“comfort women,” or government approved prostitutes who were pushed into service,

throughout the war for Japanese soldiers. During the United States controlled occupation

13 CIA World Fact Book website, Hong Kong,
(https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/hk.html) <accessed on January 17, 2007>.
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from 1945-1952, women received the right to vote and saw a major revision to Japan’s

Civil Code that guaranteed women equality in marriage, education and work. After a

rapidly growing economy in the 1980’s, the nuclear family became the typical pattern for

Japanese families with the stay-at-home wife and mother. A lack of social acceptance for

working mothers is perpetuated by the Japanese press who blame mothers that work for

problems in the family. Ramusack and Sievers also cited that “Japanese business

practices assure the continuance of what is, in practice, a single-parent family” (p. 232)

due to the demands they place on workers and the hours they require.

As an island nation, Japan has a population of 127 million. It has one official

language and has an overall literacy rate of 99 percent and the same rate for women.14

South Korea. Up until the Japanese occupation, 1905-1945, the Korean peninsula

was an independent kingdom. During this time Koreans rebelled against the policies of

the Japanese by revoking anything new and adopting back traditional, nationalist

practices which were “demeaning to women” (Ramusack and Sievers, 1999, p. 219).

After World War II the peninsula was divided into North and South. Now, South

Korea is a democracy that has a booming economy. The South Korean government

continued its Neo-Confucian views of traditional roles for family and women well after

the war. In 1989, the Civil Code was revised to match the Constitution and gave Korean

woman the right to vote and the right to equal treatment. The Equal Employment Act of

1987 provided equal pay for equal work, maternity protection and the right to work after

marriage and childbirth.

14 CIA World Fact Book website, Japan, (https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/ja.html)
<accessed on January 17, 2007>.
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Even though Korean is the country’s language, English is widely taught during

primary and secondary education. Almost half the population has no religious affiliation

whereas 26 percent claim Christianity and 26 percent claim Buddhism. With 48 million

people it has a literacy rate of 97.9 percent totally and 96 percent for women.15

Economic growth and a boom in the Korean economy drove a need for more

workers and has accelerated the educational and work opportunities for Korean women

over the past few decades. However, Ramusack and Sievers alleged that “in the

contemporary workplace, the problems Korean woman face are familiar ones: women

with four-year college degrees find it difficult to get jobs; many Korean women work in

part-time, low wage jobs” (p. 235). In-Ho Lee (1995) cited that there was an “inverse

relationship between a woman’s level of education and her participation in the labor

force” because “the content of education for women encourages them to accept

traditional roles” (p. 77). Lee also mentioned that the first few generations of female

professors in Korea had studied or lived primarily in the United States before returning to

Korea and getting a professorship.

Thailand. Thailand is the only Southeast Asian country that has never been taken

by a European force; therefore, women in Thailand did not “encounter a political sphere

dominated by an imperial-colonial dynamic” like many of the other Asian countries

(Ramusack and Sievers, 1999, p. 105). Legal reforms were initiated during the 1920’s

and 1930’s that legally ended polygamy and prohibited husbands from physically

punishing their wives.

15 CIA World Fact Book website, South Korea,
(https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/ks.html) <accessed on January 17, 2007>.
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Thailand today has a population of 64 million. Over 90 percent of the population

is Buddhist. It has a literacy rate of 92.6 percent for the total population is 90.5 percent

for women.16 With Thai being the official language, English is the language of the elites.

Migration

Recent global trends partially explain the growth in foreign students and scholars

to the United States. Increased communication and transportation through the use of

technology along with a changing labor market that has a great reliance upon

technological skills have impacted the growth of the international economy (Cummings,

1991). Since 87.5 percent of the participants in this dissertation migrated originally for

educational purposes, it is important to first examine the flow of international students.

According to the UNESCO’s 2005 Education for All (EFA) Global Monitoring

Report, 17 in 2002/2003 China had the largest number of college students enrolled with

just over 15 million (see Table 2.4). The report also calculated gross enrollment ratio, or

the total enrollment expressed as a percentage of the population in the official age group

corresponding to this level of education. Using this ratio for China, only 15.8 percent of

the total population and 14.4 percent of the female population were college students.

For the rest of East Asia, South Korea had the largest gross enrollment ratio with

85.4 percent of the population or 3.2 million college students and 64.5 percent of females.

Next was Japan with 50.7 percent of the population and 47.4 percent of females. Finally,

Thailand had 2.2 million college students consisting of 38.8 percent of the population and

16 CIA World Fact Book website, Thailand, (https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/th.html)
<accessed on January 17, 2007>.
17 UNESCO website, EFA Global Monitoring Report 2005, Table 9 and 10
(http://portal.unesco.org/education/en/file_download.php/f92a40287666c9dee65e9528ac75b495table9_terti
aryed.pdf) <accessed January 16, 2007>.
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41.8 percent of females. Thailand was the only of one of these countries where there

were more females than males enrolled.

Table 2.4. Participation in Tertiary Education in East Asia.

Total students enrolled in tertiary education Gross enrollment ratio

1998/1999 2002/2003 2002/2003

Country Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female
East Asia
China 6.366 … … 15.186 8.529 6.657 15.8 17.1 14.4
Japan 3.941 2.180 1.760 3.984 2.169 1.816 50.7 53.9 47.4
South
Korea

2.636 1.713 923 3.223 2.045 1.178 85.4 105.1 64.5

Thailand 1.814 846 969 2.251 1.043 1.208 38.8 35.8 41.8
Source: UNESCO’s 2005 Education for All (EFA) Global Monitoring Report

Out of Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan in South Asia, India had the largest

number of college students and the largest percentage with 11.2 million and 11.9 percent

respectively (refer to Table 2.2). Bangladesh had only 6.2 percent of the population and

Pakistan had a mere 2.8 percent of the population as college students.

In Cumming’s research, he reviewed data and mobility patterns from other

countries to the United States, the United Kingdom, France and Germany. All of these

countries combined take in over two-thirds of all foreign students. The overall pattern of

student flow is from developing countries to developed countries. In Cummings’

analysis, he looked at absolute numbers utilizing the Open Doors data, sending rates of

countries, changes over time, and short-run changes in absolute numbers. The short-run

changes show three patterns by type: early development, late development, and

developed.
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In the early development of a country, the higher education system does not

provide equal opportunity, which is especially true for indigenous and minority groups

within that country. Also, within this category, students tend to focus more on

development-related fields such as business, computers, and engineering which explains

why there are large numbers of Chinese and Indian students who study more applied

fields such as some of the sciences and engineering disciplines.

Late development countries have built their own higher education system; yet,

they use overseas education as a means to train their graduate students as future scholars

and researchers in these development fields.

Developed countries send students overseas that are focused on their own

personal development rather than the development of their home country. These students

tend to study humanities and social sciences which might explain the low numbers of

Japanese women in this study that focused on science and engineering fields. This trend

is demonstrated in this study considering only eight percent of the participants are from a

developed country which implies that either the women from developed countries are not

participating in the United States based academic labor market or they are not represented

in the science and engineering fields. Cummings’ patterns are evident in the research

completed for this study since the majority of women working in science and engineering

will be from developing or countries in early to late development.

The second part of Cummings’ study focused on why students went overseas for

education. While recognizing that it is largely a personal effort, Cummings looked more

on country-level variables because he saw that the individual effort is shaped by national
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context. He found ten national characteristics that influence the likelihood of a nation

sending large numbers overseas to study. He stated that more students go overseas if a

country provides a large percentage of young people with the qualifications for higher

education. The availability of young people is most evident in China and India where

they both have large populations and a large pool of qualified applicants. According to a

UNESCO report from 2005, China has over 15 million college students and India had

over 11 million.

Within Cummings’ finding is also the issue of preparation for higher education

when there are not many or enough in-country institutional options. The reasons that this

occurs are either due to the inability of domestic higher educational systems to keep up

with the demand or the increase of domestic higher education has created a need for

graduate level trained staff and scholars. Since overseas education has focused on

scientific fields, countries that lack programs in these areas are more likely to send

students overseas. Similarly, small countries will send a larger proportion of their

students due to fewer options in country.

Other reasons are that countries that educate students in the same language as the

host country are more likely to send students there. Wealthier nations send more students

than poor countries. Regardless of wealth, during times of rapid economic growth, a

country will send students overseas. If a national economy is linked to international

transactions then the youth will find their potential careers to be dependent on

multinational companies. One example of this is with India and the international,

primarily American, call centers located throughout the country in these technology parks
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found primarily in second cities such as Bangalore and Pune. The notion of studying

overseas becomes institutionalized within a country. If a country is facing ethnic or

racial tensions then there is a trend for minority members to study aboard. Finally,

during times of political uncertainty, countries will send more students overseas.

The final part of Cummings’ research observed some of the reasons that led

students to certain locations over others. Previous literature linked colonial era factors to

the flow of students’ migration; yet, today there are other associations. First, technical

and military support and assistance during the cold-war era continued to link some

countries to others. Second, the amount of economic assistance from one country to

another influenced student flow. Third, the existence of migrant populations within a

host country impacted and drew new students. Fourth, cultural links and the share of

English as the language of instruction influenced the flow. Fifth, the ability of the host

country to absorb overseas students without impacting domestic students opened up seats.

Sixth, the diverse types of institutions within the American higher education systems

allowed for students of varying levels. Finally, financial costs had a large impact on

which country students’ chose to study in.

Altbach (1989) assessed the increasing internationalization of higher education as

a result of the growth in border crossing for educational purposes. Universities and

colleges play a central role in the international knowledge networks that link students and

scholars through books, journals, databases, and more. He described the foreign student

and scholar as concrete manifestations of this knowledge network as they carry the

knowledge across borders. The knowledge network extends beyond the boundaries of
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academic knowledge and into the realm of norms and values that are learned from the

host country.

Globalization’s impact on higher education is visible in the international labor

market for scholars and scientists as it manifests itself in a South-to-North pattern

(Altbach, 2002). However, this mobility was discussed in permanent terms as evidenced

in the brain drain literature. Emigration now includes visiting scholars, temporary work

assignments abroad, and scholars returning to their home countries after a period of time

in a Western university indicative of a brain migration.

In the case of professors and researchers from developing countries, Altbach

stated that they might “return home when attractive opportunities open up and the

circumstances at home are appropriate in terms of living conditions, academic

infrastructures, and the intellectual and political climate” (p. 7). The possibility of

returning home creates a need for the scholars to maintain their networks and ties in both

countries thereby serving as a link between the centers and peripheries with the research

universities in the industrialized world serving as the center of the international

knowledge system.

Along with globalization’s impact on the international labor market, Altbach

(1993) identified overarching structural elements that involved foreign study such as

inequalities, foreign students and the foreign student industry. The inequalities were a

result of the system being dominated by developed or industrialized nations. Due to the

academic world’s focus around English speaking countries and a few other industrialized
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nations, this leaves the majority of countries on the periphery of the knowledge network.

The primary countries within this periphery are Third world countries.

Altbach evaluated the foreign student and foreign study phenomenon. As

previously stated, knowledge transfer is central to this discussion. One of the key issues

is that the knowledge given is biased towards Western knowledge and that it is largely

done through formalized curriculum. The concern with this bias is that it is not limited to

the Western world but once imparted is then taken back home and transmitted into the

home country’s curriculum and academic world. Western agendas get transplanted into

Third world countries. In addition to students, foreign scholars, primarily from the Third

world, go aboard to get research experience and to learn from the industrialized

educational system.

One hole in the research that Altbach pointed out is that much of the research is

on individual perspectives of foreign students. He stated the need to study at the micro-

level so that important variables such as gender, religion, social class, ethnicity, and other

background characteristics are added into the research. Transnationalism theory

addresses this weakness in the literature as it can deal with multi-levels of influence and

reasons.

Another weakness in the research is that foreign female scholars are under studied

and analyzed which was why this study sets forth to contribute to that lacking research

area. Given the earlier literature review on gender in Asia, it is evident that a focus on

Asian female faculty is warranted due to their positioning in a Western environment.
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Within the context of the American higher educational system and academic culture,

Asian women comparatively have more opportunities by migrating.

Brain Drain

In purely economic terms, brain drain refers to the international transfer of human

resources. Brain drain primarily occurs when individuals emigrate from their home

countries for higher education and do not return. It also happens when they are educated

in their home country but move overseas for better work opportunities.

Adams (2003) examined the extent of brain drain from labor exporting countries.

The previous literature on brain drain argued that “the large-scale departure of highly-

educated workers from developing countries tends to depress income levels and long-run

economic growth rates in the developing world” (p. 1); however, Adams posited an

alternative theory. The new argument states that since developing countries have limited

economic growth and little incentive to acquire education which fuels economic growth,

migration of the educated might increase the incentive to gain more education. His

analysis confirmed four main findings. One, he found that based on remittances sent

home by migrant workers, the level of migration continues to grow annually. Two,

international migration involves primarily the more educated workers. Three, even

though the migrants are well-educated, migration does not necessarily take a high

proportion of the best educated from countries. Finally, for countries closest to the

United States migration does cause brain drain, especially for Latin American countries.

Regets (2001) outlined the major issues regarding the migration of highly skilled

laborers by utilizing data from the United States. He stated both positive and negative
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effects for the sending and the receiving country in addition to global consequences. The

main potential negative repercussion for the sending country is the idea that with brain

drain there is lost productivity due to the removal of higher skilled workers and students.

This negative result transfers to the receiving country with worries of decreased

incentives for the natives to seek these higher skills in addition to potential crowding out

the native students from education.

While both countries share some possible positive effects like: (1) increased

knowledge flow and collaboration through a new transnational network, (2) increased ties

to foreign research institutions, and (3) export opportunities for technology (p. 4).

However, there are more positive benefits for the sending country like an increased

incentive for natives to seek higher skills. Even if they do not emigrate, the country wins

with a more educated population that remains. Financially, the sending country wins

with remittances and other support from the diaspora networks created. Finally, there is

always the potential for the immigrant to return to their home or sending country with

foreign education and increased human capital.

Docquier and Marfouk (2004) estimated the migration rates of skilled workers

from 1990 to 2000. They found that the largest numbers of educated migrants were from

Europe, South Asia and East Asia. They cited that the “quality-selective” immigration

policies established throughout the 1990’s aided in the increase of highly skilled or

educated workers. For example, the United States passed the Immigration Act of 1990

which was later followed by the American Competitiveness and Work Force

Improvement Act of 1998 that established a system to favor workers with specific
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degrees and skills. In 2000, half of these workers who were on H-1B visas were from

India.

Welch (1997) reviewed the internationalization of the academic profession

utilizing data gathered from the International Survey of the Academic Profession. This

survey was the first significant study to analyze academic staff because previous research

had focused around student mobility rather than faculty. A major finding regarding

internationalization and gender is that there are more differences amongst “peripatetic” or

international women than those that are considered as “indigenous” or homegrown. On

one hand, women have less opportunity to travel and study abroad which is considered a

negative for female academics; on the other hand, international women had higher

rankings than indigenous women.

Two other areas Welch analyzed were disciplines and forms of employment.

Computer science and physics were seen as more peripatetic than other disciplines. In

examining forms of employment, contracted, tenured staff were seen as more likely to be

peripatetic. Also, peripatetic academic staff indicted being involved in international

activities at twice the rate of indigenous staff. The activities included attending

international conferences as well as maintaining contacts with scholars overseas which is

why this dissertation enquired about the faculty’s level of involvement and contacts.

Another finding from the study was that Americans tend to value foreign contacts less

than academics from other systems. The author attributed this low value to “both a

product of the weight of that university and publications systems, and of certain traditions

of isolationism and perceptions of self-sufficiency” (Welch, 1997, p. 334).
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Transnationalism

Migration theory has dominated immigration studies; however, a drawback is that

it concentrates on immigration as a permanent move from one’s home country to the

receiving country. Migration theory operates on a macro-micro continuum. The themes

of migration theory are an analysis of groups of people utilizing economical assumptions

about motives or a micro study of how individual people cope with immigration. In the

micro tradition, the goal is often to detail and tell the story of individuals and their

motives for immigration; however, the limitation in this narrow approach is that they are

only “post-migration re-constructions of reasons for exit” (Gold, 1997, p. 417). Another

constraint that Gold outlined is the fact that these narratives are based on a persons’

interpretation of their own situation and therefore they are often out of any social or

historical context. At the macro end, much of the immigration literature is focused

around economic theories and the drive for income and rewards. The drawback with this

perspective is that the focal point is on capitalism as the driving factor and it disregards

social dimensions to immigration.

Transnationalism literature adds a conceptual framework for analyzing people’s

links between First and Third world countries where they have two different perspectives.

One perspective is of their home country and the second is of the country they have

migrated to. A benefit of a transnationalism framework is that it is able to connect the

micro and the macro levels rather than choosing one or the other as previously done with

migration theory (Gold, 1997). On the micro level, it incorporates networks and local

values; whereas, the macro level integrates the large scale structures where immigrants
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create their new community. Transnationalism also allows for individuals to maintain a

network that ties them back to their home country while allowing them mobility on a

global level. A gendered, transnational approach examines how immigrant women

uphold traditions while living in a different First world society (Das Gupta, 1997).

Gold (1997) conducted 97 interviews with Israeli immigrants and participant

observations to examine international migration motives utilizing transnationalism

theory. He discovered that Israeli’s have good access to social networks in their

homeland as well as in the receiving country. The resources that are available to them

include help with job placement, childcare, housing, social life and food. Due to

historical factors based around the recent establishment of their homeland, the Israeli

narrative is full of stories that transmit coping skills for migration. Gold argues that

Israeli’s function meaningfully in multiple transnational settings due to: (1) their access

to social and occupational networks, (2) established community relationships that allow

them to have a flexible notion of ethnic and national identity, and (3) governmental and

political factors that permit dual legal status. His study is a good example of the

application of transnationalism to demonstrate that “migration is embedded in a series of

political, ethnic, familial, and communal relationships and networks that cross borders”

(p. 422).

Das Gupta (1997) analyzed interviews from Indian immigrants in New York City

from a transnational feminist approach to understand immigrant identity formation. She

exchanged the main framework of assimilation or cultural pluralism for a feminist

approach to ethnicity. Utilizing a gendered, transnational approach is seen as a solution
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to problems with traditional methods such as the focus on loss or persistence of one’s

culture. Das Gupta stated that her method is narrative so that the women’s stories are

told and are not marginalized by methods. Her methodology and application of theory

rejects dualism that is traditionally associated in male/female, good/bad terms and creates

a third realm that she labels as a “third country” (p. 589) or the borderlands. It is here in

the borderlands that these Indian women created a new identity that came from the

crossings of ethnic and cultural borders.

Pessar and Mahler’s (2003) article attempted to merge gender into transnational

migration literature. In their previous work in the 2001 journal, Identities: Global Studies

in Culture and Power, they developed a theoretical framework labeled “gendered

geographies of power.” Their framework contains three building blocks for

understanding “how gender articulates with migration” (p. 815). The three elements in

this framework are geographic scales, social locations, and power geometrics.

Geographic scales suggest the notion that gender exists simultaneously on “multiple

spatial and social scales (e.g. the body, the family, the state) across transnational terrains”

(p. 815). Social locations refer to the idea that individuals are born into a social location

which has built in advantages and disadvantages. Power geometrics show that there are

different types and degrees of agency or action that individuals can exert depending on

their social locations. Their framework and research attempts to bring gender into the

transnational migration literature; however, they cited their own limitations in doing so

and propose further research to address gender.
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Itzigsohn and Giorguli-Saucedo (2005) incorporated gendered experiences with

transnational participation in their analysis of first generation immigrant households

among Latino communities in the United States. In previous literature on immigration

and gender, it was believed that men and woman have different experiences in the

receiving country or society. This argument posited that the lives of immigrant women

improve due to “increased access to resources through employment and protective

institutions” (p. 897). In addition, men return home at higher rates because the “evidence

suggests that, for men, migration implies – at least initially – a loss of status and a threat

to their gender identity” and that they “desire to return home in order to regain the status

and privileges that their migration has challenged” (p. 897). In contrast, women favor

staying because they “fear that returning to their countries will result in a loss of their

independence and a return to traditional gender roles” (p. 897).

There has been research on international student’s decisions over whether to stay

in the United States or return to their home country after completion of the doctoral

degree. In a recent study (Das Gupta, Nerad and Cerny, 2003) gender was an important

factor in this decision as women tended to be more inclined to staying in the country after

completion with the exception of women with Ph.D.’s in English. One reason for this

finding could be that for individuals with higher degrees in English there is a large job

market overseas for the teaching of English as a foreign language. A couple of other

features that their national survey pointed out was that funding from their national

government or employer and their primary career choice also played major roles in this
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decision. However, for those that obtained a new level of job, there is a lack of research

on what impact networks have on getting job in the United States or in the home country.

Later studies such as Pessar and Mahler’s (2003) suggested that this was an

overgeneralization and overly optimistic so Itzigsohn and Giorguli-Saucedo sought to

combine the past literature and create an explanation for transnational participation.

They defined transnational participation as the creation of ties with an immigrants’

country of origin that forms a transnational social space. Three reasons identified for

transnational participation are: (1) linear transnationalism, (2) resource-dependent

transnationalism, and (3) reactive transnationalism.

With linear transnationalism immigrants make connections and linkages back to

their families and places of origin by sending remittances and by visiting home.

Resource-dependent transnationalism occurs when individuals attempt to reconnect with

their home country after they have accumulated enough resources to engage in business

or other projects. Due to the need for financial support or time, the emergence of

transnationalism can be slow and emerges only after a period of time in the receiving

country. Reactive transnationalism involves the immigrant having experienced a

negative occurrence that might have been the “result of frustration with occupational

careers or the social status attained in the country of reception” (p. 899). In conclusion,

Itzigsohn and Giorguli-Saucedo found that time and familiarity with American norms and

society did not lessen immigrants’ links with their home countries.

Vertovec’s (2003) article was concerned with global interconnectedness and the

mode of transnationalism to better understand the ways migrants “create, maintain and
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make use of modes of exchange and relationship that span considerable distances and

nation-state borders” (p. 642). He connected migration literature with social network

terminology, social capital, and embeddedness to reframe how researchers examine

transnational migrant communities.

Social Networks

Due to the integrated connection between social capital and social networks, this

section begins with a discussion of social capital. Lin, Cook, and Burt (2001) argued that

social networks are the foundation of social capital which serves as an asset in the

creation of networks. Social capital differs from cultural capital in the sense that social

capital comes from the resources an individual gains specifically from and through

networks. Cultural capital can be gained through knowledge that does not necessarily

involve the use of networks and connections to other people. Lin, Cook, and Burt’s

viewpoint was that social networks have the ability to link individual and social structure.

They posited that the “structural” features and the “resources embedded” in social

networks are both defining components of social capital (p. viii). For a full review of the

origins of social capital, see Portes (1998) article.

Their research established the role that social capital plays in various

organizational settings; however, this review is particularly interested in their work on

social capital and the labor market. Good networks are equated with good jobs. Social

capital helps individuals find job opportunities while simultaneously helping employers

locate a larger applicant pool. Employers are able to find individuals who are best suited

to their needs through the use of informal networks where potential workers are referred
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to them by current employees. Employers value people with extensive connections so

that those ties benefit the company or organization when that person is hired. On the

employee side, those with ties and connections learn about the better jobs that require

higher skilled workers and typically have better pay or benefits.

Social network analysis is a research perspective within social and behavioral

sciences that is based on the importance of relationships amongst interacting units.

Wasserman and Faust (1994) state five central principles of social network analysis:

� All theories, models and applications are expressed in terms of
relational concepts or processes as defined by linkages among units;

� Actors and their actions are viewed as interdependent rather than
independent, autonomous units;

� Relational ties (linkages) between actors are channels for transfer or
“flow” of resources (either material or nonmaterial);

� Network models focusing on individuals view the network structural
environment as providing opportunities for or constraints on individual
action; and,

� Network models conceptualize structure (social, economic, political,
and so forth) as lasting patterns of relations among actors. (p. 4)

Ultimately social network analysis is dependent on the notion that whatever the actor’s

observed attributes are that they are understood in terms of patterns or structures of ties

among the units.

The fundamental concepts in social network analysis are: actor, relational tie,

dyad, triad, subgroup, group, relation, and network. Actors are seen as social entities be

they individual, corporate or a collective social unit. A one-mode network involves

analyzing a collection of actors that are all the same type. Relational ties can be any type

of relationship that exists between the units. For example, the ties can be based on,

“kinship, material transactions, flow of resources or support, behavioral interaction,
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group co-memberships, or the affective evaluation of one person by another”

(Wasserman and Faust, 1994, p. 8). Different types of relations will yield different

structures. Dyads and triads refer to the number of actors in a relationship or connected

by a tie.

According to Ronald Burt (1992), there are two routes to social capital, which he

defined in terms of a person’s relationships to others and refers to network attributes.

These networks may be used as an access point to people with specific types of resources

or they may be used as conduits or pathways to certain people. He argued that people

with well constructed networks receive a higher return and that these types of networks

are large, diverse and have few redundant contacts. The benefit of a well constructed

network is better information in terms of access, timing and referrals. These connections

provide opportunities. His most important construct of the network is the presence of

structural holes, which are the separations between non-redundant contacts. Redundancy

is designated by social cohesion or structural equivalence. When cohesion is low, there is

a hole between players and therefore creating the opportunity to form a bridge and use

players on both ends. When there are no holes, then a person is limited by a lack of

opportunity.

International social networks are based on family, friendship, community and

professional ties that motivate migrant patterns serving as channels of information as well

as social and financial support. This is somewhat different from the prevailing research

on migration theory that proposes a push-pull relationship. Within this push-pull theory,

people either migrated because social and economic forces in the host country either
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pressed them to do so or attracted them. For a comprehensive review on the history of

migration, see Boyd (1989).

Boyd (1989) proclaimed that by incorporating social network analysis into

international migration, migration can be understood as a social product and not only as a

result of individual decisions or a result of economic or political factors. Boyd reviewed

five current research agendas within family migration and social network studies. The

first one is an examination of the structural conditions in the sending and receiving

countries. The importance of this research is that the structural conditions provide a

context for the decision to migrate. Next, the information on governmental decisions

such as bilateral treaties and planned labor recruitment are shared through networks. The

third agenda is the role of immigration policies that establish sponsorship networks or

ties. These sponsorships may be familial based or corporation based and research is

needed on the effect and differences between these two types of ties. Women who are

sponsored by relatives or family members participate in the workforce at lower rates than

those sponsored by a corporation or other type of group, such as a religious organization.

Another area of research is the maintenance of networks upon returning to an

individual’s home country. Return migration has a large role in information relay as it

links the sending and receiving countries. Also, during the migration process, social

networks are maintained in three ways: (1) by visits of migrants; (2) by a reliance upon

social activities that link the two countries such as festivals; and (3) marriages to establish

kinship ties. This latter method is seen most often in arranged marriages. A common
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practice for United States based Indian men is to return home for vacation in order to

attend their arranged marriage.

The final research agenda is the adjustment of immigrants in their host country.

Adjustment is greatly affected by kin and friendship networks and ties. Friendship

networks link new people to village based networks and customs and to ethnic

associations. However, personal or kin networks offer support in financial ways, food,

shelter, job information and contacts as well as psychosocial support. Due to recruitment

and encouraged migration Boyd observed that the longer a person stays in an area, the

larger their family based network will get within the host country. However, Boyd did

not consider the expansion of one’s own family through marriage and childbirth but

rather that other family members will migrate as well. Throughout Boyd’s paper, she

argued for the inclusion of social networks into studies on international migration flows

and settlements.

In examining Mexico-United States migration, Winters, de Janvry, and Sadoulet

(2001) found that community and family networks had an important role in families’

decisions to migrate and where to relocate. The authors defined a family network as

consisting of strong ties amongst close friends and family; whereas, a community

network describes relationships between acquaintances. Both of these types of networks

are expected to provide support and information of varying levels. The role of direct and

latent information within these networks either provides information directly from visits

or from general, understood information that is transmitted to the community. The value

of this information is dependent upon whether or not all of the information is shared. For
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example, a family member may not share details of jobs in a host country with anyone

outside of the family due to a fear of increased competition. Another issue is that who or

what is source of the information, this determines the value. Information that is from a

known and trusted source is of higher worth as opposed to information from other

sources like the media.

Winters, de Janvry, and Sadoulet utilized existing surveys of villages and

households that were conducted in 1994 by the Mexican government and the University

of California at Berkeley. These surveys gathered information on migration patterns and

the history of these families. Winters, de Janvry, and Sadoulet stated some conclusions

on the role of family and community networks. First, there was a positive impact of

migrant networks on the decision and the number of people to send. This places a greater

importance on the current networks rather than on historical trends and patterns of

migration from previous family members. Second, information and support in migration

can be found with either family or community networks and if a person lacks the family

ties then the community can be a substitute. Third, in communities with strong networks,

family networks impact migration less. Fourth, networks strongly influence where

migrants choose to relocate to.

Another benefit of utilizing a network approach is that it attempts to understand

the individual not in isolation but rather in relationship to others and therefore can be

used to examine gendered networks. Smith-Lovin and McPherson (1993) stated that a

network approach:

Suggests that much of what we characterize as masculine or feminine is
the product of social relationships in which men and women are
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embedded; structural positions defined by patterns of relationships affect
perceptions, beliefs, resources, and contingencies. Such effects, taken
together with the fact that positions are linked into systematic sequences
(one example of which is career ladders), allow network theory to explain
how small, seemingly inconsequential differences between males and
females in childhood or early adulthood can be transformed over the life
course into dramatic levels of gender segregation and inequality. (p. 223)

In the review article by Smith-Lovin and McPherson (1993), they posited that

experiences and differences in childhood and early adulthood transform through networks

into gender inequalities later in life. The role of childhood play groups creates a

homophilous, sex-differentiated network early in life that later pushes women towards

kin-related networks, due also to women’s child rearing responsibilities while pushing

men towards occupational networks. This view does not support a theory based on

biological differences but rather the creation of different circumstances for men and

women due to a situational response to the available networks. Their argument was that

the social role a person is in, whether it is as a worker, homemaker, or voluntary

organization member, affects the type of networks that will be formed which in turn

affects the information and access to other roles and networks. A network approach to

this contact highlights the “highly structured nature of information availability; what we

know (and, therefore, what seems rational) is a function of the relationships we have with

others” (Smith-Lovin and McPherson, 1993).

Their earlier research showed that men and women develop different types of

networks which have positive and negative impacts on each of their abilities to obtain

information. Their more recent research (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Brashears, 2006)

revealed that gender homophily in social networks remains strong but significantly
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weakened from 1985 to 2004. Male and female networks were growing more similar and

that education level had an impact of the type of network.

Networks that are created within the context of graduate education have the

potential to leverage new professional opportunities for recent graduates. The

assumption taken in this study is that due to graduate education and the masculine nature

of the fields of science and engineering that the women were not limited to same sex

networks but were exposed to heterogeneous ones.

In a study conducted by Hanson and Pratt (1991), they discovered that for job

search purposes, 62 percent of women’s ties were made up of employed male family

members. Similar research by Beggs and Hurlbert (1997) observed that women who had

ties to older contacts within an organization were likely to be paid more and gain access.

The reason that they hypothesized was that these older men were more likely to have the

experience and knowledge of how to maneuver through the labor market and job search.

The composition of a woman’s network of friends and acquaintances is crucial, as

companies will recruit friends of workers with the idea that they will be easier to

socialize. Ridgeway (1997) stated that employers will use direct and indirect interactions

to find new workers, such as references and contact with others. In structures with

promotion ladders, Aldrich (1999) put forth that social networks aid in the advancement

of men and women. He found that women are often left out of these networks. These

network connections are imperative for women as women are often limited in their

abilities to obtain information and resources necessary on their own if they lack a mentor

(Aldrich, 1999).
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Ibarra (1992, 1993) revealed that women experience barriers within organizations

that stop them from creating instrumental networks. He also stated that women require

network structures that are different from the majority group. Heterophilous networks

offer women benefits such as information on job performance and opportunities. This

information according to Ibarra is part of a man’s knowledge rather than a woman’s

because of the position of power within the organization that the man occupies.

However, he explained that homophilous networks tend to be associated with

psychosocial support. Based on this theory, a woman’s ability to network with men

offers the opportunity to extend into the hierarchy and to access positions of power and

information.

Belliveau (2005) studied the effects of social networks on salary for women based

on organizational characteristics. She looked at the institutional sex composition of

undergraduate institutions and how that related to salary offers. While this dissertation

did not look at salaries, Belliveau’s study still revealed some pertinent findings on the

role of social networks and gender. Her research suggested the importance of third party

perceptions regarding an individual’s social networks. The main finding was that it was

more crucial for the third party to believe that an individual was well connected rather

than to actually be connected through a social network. Her argument was that if women

attended women’s colleges then employers may believe that their social networks are

homophilous; therefore, the women lacked information regarding men’s salaries. Due to

the lack of opportunities to establish social ties with men at an all women’s college,

companies make lower salary offers because the women are embedded in institutions
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without male referents. Belliveau proposed that men have social resources embedded in

their networks that have a larger proportion of coworker ties rather than kin ties, which is

supposedly the opposite of women’s ties. She cited that homophilous ties for women

actually results in negative job outcomes because women have a lower sense of

entitlement.

Belliveau issued a survey to collect information on the student’s social network as

well as their job outcomes. She received data on 83 women with a larger proportion of

surveys coming from women’s colleges. The result of her survey demonstrated that there

was an impact on job offers based on institutional sex composition. Likewise, her study

concluded that heterophilous ties do yield benefits in job offers; therefore, her findings

supported a gendered social resource argument.

Salaff and Greve (2004) analyzed the migration of Chinese women’s social

networks as they immigrated to Canada. Specifically their research examined how dual

career couples with children adapted to the loss of social capital for childcare and the

effect that this had on the women’s career opportunities. One impediment was that the

Chinese women faced a loss of established Chinese-based collegial social networks that

assisted their professional careers. They also experienced a deficiency in kinship

networks that assisted with familial support. However, upon migration to Canada, the

networks within the labor market were focused around occupations rather than kinship

and ethnic enclaves. Essentially, these women had to recreate job networks as well as

personal support networks for things such as childcare.
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Their review of migration and social support demonstrated that social class

distinctions are an important aspect to consider in analyzing international migrants social

networks. Higher educated individuals utilize collegial and organizational networks for

equivalent positions in another country; whereas, kinship networks appear more crucial to

working class immigrants. They proposed that women’s social networks unite work and

family realms yet neither may be helpful in attaining a comparable position. On the other

hand, men’s social networks join work and community realms and this combination does

prove fruitful in the job market.

Due to the variety of help needed, Salaff and Greve stated that a network needs to

be diverse so that all types of needs can be met; however, this requires numerous contacts

and a great deal of trust. The building of trust comes from multiplex relations which they

define as consisting of more than one type of tie between people. Multiplex relations

allow for a wider array of network types that all consist of trusted people. The example

given is that people generally are more willing to trust the friend of a friend than a perfect

stranger. However, they discussed how kinship networks are institutionalized roles that

are difficult to break due to expectations and obligations. Due in part to this

commitment, family social networks are often maintained even from overseas because

extra effort is made and expected.

Through interviews with 50 dual career couples from China, Salaff and Greve

determined that the effects of transnational migration were gender specific and thereby

placed larger amounts of responsibility on women. The women must try to create and
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integrate new networks or if this is not possible, they may withdraw from the workforce

in the host country.

Existing literature has contributed the importance of networks on migration

patterns due to the information that is shared about jobs, housing, food, and more.

However, these studies examine the flow into the United States rather than how this

international population navigates into advanced career opportunities which allows them

an opportunity not to return to their home country.

Faculty Socialization

Tierney and Rhoads (1994) explained that faculty socialization occurs during two

stages: (1) anticipatory stage and (2) organizational stage. The anticipatory stage is

revealed during this study and therefore this literature review primarily addresses that

time period. In the anticipatory stage, graduate students are exposed to the values and

culture of faculty life. Students become accustomed to what they perceive the

expectations to be and often begin to realize that they too can pursue this career path.

Sometimes it occurs through observation or other times faculty will mentor or advise a

student to do so.

Etzkowitz, Kemeler and Uzzi (2000) examined women in science and technology

in their book, Athena Unbound. They reviewed four critical transition points that happen

during the graduation education or anticipatory stage: (1) qualifying exams; (2) finding a

research advisor; (3) negotiating a dissertation topic; and, (4) deciding what is the

sufficient amount of work for the granting of the degree (p. 69). When these transition

points coincide with a life-course event such as marriage or pregnancy then the authors
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stated that this can have negative repercussions for the woman. Time off for personal life

changes is discouraged. Also, women who are looking for an advisor at the same time

that they are pregnant have a greater difficulty getting one due to the known fact that they

will be out of school for a period of time. Women in their study cited experiences that

ranged from denigrating to supportive.

Faculty socialization transpires through formalized means but also from informal

ways or what Etzkowitz, Kemeler and Uzzi referred to as the “unofficial, informal

doctoral training process” (p. 73). In this unofficial program, which is “based upon the

establishment of informal ties,” “informal support structures and social gatherings

provide information, encouragement and, most importantly, opportunities to learn from

peers and role models in unpressured settings” (p. 73).

Their study revealed the importance of participating in conferences as informal

transition points. They referred to this as a lateral transition where the PhD student

“moves out of the research group and department and into the broader scientific

community” which “widens their social circles” (p. 96). If this is connected to an

advisors introduction then the “advisors’ social capital is placed like a mantel around the

student, guaranteeing that whatever she does or says will be taken seriously” (p. 97).

Women in Science and Engineering in the United States

Finally, this literature review concludes with review of the climate of science and

engineering programs and departments in the United States as well as the status of

women in this field. Much research has been conducted beginning with early education

and the socialization of girls in school then following them to their choices during higher
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education. Literature often refers to the loss of women in science and engineering as a

leakage in the pipeline where at each stage more women leave or fall out. The consensus

is that women in general are at a disadvantage compared to men in the field. Overall,

“women faculty earn less, are promoted less frequently to senior academic ranks, and

publish less frequently than their male counterparts” (NSF, 2003, p. 1).

The NSF (2003) conducted a comprehensive literature review on the gender

differences in science and engineering and they stated that the employment outcomes

“reflect the combined selection forces of human capital accumulation, job preferences,

and limited opportunities” (p. 5). The studies they reviewed found prevalent perceptions

of discrimination amongst women academics. Women cited career limitations based on

their gender as well as feelings of marginalization and exclusion in their departments. In

addition, the women faculty voiced frustration with the publishing review process and

difficulty in achieving tenure due to childbearing.

However the statistics show that beginning with the education stage, females are

awarded approximately 40 percent of all science and engineering bachelor’s degrees and

constitute 42 percent of graduate students in science and engineering programs.

According to the NSF (2007), females earned 44 percent of science and engineering

doctoral degrees in 2004.

Male doctoral science and engineering faculty outnumber female science and

engineering faculty by more than two to one. With Research I institutions being the

largest employer of both male and female faculty in 2003, 29.4 percent or 25,000 are

female faculty members. A substantial percentage of science and engineering faculty
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were born outside of the United States accounting for 90 percent of Asian faculty

members.

The NSF (2007) reported on demographic characteristics18 (as shown in Table

2.5) of employed scientists and engineers and found that 68.8 percent of females are

married compared to 79.9 percent of males. Over 18 percent of the females reported

never having married. While 76 percent of the Asian women were married and only 17

percent had never married. Eight percent of Asian men reported never marrying while 87

percent were married. This compares to 71 percent of white women being married and

14.7 percent reporting that they were never married. Only 7 percent of the white males

never married while 85 percent were married. Although, 18 percent of those married did

state that their spouse’s job required a bachelors in science and engineering.

Table 2.5 Demographics of Employed Science and Engineering Doctorate Holders by
Race and Sex

Source: NSF, 2007, Table H-37

Regarding children, Olson (1999) reported that having children reduces the

chances of promotions for women but not men. According to the NSF (2007) statistics,

18 National Science Foundation website, Women, Minorities, and Persons with Disabilities in Science and
Engineering, (http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/wmpd/pdf/nsf07315.pdf) <accessed on March 22, 2007>.

White Asian
Demographic
characteristics

Total Female Male Total Female Male

Total employed 660,900 192,700 468,200 151,200 35,100 116,100
Married 536,900 138,400 398,500 127,800 26,700 101,200
Never married 65,800 28,400 37,400 16,000 6,000 10,100
Children living in
household

298,900 82,700 216,200 92,000 19,700 72,300

Native citizen 550,500 165,900 384,600 10,300 4,000 6,400
Naturalized citizen 55,600 14,600 41,000 73,900 16,700 57,200
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over 50 percent of the all women had no children living in the household. Only 42.9

percent of white women had children living in the household compared to 56 percent of

Asian women.

Perna (2001) stated that amongst faculty members, there were lower

representations of married women than single women and women with children than

childless women. The statistics she cited were from the 1993 National Study of

Postsecondary Faculty that showed 34 percent of women were married versus 52 percent

who had never married. Regarding children, the numbers revealed that only 31 percent

had children compared to 54 percent without children. Additionally, Cooney and

Uhlenberg (1989) studied professional women including faculty, physicians and lawyers

and found that among those women ages 35 to 39 who had been married for at least ten

years, a higher share of the female professors were childless than the other two groups.

Summary

The literature reviewed for this study shows that there are many issues to consider

when analyzing immigrant career paths and networks. Migration is a multi-level process

that involves not just the immigrant but the sending and receiving societies as well.

Within this process are social networks that the individual uses to access information and

maneuver in their transnational social spaces. These social networks affect graduate

students and their careers as they connect to mentors and advisors who aid in their faculty

socialization. In addition to the theoretical framework, it is critical to understand the

cultural, societal, and political make up of not only the Asian region but also of the

climate and culture of science and engineering programs and departments in the United
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States. A significant part of that relates to the literature and research on female faculty

members at higher education institutions and the impact of marriage and children on their

experiences and opportunities.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

Research Questions

Two main research questions were designed to address the shifting career

strategies and career networks used by female faculty in science and engineering in the

southwestern United States who are from the Asian countries of Bangladesh, China,

Hong Kong, India, Japan, Pakistan, South Korea, and Thailand:

1. How do Asian women describe their shifting strategies to navigate the career process?

a. What issues and considerations affected the women’s decision to emigrate?

b. How did social networks play into the women’s decision to seek a job in the

United States rather than in their home country?

c. How were the women’s decisions affected by their country of origin?

2. How do Asian women describe the networking process in relation to their faculty

positions in the field of science and engineering within the United States?

a. What types of networks were used by the women in relation to their faculty

careers?

b. What methods were and are used during their job searches?

c. What variations were observed that were determinants of the type of institution

where the participant was employed?
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Research Methods

The present dissertation utilized a qualitative design that focused on in depth

interviews. The assumed model for this study was that qualitative research was focused

around a socially constructed knowledge claim (Creswell, 2003). Within this paradigm,

“individuals seek understanding of the world in which they live and work” and the

individuals “develop subjective meanings of their experiences” which are varied and

multiple (p. 8). Therefore, the goal of this study was to rely upon the participants’

experiences and interpretations while allowing for broad questioning so that the

participants helped to construct the meaning of their social connections and career

strategies. Due to the subjectiveness of the individuals’ experiences, cultural and social

contextualizing was important to position the participants and to fully understand the

process of interaction. This was partially done by the researchers own experiences in

some of participants’ countries of origin through visitation and living in India, China,

Thailand, and South Korea.

According to Creswell (2003) there are some commonly accepted characteristics

of qualitative research. The first is that it takes place in a natural setting to develop a

deeper understanding of the individual. Due to the occupation of the participants, the

researcher conducted 96 percent of the interviews in the participants’ offices in their

academic departments. The second characteristic is that multiple methods are used and

are considered to be interactive and humanistic. This study employed both interviews

and document analysis through a qualitative design that allowed for the convergence of

evidence to aid in the accuracy of the information. The third item is that with qualitative
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research, information is emergent rather than refined due to the unfolding of information

over the process of examination. This was evident by the addition of supporting

literature that was required post-interview. Fourth, the nature of qualitative research

requires that the researcher interprets through his or her own “personal lens that is

situated in a specific sociopolitical and historical moment” (p. 182) which does lead to

some biases that are mentioned later. Fifth, qualitative research allows for a broad,

macro view of the issue at hand. The sixth characteristic is to place a statement of the

role of the researcher as an acknowledgement of the biases, values and interests of the

individual researcher, which was done in the limitations section.

The design strategy was chosen to explore processes, activities and events such as

how social networks are formed and used for career placement. This type of exploration

is often used to contribute to a field’s knowledge base (Merriam, 2002) while allowing

the researcher to retain “the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events”

(Yin, 2003, p. 2).

However qualitative design has limitations and concerns as a research

methodology. It is important to note that one major prejudice is the concern that they

provide limited basis for generalization against a larger population. Another limitation

pointed out by Merriam (2002) is that qualitative studies are limited by the sensitivity and

integrity of the researcher since he or she is the primary instrument of data collection.

Also, due to the interpretive nature of qualitative data, there exists a problem of ethics

due to bias.
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Pilot Study

After approval of the initial research design, a pilot study was conducted at the

University of Southwest. Two faculty members were interviewed using a preliminary list

of interview questions. These two faculty members represented different categories. The

first participant was from an engineering department and was a tenured faculty member.

The other one was from a science department and was a junior, non-tenured faculty

member. In addition, the two participants in the pilot study were not from the same

country. The pilot helped to refine the interview questions (Appendix A) and the coding

categories (Appendix C).

Site Selection

The two sites, University of Southwest and Southwest State University, were

chosen between January and February 2006 after examining websites to determine

potential participants as well as departments. The sites were selected partially due to

close proximity to each other. They also represented the two Research I universities for

one state in the southwestern United States. Examination of the state’s third public

university revealed only one individual in the entire college that met the criteria for this

study. The benefit of examining universities in the same state is that they are both

subject to the same set of policies and governance provided by the state legislature and

the Board of Regents. For example, the official Board of Regents policy allows for the

employment of international or foreign scholars and faculty at all state institutions:

Non-citizens or aliens may be employed as faculty members of the institutions
only in limited numbers and as needed. They shall have exceptional ability and
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shall fully meet all national, state and institutional standards of integrity, security
and academic proficiency.19

Also outlined in the Board of Regents Policy Manual, there are conditions for the hiring

of relatives which applies to dual career couples. Policy states that “persons related to

each other may be employed in the same department or other comparable administrative

unit.”20

Both universities are housed in metropolitan areas that host over 9,500

international students (Open Doors, 2005). In terms of international student enrollment,

the Southwest State University ranks in the top 20 and the University of the Southwest

ranks in the top 40. However, based on the institutional type of Doctoral/Research I

institutions, the University of Southwest and Southwest State University both rank in the

top 30. In addition, in the 2004-2005 academic year, the state was host to over 1,000

international scholars.

The interviews took place during April and May of the spring semester of 2006.

At that time, the participants in this study were all employed and teaching within science

and engineering departments at the University of Southwest (US) and Southwest State

University (SSU). These two selected sites allowed for a sample of female faculty at two

public, urban research universities.

19 Board of Regents website, Policy Manual, Faculty, <accessed February 26, 2007>.
20 Board of Regents website, Policy Manual, Employment Provisions, <accessed February 26, 2007>.
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Based on the 1994 Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching’s

classification system21, they are both Research 1 Institutions and therefore shared the

similarities that they both:

� Offer a full range of baccalaureate programs;

� Are committed to graduate education through the doctorate;

� Give high priority to research;

� Award 50 or more doctoral degrees each year; and,

� Receive annually $40 million or more in federal support.

However, the University of Southwest was on the original 1976 Carnegie list while

Southwest State University was added in the 1990’s.

In both universities involved in this study, there were dual recruiting policies.

SSU’s Nepotism policy states that “Persons related to each other may be employed at the

university, including the same department or unit.” There is also a section explaining

what to do when “an applicant is recommended and his or her spouse or another relative

(“relative”) desires university employment.” The University of Southwest has a policy

for non-competitive hiring where under certain circumstances a full search is not

necessary. One of these cases is for spousal/partner hiring. The policy states that “the

requirement for a search will be waived in those cases where the hire of the spouse or

partner had been included in the offer, contract, or retention agreement with the

spouse/partner.” The University also has a website through the Vice Provost’s office

21 Carnegie Foundation website, The Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education,
(http://www.carnegiefoundation.org/classifications/index.asp) <accessed January 10, 2007>.
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regarding information and guidelines for recruiting and retaining dual career couples. 22

According to the website, the University of Southwest “adopted its Policy for Non-

competitive Selections and these guidelines to remain competitive with the majority of

Research I institutions that accommodate dual-career hires.” Both of these university’s

spousal hiring policies are supported by the Arizona Board of Regents policy 6-704:

Hiring of Relatives, which issues all policies for the governance and operation of the

Arizona University System.

In the Executive Summary of the 2004 Annual Personnel Report conducted by the

Board of Regents revealed spousal hiring as an issue specifically at the University of

Southwest. The summary revealed:

Faculty leave for many reasons, including personal and professional. As cited in
the comments in the University of Southwest’s annual survey of its own Colleges,
faculty were concerned about advancement opportunities, diversity, the
accommodation of dual careers, and research support. This year’s anecdotal
information confirmed that markets are evolving. [The state] must begin taking
into account that demand for faculty is international, while simultaneously finding
ways to increase the number of spousal hires. (p. 16)

The University of Southwest

The University of Southwest (US) is the state’s only land grant institution and is

located in a metropolitan area that is home to approximately 700,000 residents. In the

fall of 2005 US enrolled over 37,000 students and 2,446 international students or six

percent of the student body. The university had 14,403 employees of which 1,663 were

22 University of Southwest website, Vice Provost, <assessed on January 3, 2007>.
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“instructional faculty” meaning “regular tenured and tenure-track”.23 Of those faculty

members, 30 percent of them were female.

In 2002- 2003, the National Science Foundation ranked the University of

Southwest 22nd among all universities and 14th among public universities for research and

development expenditures. The total amount of federal research monies in 2003 was

$454,941.24 It is also a member of the Association of American Universities.

The University of Southwest has the following science and engineering colleges:

Agriculture and Life Science, Engineering, Optical Sciences, and Science. While the

University of Southwest has the medical school for the state, this study did not include

participants from the College of Medicine because it focused on individuals with a

doctorate in philosophy rather than a professional degree such as a medical degree. The

College of Agriculture and Life Science has twelve academic units. The College of

Engineering and Mines has eight departments and 124 faculty members of which thirteen

of them are members of the National Academy of Engineering.25 On their website they

list numerous student organizations one of which is the Society of Women Engineers.

The College of Science is comprised of thirteen academic departments including many

top ranked departments according to the U. S. News and World Report.

23 The University of Southwest Fact Book 2005-06 website, Office of Institutional Research & Evaluation,
<accessed January 10, 2007>.
24 National Science Foundation’s website, Academic Research and Development Expenditures: Fiscal Year
2003, Table 26 (http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/nsf05320/htmstart.htm) ,accessed February 26, 2007>.
25 The University of Southwest web page, AZ Engineering: About the College, <accessed January 10,
2007>.
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Southwest State University

Southwest State University (SSU) is located in a suburb of a larger metropolitan

area which has a total population of almost six million residents. The suburb alone has

only 160,000 residents in the city limits. SSU has four campuses with the main campus

having a total student enrollment is 48,303 and a 15.5 percent international student

population.26 In fall 2005, SSU employed 8,291 total workers; and, 2,419 were faculty

members.

Southwest State University has the following science and engineering colleges:

Science, which is part of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and School of

Engineering. Within the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences is the Department of

Natural Sciences and Mathematics with nine academic units.

The University’s website boasts “unsurpassed state-of-the-art scientific and

technological research facilities.”27 However, in 2003 according to the National Science

Foundation, Southwest State University ranked 95th in federal research money allocation

with only $145,591.28

The School of Engineering is ranked 41st in the nation for undergraduate

programs and 47th for graduate programs with five graduate majors in the top 30

according to the U. S. News and World Report. The School is comprised of nine

academic units. The School of Engineering’s website states that they have “strong

programs in place to recruit and retain women and members of underrepresented groups.

26 Southwest State University Fact Book Spring 2006 website, Institutional Analysis Office, <accessed on
January 10, 2007>.
27 Southwest State University web page, About SSU, <accessed January 10, 2007>.
28 National Science Foundation’s website, Academic Research and Development Expenditures: Fiscal Year
2003, Table 26 (http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/nsf05320/htmstart.htm) ,accessed February 26, 2007>.
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These programs include Women in Applied Sciences and Engineering (WISE) and the

Minority Engineering Program (MEP)” as well as student organizations like the Society

of Women Engineers (SWE).29 Eleven of the faculty members in the School of

Engineering are members of the National Academy of Engineering.

One of SSU’s stated principles is “global engagement” defined as “research and

scholarship do not stop at border crossings. As our cultures, societies, and economies are

increasingly intertwined, we are building international linkages and expanding to

facilitate global engagement.”30 Their website lists eight countries that they maintain

academic relationships with a majority in Asia: China, Japan, India, Singapore, and South

Korea.

Research Participants

Participants were solicited from all of the science and engineering departments

and academic units at both universities. A total of 32 potential participants were

identified initially off of departmental and university websites and later through referrals

from participating interviewees; however, only 24 of those are represented in this study.

Another six potential participants were identified but upon deeper investigation they did

not meet the criteria of having a PhD or they were unreachable due to sabbaticals. Out of

the 25 percent that were not included in this study, three Chinese faculty members

declined to be interviewed.

The 24 participants at these two sites were female faculty members that were

from Bangladesh, China, Hong Kong, India, Japan, Pakistan, South Korea, and Thailand.

29 Southwest State University web page, Diversity, <accessed January 10, 2007>.
30 Southwest State University web page, Design Principles, <accessed January 10, 2007>.
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For the purpose of this study, being “from” these countries is defined as having been born

and raised in that country and does not represent their current citizenship status. The

benefit of focusing on these countries is that the majority of foreign women scholars are

from Asia. Also, the selection of women allowed for a variation in career stage: post

doctorate, lecturer, assistant, associate and professor with eight of the women teaching in

engineering departments and sixteen of the women teaching in science departments.

Sixty-seven percent of the participant’s fathers had at least a college degree; and, 25

percent were college professors (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Father’s Education Level.

42%

29%

25%

4%

College Degree

Less than College
Degree

Professor

Unknown

This compared to only 38 percent of the mothers had at least a college degree and 25

percent were professors (see Figure 3). However 50 percent had less than a college

degree.
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Figure 3. Mother’s Education Level.
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Out of the 24 participants, eight countries were represented. As shown in Figure 4, the

majority were from China and India with 30 percent and 25 percent respectively.

Figure 4. Country of Origin.
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Figure 5 shows that 67 percent of the faculty members were in a science field as

compared to only 33 percent in an engineering discipline.
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Figure 5. Field: Science or Engineering.
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While the job levels were varied, the majority, 38 percent, of those interviewed were

assistant professor rank as outlined in Figure 6. Twenty-nine percent were full professors

and 21 percent were at the associate level. Finally, only 12 percent were either in post

doctoral or lecturer positions. The diverse job levels allowed for analysis of networks

and strategies at the different career stages in a faculty members life.

Figure 6. Job Level.
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The ID codes in Table 3were designed to connect the interview narratives with the

country of origin; however, they were assigned numbers randomly to protect identity (see

“Ethical Considerations” section). A more disaggregated description of the participants

is not included for the purpose of protecting their identities.
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Table 3. Faculty Codes and Country of Origin.

Interviews

Kvale (1996) discussed the importance of framing the interview where

“knowledge is constructed through the interaction of interviewer and interviewee roles”

(p. 437). The first step was to brief the participant by providing them with the context for

the interview. During this briefing period the researcher defined the subject, discussed

the purpose, the procedure, and answered any clarifying questions.

ID code Home Country Field: Science
or Engineering

Current Job Level

B1 Bangladesh Science Assistant Professor
C1 China Science Assistant Professor
C2 China Science Assistant Professor
C3 China Engineering Assistant Professor
C4 China Science Assistant Professor
C5 China Engineering Assistant Professor
C6 China Science Assistant Professor
C7 China Science Associate Professor
H1 Hong Kong Science Professor
I1 India Engineering Professor
I2 India Engineering Professor
I3 India Engineering Associate Professor
I4 India Science Professor
I5 India Science Associate Professor
I6 India Science Professor
J1 Japan Engineering Associate Professor
J2 Japan Engineering Lecturer
K1 South Korea Science Post doctorate
K2 South Korea Science Assistant Professor
K3 South Korea Science Professor
K4 South Korea Science Lecturer
K5 South Korea Science Assistant Professor
P1 Pakistan Science Associate Professor
T1 Thailand Engineering Professor
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Interviews were the primary source of data because they allowed for controlled

questioning and guided conversations which provided some background information that

helped to create a picture of what the participant’s social networks were. A benefit of

interviewing was that the participants provided historical information that influenced

their decisions and the factors that affected their career choices.

Data was collected from April to May 2006 through face-to-face interviews in a

predetermined, safe location, which primarily was in the participants’ office. Due to the

work related nature of the interview setting, the researcher was able to visually scan the

office space for images that aided in prompting questions about relationships and

connections. For example, visuals such as plaques, awards, conference photographs and

other signs were occasionally on display. After the participant initially agreed to be a

part of the study, the researcher requested a copy of their most current curriculum vitae.

These documents provided the researcher with advanced information regarding the

participant’s education and occupational path as well as publication collaborators.

Access to the curriculum vitae’s allowed for deeper probing questions and the

researcher’s ability to prompt for connections and relationships. After background

information was solicited from the participants, a series of questions related to the

research were asked. Through the focused interviews, questions were phrased to

determine what types of connections these women have and what role those connections

played in their faculty position.
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Document Analysis

Crotty (1998) stated that people’s individualized and personal experiences are

based on their cultural and social perspectives; therefore, the researcher contextualized

the interviews through document analysis of curriculum vitae’s and personal websites

that provided some background educational and career information. Curriculum vitae’s

were collected from all participants prior to interviews. A table shell was used to record

information from these documents as well as from personal and work websites of the

faculty members.

The main documents analyzed during this study were the network diagrams that

each participant drew during the interview. After background information was gathered,

the participants were asked to talk about their career paths. Upon completion of that

narrative, the participants were asked to draw a visual diagram of their career network.

Eight-six percent mapped out the people or groups of individuals that they were

connected to in their careers. These diagrams are displayed in Figures 9-29 and have

been altered to remove identifying information such as names of people and places.

Two drawing patterns emerged: centrist and chronological. The chronological

pattern was only demonstrated in 14 percent of those participants. In this pattern, the

actors, whether they be individual social entities or collective social units, were placed in

a timeline sequence as shown in Figure 7. This varied from the centrist pattern where the

participant placed themselves in the middle and portrayed their ties to other actors most

often with lines and arrows as demonstrated in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Chronological pattern.

Figure 8. Centrist pattern.

These diagrams functioned as tools during the interviews for furthering conversation

about the participant’s career relationships and connections. Later the diagrams were

compared to the interview transcriptions to note discrepancies or similarities between

relationships drawn and those discussed.

Data Analysis

The fundamental analysis of the data occurred after transcription of the

interviews; however, Rubin and Rubin (1995) cited the purpose of data analysis as being

“to organize the interviews to present a narrative that explains what happened or provide

a description of the norms and values that underlie cultural behavior” (p. 229). Creswell

(2003) discussed six generic steps to data analysis: organizing and preparing the data
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through transcription, obtaining a general sense of the meanings and themes, coding the

data into “chunks”, creating a description based on the coding process, forming a

representative narrative, and, finally, making an interpretation or meaning of the data (p.

191-5).

Data analysis is defined as containing three components (Miles and Huberman,

1994): data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification. Data reduction

is defined as the “process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and

transforming the data that appear in written-up field notes or transcriptions” (p. 10).

The first step of the research was gathering and analyzing data via personal

documents to serve as a secondary data source. Documents “enable the researcher to

discover information, insights, and meanings, relevant to his or her research purposes”

(Whitt, 2001, p. 448). Information gathered from curriculum vitae’s and personal or

work websites. Initially it was proposed that websites might prove helpful in determining

connections or affiliations to professional organizations or to other colleagues. However

websites, departmental or personal, did not prove to be a source for this type of

information.

Coding, patterns and storytelling are all parts of data reduction as a component of

the analysis. Coding is the process of transforming raw data into a standardized form

where communication, either written or oral, is classified into a conceptual framework.

Data reduction occurred when a contact summary form was completed after each

interview (see Appendix B). Overall impressions and themes were noted. After the

researcher transcribed they were coded into categories and themes based on the types of
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networks and connections that these women had and the importance that they placed on

them. The major themes were: (1) stated intent for coming to the United States, (2) their

home country experience, (3) their future intentions, (4) their methods for job searching,

(5) the types of networks they identified, (6) network strength, (7) career strategies, (8)

career support, (9) gender awareness and coping, and (10) institutional differences. The

analysis for differences based on institutional type was conducted within the job

searching and career strategies categories. Investigating differences by country of origin

was done throughout each major coding category.

Validation

Validity is described by Creswell (2003) as a strength of qualitative research

because reliability and generalizability are not tests suitable to this method. He defined

validity in terms of whether or not the “findings are accurate from the standpoint of the

researcher, the participant, or the readers” (p. 195-6). A principle to establishing validity

and reliability is the use of multiple sources of evidence for the purpose of triangulation,

which allows for the development of converging lines of inquiry that has evidence from

at least two sources that converges on the same set of findings. The use of interviews,

visual diagrams, and curriculum vitae’s as sources of information all converged to create

more reliability. Creswell (2003) said to “triangulate different data sources of

information by examining evidence from the sources and using it to build a coherent

justification for themes” (p. 196). The creation of a database is the second principle so

that the data and the researchers report are kept as separate collections to ensure greater

reliability. This principle was maintained by keeping a summary form of the interviews
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and a separate transcription. The last principle is the maintenance of a chain of evidence

in which an external observer could follow each step as they are outlined in this chapter.

Limitations

There are several limitations in this qualitative analysis. The primary limitation is

that as with all smaller analysis’ there is the inability to generalize to the population. The

scope of the study crossed into eight Asian countries within a larger geographic area that

is culturally and socially diverse. Within these countries only a small group of

participants from each was interviewed therefore the ability of this research to be

generalized is impossible. Also, this study analyzed participants at only two institutions

in a geographically specific location which negates the possibility of holding the results

up to a national examination. However, the use of multiple sites and the triangulation of

the data increased the reliability and validity of the results (Creswell, 2003 and Yin,

2003).

Due to the fact that interviews were the primary source for information on social

networks, the data was limited because the networks explained are only from the

perspective of the participant rather than from all parties identified. There will be a

difference between the participant’s own social construction of their career network and

what the objective reality is.

Creswell (2003) stated four limitations to the interview data collection procedure.

First, the interview process only provides indirect information that is filtered through the

participants’ own viewpoint of the experience. Second, since it is an orchestrated event,

it does not occur in a natural field setting.
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Third, the researcher’s presence may bring about a biased response and finally,

not all participants will be equally articulate and perceptive. This final limitation will

depend greatly on the verbal and conversational ability of each participant in reference to

the English language.

The researcher has a bias as a woman from the First world analyzing women from

the Third world as well as the bias of an American, westernized viewpoint in analyzing

and interpreting women from different countries in Asia. The researcher’s positionality

is that of a Western feminist who interprets the data and the interviewees as heroines and

rebels against their traditionalist, patriarchal society. A component to this interpretation

is that the researcher views the women’s choice to leave their home country to pursue

higher education and to work as a successful decision. Their decision not to return home

is not seen as wrong; however, for their parents or home societies, their decision might be

interpreted as a mistake or a disappointment.

However, to counter this bias, the researcher traveled and lived in four out of the

eight countries. The researcher not only spent two years working in South Korea and

while residing there traveled to China and Thailand but while writing this dissertation

spent a year living in India. In addition to an informal interaction with the Indian culture

and society that occurred through living as a resident, the researcher also attended

lectures at the National Institute of Advanced Studies in Bangalore, India to further

academic knowledge on Indian society and sociological research.
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Ethical Considerations

This research proposal was submitted and received approval from the Human

Subjects Committee at the University of Southwest. Site authorization was obtained

from Southwest State University. An informed consent form as shown in Appendix E

was signed by each participant and included that their participation was voluntary and

that they understood the purpose and procedures of the study. In order to protect the

identities of the interviewees pseudonyms, and number identifiers were used which

ensure that confidentiality was maintained. This protection was important since it is a

small group of potential participants so it was necessary to take numerous precautions to

protecting their privacy and anonymity. Due to this small population, it was necessary to

present the demographic data earlier in this chapter in an aggregated manner.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS PART I: SHIFTING CAREER STRATEGIES

This chapter addresses the first research question regarding how Asian female

faculty members described the strategies they used throughout each stage in their

academic career process. The career strategies that they developed shifted and changed

over the course of their education and career as they were confronted with new options

and life changes.

The participants in the study were in a wide spectrum of career stages. Post

doctoral position, lecturer, assistant, associate and full professor are all represented. Due

to the various stages of the participants, shifting career strategies spanned three main

phases in their academic careers: migration, education and training, and career or work

based. At each point the individual reassessed their intention to return to their home

country and occasionally differences emerged based on country of origin. The interviews

illustrated that to varying degrees all the careers were influenced by gender and that 67

percent of the participants created engendered coping strategies and skills to balance their

work environment and interactions.

During the migration stage, various forces affected movement and helped to

explain why the participants came to the United States. The women experienced non-

typical forces that challenged and went beyond the push-pull model; however, these

forces are organized utilizing push-pull terminology while acknowledging that there are

cultural and gender forces that affect migration as well.

A new career strategy materialized and went into effect during the educational

and training phase. Initially some participants were not decided on which path, industry
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or academe, they would take. However, partially due to the faculty socialization that

occurred during graduate school, they finalized their career goals and in the end decided

to pursue academia.

A quarter of the participants considered an industry job before settling in an

academic position. The choice between industry and academia was often considered

because of a dual career where the spouse possessed the same or similar qualifications

and experiences. These factors made it necessary for the participants to keep career

options open until both spouses were settled in the same geographic area. The

consideration to return home at this point was countered with the need to find two jobs.

Influential networks and connections were created and started during this time frame and

will be discussed in the next chapter.

With the career stage, the participants confronted the establishment of networks in

the United States through marriage and children. The creation of these new family

networks helped to create a transnational social space of maintaining multiple ties across

national lines. In addition to negotiating the cross border ties, the participants also

created coping strategies for addressing their careers that were either emotion or action

focused.

Migration Stage: Why Come to the United States?

The participant’s responses showed that push-pull forces intersected with cultural

and gendered factors that influenced their decision to migrate to the United States for

either education or post doctoral training. While push-pull terminology was used to

frame the participants’ actions and decisions, their experiences demonstrated that there
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was personal agency and each individual was an active participant in their own lives

rather than a neutral actor.

Eighty-eight percent or 21 out of 24 of the women came to the United States for

higher education while the remaining three came for a post doctoral position because they

had completed their doctorates in their home countries.

The push forces identified were:

• Discontent with societal biases and discrimination;

• Lack of educational opportunities; and,

• Lack of employment.

The pull forces that emerged were:

• Knowledge of others’ migration;

• Educational and training opportunities;

• Family or spouse; and,

• Idea of freedom.

While these are not typical forces, all of the participants expressed at least one

pull force in their decision to immigrate while 88 percent conveyed push forces that

influenced them. Many of these forces were different and specific to women who

migrate. The articulated push forces were the lack of employment and education

opportunities. The other force was a stated discontent with societal biases and

discrimination in their home countries. The women experienced push forces that were

based around their experiences with gender, age-based, and political discrimination.

These cultural and gender factors intersect with their lack of opportunities for education
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and employment. For those individuals who defy the societal norm, this lack of

opportunity and discrimination compels them to migrate in search of more prospects.

The main pull forces were employment, education, family and the idea of

freedom that came with migration to the United States. The appeal of opportunity for

advanced education and employment were pulling forces towards the West and led into

the education and training phase of their lives. While opportunity in the West is a typical

pulling force, it has an alternate meaning for the women who planned to pursue higher

education and a career when for their home societies this strategy was not widely

acceptable or in practice. Also there were other gender forces that were specific to the

women immigrants. One, they function as a tied migrant who followed or migrated with

their spouse thereby creating family as a major pulling force. Two, the notion that some

participants desired more freedom is seen as a conscious break from the traditional roles

and expectations in favor of migrating to a country where it was perceived to have more

personal freedom for women.

Push Forces

Discontent with societal biases and discrimination. Twenty percent conveyed

that they were consciously escaping societal restraints in their home country by coming

to the United States. However, 70 percent of the participants gave examples of societal

biases in their home country even though they were not specifically answering the

question about why they came to the United States. The societal biases told were

disagreements with the political state of their home country as well as stratification and

discrimination based around gender and age. These prejudices manifested themselves in
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a lack of work opportunities because of gender; as well as an overall limited number of

work opportunities due to poor economics. Many of the participants experienced

difficulties that stemmed from conflicts between their actions and their and their

mainstream traditional culture.

C3 told of a personal disagreement with the political state of China because she

was not raised in a communist family. The discrimination because of her background

fueled her desire to migrate:

The society there, it’s not like you are born really equal, no. If you are born from
a good family like communist party family then you have more opportunities.
And I wanted a simpler, and I thought here you have a pretty much more chances
than anywhere. At least back in China I would think in that way.

C3’s choice to leave China was fueled by political discrimination and a perceived feeling

of greater freedom by leaving.

Age discrimination was a minor theme among Japanese and South Korean

participants. The denial of promotion based on an individual’s youth was an example

told by J1. Being too young was also a concern for K2 who felt that people in South

Korea would “ignore” her because she was “young and a woman.” However, K3

explained the discrimination in South Korean universities:

[The universities] don’t want everybody young, so if you look at it from here, it’s
very discriminatory, but that’s cultural difference. You look at it as
discrimination there, it’s not, they are looking at certain things and you have to fit
that. So it would have been difficult [to return for an academic position].

K3’s “cultural differences” are partially explained by the role of Confucianism in East

Asia where there is a strong alliance to a social hierarchy based on relationships that are
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governed by the importance of authority and obedience and are determined based on an

individual’s age, gender and position in society.

While seven of the participants belonged to families with no sons, three of them

spoke specifically of added parental pressure on them as daughters because of the lack of

sons. H1 stated that her parents pushed her towards higher education because there were

no sons in the family:

[The] only reason my parents want me to go to college is we have no sons in the
family. I was the oldest girl and I only have a younger sister so if they don’t
pump their resources on us there’s no one else to pump resources into.

Historically for China and its territories, the birth of a son is important because it is the

son’s responsibility to provide for the parents in their elderly years whereas it is the

daughters responsibility to care for her husband’s parents. When no son is born then on

occasion in modern times those expectations transfer to the daughter. By pushing the

daughters towards advanced education it secures their ability to be financially

independent and thereby more apt at providing for the parents later should it be

necessary.

C5 gave a commentary on Asian society and the role of parental demands of their

children or specifically of the participants. She described the parental demands of Asian

parents by stating that, “we were very young, little kids, we did not have many dreams

about what we want to do in the future, most of time your parents decide what you want

or where you need to go.” I5 described the difficulty for Asian women because of how

Asian parents raised their daughters and what expectations Asian society placed on them.
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She described the “crux of the problem, especially for Asian woman, because a lot of

them have grown up in households, we were taught to, blend in, be nice.”

Gender biases faced 62 percent of the study participants. All of the Indian

women told of experiences and the existence of prejudices based on gender; whereas, the

Chinese women did not verbalize any of those experiences as personal. Comments were

either general statements regarding gender prejudices in their home country or examples

of personalized experiences. H1 commented on the overall status of girls and women in

China:

Though I know plenty of family and friends who very much doted on the
sons and to this day, I mean, the reason why people adopt Chinese girls from
China is that girls are still not wanted. I mean, it’s unbelievable, you know, even
up to today where there is a clear shortage of women in China, in reproductive
age and projecting, it doesn’t matter. Girls just aren’t important because you
marry them off and they don’t belong to you. Once they marry they belong to
another family and that’s it. All you can get back is a little bit of dowry, what
they pay you for taking the daughter away and that’s still very much that sort of
mentality in China.

A few of the participants had faculty members from their undergraduate education

in their home countries that advised them and their parents against allowing the women to

pursue a specific science or engineering field. The advice was due to the male-dominated

nature of the field and the softer nature of some types of sciences and engineering over

other harder ones. I1 was counseled that she should switch to a field of engineering that

had other women in it. This concern was because the department was not prepared

logistically to handle women. During I1’s first year, she had mandatory training that took

the students off campus and into the industry. Since she was the only woman in the

department, she faced some challenges because “they had never seen a female engineer
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on their floor. And so people, they didn’t even have a lady’s restroom. I had to use the

boss’s own personal bathroom.”

However for J2, she faced a societal acceptance for women to enter softer fields

of science and engineering versus other subjects:

In Japan, computer science is very popular among female students [because in]
mechanical engineering or EE [electrical engineering] you physically have to cut
wires and put the bolts and you have to make your hands dirty. Some must see it
as very dangerous but computer you don’t make your hands dirty, its kind of
softer and safer but it’s a part of the engineering that you can use your math skills.
So I think it’s kind of popular. I also heard it is popular among females.

For some other women, the gender biases were more subtle when parents advised

the participants to go into fields of science and engineering as long as they became a

secondary school teacher. K2’s parents directed her that if she was going to study

mathematics then she should study it in combination with an education credential so that

she can get a job teaching high school:

I thought I was going to be a teacher all my life when I was growing up, just like
most Asian female, I don’t know most but at least when I went to school as a
young child women usually don’t even think about having a career and if there
would be a career its either nurse or teacher and probably true here in America
back then. So I never thought anything else but that I want to be a teacher.

K2’s statement demonstrated the socialized notion of male versus female appropriate

fields that are predetermined by society.

Again the idea of acceptable careers for women was seen with four of the Indian

participants. I4 was told by her father that his “aspiration [for her], as he explicitly said,

[was] to become a school teacher that would be great but that’s a great thing to aim for

for an intelligent, educated woman.” This was also the experience that I5 had with her

mother who was a schoolteacher and her mother’s advice was that “if it doesn’t work out
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I can be a school teacher.” However for these women, once they got into their advanced

degree program and away from their parental network they realized other options, like

industry and research, and pursued those alternatives.

I3 was not only advised not to pursue her chosen field but not to even try to go

abroad for advanced education. The faculty at her undergraduate institution told her that

her “parents are never going to let you go to the States, you’re a girl.” Even though I3

lacked the encouragement of her professors, her parents supported her academic pursuits.

On the other hand, I6’s parents encouraged her to pursue a field in science instead

of her stated desire of medicine. Their concern was due to the nature of the medical

profession and what position that would put a woman in due to the random late hours:

It would be not a very feminine subject because patients could call at night and I
would be going out and it’s not safe. While if you do mathematics, you sit in the
office with paper and pencil and that was fine.

While science was acceptable, I6’s parents’ preference guided her decisions as she did

pursue mathematics as a profession.

Lack of educational opportunities. Sixteen percent expressed that there was not a

program in their home country that matched what they had chosen to study for their

doctoral work. In one participant’s situation, the limitation of programs was due to the

fact that in Hong Kong there were only two university choices at that time. In India,

graduate degrees were not following recent trends and I3 chose to study a newer field of

science that merged medical sciences with engineering. A similar situation was

experienced in Pakistan, China and Thailand when a newer subfield of engineering or

science was not available for graduate work.
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However, the gender biases in India not only affected getting a job but also

admission to a doctoral program. I5 told of her experience with this prejudice when she

looked into academic programs during the late 1980’s and early 1990’s:

People would come and say I don’t take women PhD students because they
graduate and then they get married and have children. And people would openly
make comments like that and in this country, people made comments like that in
the ‘60’s.

Once married based on Indian society, the focus for the women should shift to being a

housewife; therefore, for traditional couples, advanced education was counter to this

societal norm. An Indian court ruled in April 2007 that even if a woman was employed,

her first job was that of housewife. Additionally, for married couples children should

follow within one to two years.

Lack of employment. A lack of employment opportunities was specific to women

as they faced gender discrimination. In traditional societies the man or husband is give

job preference as head of the household. One theme that was expressed by the

participants was the absence of work opportunities in their home country because of

gender biases. A participant who is seeking an opportunity for employment has cultural

and gendered implications. This implies a break from their traditional, patriarchal society

and a conscious strategy to work and have a career. The women that leave in search of

employment, rebelled against their traditional societal norms based first on their desire to

have a career and second on their departure from that society.

I2 reported that not only were there few female faculty in India, but that the

women who did get a doctorate “tend to come out of India [because] they want to get a

job or something.” Based on her observations, she noted that for “the ones that stay back,
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it’s harder. It is definitely harder.” She also relayed her own experiences in applying for

faculty positions in India. She and her spouse were both interviewing for academic

positions and they could not find an institution that would offer them both a job;

therefore, they returned to the United States and found employment together.

According to J1, Japanese women faced similar limitations to employment based

on gender biases:

The reality in Japan is [it is] sort of difficult for highly educated women to be
successful in science and engineering. It is still very difficult. I knew that
because of the man dominated society in Japan. So as soon as I got into PhD
course I started seeing or I started looking for opportunities outside of Japan.

For an educated women, there are specific gender implications that serve as pushing

forces for those who are focused on a career. J2 confirmed obstacles due to the biases

against Japanese women who entered the job market because of the strict gender roles in

Japanese families:

Once you get a job and go to industry or even academic, then they start being
some discrimination. Mainly I think when they get married, they have to do all
the housework and of course when the females want to have work, while the
male, their life hasn’t changed once they get married and have children, but the
woman’s life does change a lot and they don’t get any special treatment for them
having more things to do. So in that sense I heard it’s hard for female to get
promoted in their job, it’s much harder, but up to schooling, in college, I don’t
think there’s any difference and a lot of females do PhD work.

Japanese society and media continue to promote the idea of a nuclear family where the

household chores and care of the children are the wife’s domain.

H1 described it as “a ceiling” which she did not believe existed in the United

States. In an economy with a tight job market, K2, a South Korean participant said that

this made employment for women in academia even harder because “they liked, in my
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country, man, rather than woman” and this partiality came out during hiring practices.

K5 confirmed the difficulty that women in South Korea have even though the South

Korean government instituted a gender quota policy for all public universities:

Of course it was difficult for a woman to get a job. You always have to compete
with men and then still in Korea society is men priority, society. But I think
recently I noticed just like here, minority things, there, they have to have a certain
percentage of woman faculty at university so they started a few years ago so I can
see the improvement. But still, challenging.

Even with this governmental policy, the male-dominated culture persists throughout

academia especially with the private institutions being exempt.

Pull Forces

While all of the participants referenced pulling forces and reasons for migrating,

as Asian females, they experienced these pulls through a gender and cultural lens. The

top reason why participants came to the United States for education or post doctoral

training was because they had knowledge about other people who had gone overseas to

study or work. This information was either directly gained from personal contacts or was

indirectly known through a common narrative that was told about students that relocated

for these purposes.

While this reason was shared by a significant portion of the study, 87 percent,

other reasons were shared in smaller numbers. The second reason for choosing the

United States was for educational and training opportunities. Forty-six percent stated that

they wanted to migrate because of the reputation of a foreign degree over an advanced

degree from their home country.
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Educational and work opportunities can not be isolated from the overlapping of

gender forces. In many of the Asian societies, the act and desire to pursue advanced

degrees and to have a career for a woman is seen as defiant in the traditionally patriarchal

societies. The third pulling force is also gender specific because the women were

following or traveling with their spouse, who was attending graduate school or post

doctoral training in the United States. Why many of these women applied to graduate

school at specific locations in the United States was directly related to where their

husband had applied. This reason impacted 25 percent of the participants who migrated

with a family member.

Seventeen percent of the participants were attracted to the United States based on

a desire for “freedom” which from their gendered and cultural lens was a desire for more

personal independence to pursue a career.

Knowledge of other’s migration. Over 87 percent of the women stated that they

knew of other people who had gone overseas for educational and employment purposes.

Most of these individuals were either school peers or faculty in their home country that

they worked with during their own education. Some of them had family members who

had attended college overseas. The individuals that the participants knew had gone for

either education or scientific training via post doctoral positions and fellowships. There

was also a theme of going overseas for education and training as being the norm or what

is expected of top students. These narratives were often reinforced by the peer

connections and faculty interaction.
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For I1, not only had her parents studied overseas but in India there was a known

description of studying in the United States for students:

My parents were here [United States], they got their degrees way back when in
the States so it was that kind of path that was not so difficult for me to figure out.
And IIT [Indian Institute of Technology] students are always the top students
coming to U.S. so it’s something that all the students in every batch would do,
you know, life or graduate studies.

I2 had also graduated from the Indian Institute of Technology system and

expressed the same trend of attending graduate school in the United States. I4 confirmed

that it “wasn’t anything unconventional to start applying to graduate schools in the

United States for graduate programs.” The notion of studying abroad for advanced

degrees was seen as the usual path for individuals who wanted to pursue a doctorate in

science and engineering fields. Not only was this the known path in India but one that C6

said that “in China, they kind of have that tradition of after they graduate they went

abroad to PhD studies. So kind of just to follow the trend.”

Peer connections were a common method for obtaining information on education

and jobs overseas. These friends and acquaintances provided a description about the

process and often supplied direct information regarding which schools to apply to and

where to relocate to. B1 explained that in order to get information on where to apply to,

she “went to the social network of those people that went to the same program, my

seniors and my juniors and my peers, many of them have come here [U.S.].” I4 stated

that she used a peer network as well to obtain information:

There was this kind of channel or network you could say of students who had
graduated earlier, so students who had graduated a year or two before I did. I
knew a few, maybe three or four who had gone off to universities in the United
States and I corresponded and they advised me and others.
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These connections were either made when the peer returned to the home country or the

peer was directly contacted by the participant for the purpose of gaining knowledge about

the school the peer attended. K4 narrowed her graduate school search down to three

schools and contacted a peer at each one to gain insight into each particular program.

Educational and training opportunities. Forty-six percent of the participants

conveyed that they came to the United States due to the reputation of an American

degree. The participants focused on the reputation of the United States educational

system for its level of research and laboratories as well as a narrative about the prestige of

an American degree over other countries. C4 stated that:

Everybody sort of knows that the science and technology are better here in the
United States and Canada. In China, back then at that time, the research is really
not much of research going on at all. So it’s an easy choice.

I2 stated simply that “Australia and Canada always are second choices if they don’t get it

in U.S., they will try those.” For K2, she was “very focused on the United States …

[because] a degree from Canada is not really competitive with much. And even England

and Germany, any other country is not as competitive.” Another Chinese participant, C6,

said that “the research lab or the education it is actually higher here in United States.” K5

stated that “in many aspects it’s [United States] very advanced academically, maybe the

best place so we always wanted to come to the United States to study more.” This

prestige demonstrated a career strategy that would have positively impacted the women’s

career options if they returned to their home countries.
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Besides research, other comments centered on the general notion of reputation

and the prestige that went along with a degree from the United States. C5 said that they

felt the “U.S. has the best PhD education system.”

Part of this appeal of an American experience through education or a post

doctorate position was the prestige that was connected to the possibility of the degree

helping the participants leverage a job back in their home country. C2 stated that “if you

have experience working outside in other countries you get a better chance after you

finish the post doc training in China.” K2 stated that South Korean universities had a

preference for training from the United States so this was a motivation for her:

[Universities in South Korea] liked degree from the United States than from South
Korea. So even though I was not sure, even though I got a degree in Korea, my
country, I was not sure if I could get a job after getting PhD degrees. Then I just
thought waste of time, so I decide to go to United States.

At the time of migration K2 believed she would return to South Korea. Even though she

had completed one PhD in South Korea, she felt that one from the United States would

make her more competitive for academic positions.

Family. Family was one pull force that affected one-quarter of the study

participants who came with their spouses. For this group of women, they migrated with

their spouses who were pursuing their own personal higher education overseas. Five out

of the six previously married women were Chinese and then 62 percent of the Chinese

women in the study were married before going overseas which demonstrates strong

cultural and gendered forces for Asian women that men do not experience. This pattern

was not seen in any of the other groups as they were all unmarried and the majority of

them met their spouses during their doctoral studies in the United States. The only other
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woman who was married before arrival in the United States was from Pakistan, which

also was the only woman in this group to follow her spouse without a connection to a

graduate program which she pursued after he settled into an academic position. The

other women applied to graduate schools with their spouses and both went for higher

education simultaneously.

Idea of freedom. A small percentage, 17 percent, of the women verbalized their

move to the United States as a conscious decision and desire for “freedom.” I4 described

an early desire for freedom by stating that she:

Wanted to go to America and that was more of a dream for freedom. It’s a free
country and you can realize your potential. This was there vaguely in my mind
from high school. It was to break out. … There was still a very defining thing
about being a woman. The things that you should aspire to are very prescribed.

With a traditionally closed society like India that has clear roles for women, I4 rebelled

against the norms by opting out of that society. For I6 it was more of an escape through a

socially acceptable means:

It was getting away from home. It wasn’t so much about an education was my
tool rather than my aim at the time because I just really didn’t feel that I fitted in
India. So that was a means, a respectable means, of getting away from home.

Again, education overseas was a gendered strategy for more personal freedom as a

woman. Two other participants mentioned the fact that there were “not many places to

go” because you were “surrounded by communism” (H14) and that they “couldn’t fit

very well over there. [Because I] like to do a little bit of kind of fun things, it’s not crazy,

definitely not crazy here but it would become sort of judged as crazy at that time” in

China (C35). The idea of freedom functioned as a pulling force in so much as women
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who had personal agency used overseas education as a means for greater control over

their own lives.

Return Intentions at the Migration Stage

When the participants migrated to the United States, 83 percent had a clear idea of

whether or not they intended to return to their home country once their education and

training was completed. Out of all the participants in this study, 54 percent of them felt

that they would affirmatively return home; however, 29 percent stated that they had no

plans to return but rather intended to stay in the United States. The remaining four

individuals were unsure of their intentions at that time.

I1 said that she “always wanted to go back” to India from the time she arrived in

the United States for graduate school and after she completed her doctorate degree she

did return home for what was initially a visit but turned into a year. For I1, her networks

both pulled her back to India while other ties tried to keep her in the United States. Her

family networks took her home as well as helped to keep her there for that year due to her

parent’s health issues. However, her advisor in the United States was from India and

while he was visiting India, he made her an offer to return. She described the situation as

such:

I joined one of the research labs [in India]. I only lasted for a few months because
it was too much bureaucracy to do what I wanted to do so, my professor was
visiting once and he made me an offer so I came back.

I1 had been socialized into a Westernized research environment that allowed her more

academic freedom. C2 said that “when I first came to the U.S., I didn’t even think I stay

here. I just wanted to stay a couple of years and go back because I wanted to be close to
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my family.” Family networks and the desire to be geographically close to them was a

theme that reappeared throughout the participants.

During K3’s graduate studies, she met her future husband and this impacted her

original plan of returning home to South Korea:

[In my] third year I met my husband who’s Korean and I had every intention
to go back home. I had no reason to stay, you know I am alone and no family. So
I was going to go back to [a South Korean] university and hopefully they offer me
job and I could be professor there but he had to finish his degree. He’s younger
than I am so I had to stay here until he finished PhD.

As seen later, spousal networks tied women to the United States more than any other type

of network.

K2 stated that she had a clear and conscious strategy for her education and her

plan included a return to South Korea:

I try to finish as soon as possible, my degree, because … I didn’t want to waste
my time more than the year of the post doc so like if people usually took post doc
three to four years so I intended to finish my degree within four years and then go
back to Korea. That was my initial plan.

I3 stated her intention to return as well as her career plans once she did return to

her home countries:

At that time the thought was that I’m going back because you know you have all
this option: you would become a professor in some place and could open a
company in my case. So at that time the thought was that, it wasn’t that you’re
going to stay here. No, definitely not.

For these women the strategy was t use a United States PhD to leverage better job

opportunities back home; however, these career strategies shifted by the end of their

education phase.
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Whereas T1 came to the United States to get her doctorate and she already had a

faculty contract at the university she came from in Thailand so for her she “came out to

get my PhD without thinking of not going back to Thailand because I have contract and

all that.” T1’s main pulling force was her soon to be spousal network.

C7 had intentions of returning to China but external political factors affected that

plan:

At that time, yes, I had a very strong feeling I need to go back and serve, you
know, try to do whatever I learned over there; however, there several thing that
change my mind one is ‘89 event, you know, the Tiananmen Square event.

With the Chinese Student Protection Act of 1992, the United States granted permanent

residency to all Chinese nationals due to the Tiananmen protest of 1989 if they arrived in

the country prior to April 11, 1990.

Education and Training Stage

The majority of the participants, 58 percent, had a career strategy that involved a

well defined academic path they planned to pursue. For 14 percent of these individuals,

the strategy also involved aligning themselves with a known scholar in their field.

Scholar alignment proved to be beneficial later on in the participant’s careers due to the

scholar’s own career networks and ties that their former student gained from. However,

25 percent of the participants indicted that they had either planned to go into an industry

career or had actually pursued one before working in academia.

Within these participants, 87 percent of them shared the career strategy of

functioning in a dual career couple with spouses and partners either in the same field or in

another field of science and engineering. Two sub-strategies emerged from the
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interviews. The first strategy affected 33 percent of the participants who decided to live

away from their spouse for a period of time during the post doctorate or job stage so that

neither partner’s career was impacted. The second strategy was that one spouse

functioned as a “tied migrant” or “trailing spouse;” however, within this strategy two

different patterns existed. Contrary to previous studies, the woman was not always the

trailing spouse as 21 percent of men followed their academic partners to a geographical

location because of her job or career.

Career Goal: Academic or Industry Job?

Academic. Some participants told of a very clear path for becoming a professor

and pursuing an academic career. However, 16 percent of the individuals stated no clear

path or goal when they initially entered graduate school. While 25 percent pursued or

thought of pursuing an industry position rather than academic, the transformation and

finalization of an academic path was due to graduate school faculty socialization and the

influence and impact of the networks and ties that developed during the doctorate and

post doctorate time.

Tierney and Rhoads (1994) described faculty socialization in two stages with the

first stage or the anticipatory stage being reflected in some of the participant’s decisions

to enter academia. Their study stated that anticipatory socialization “pertains to how non-

members take on the attitudes, actions, and values of the group to which they aspire” (p.

23). The socialization during graduate school was expressed in the participants desire to

follow the professoriate career path. Fifty-nine percent of the participants clearly

expressed that their career goal was an academic path. I1 said that she “always wanted to
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be academic.” For C2, after she received her doctorate, she “was 100 percent sure” that

she “wanted to be a professor in China and then here.”

An academic path had clear steps that the participants knew to take. C6 described

it as “quite standard procedure. We send applications after we graduate. Apply for post-

docs. That’s kind of the next step was to do, in our field, after PhD, get a post-doc and get

a real job.” C4 also told of a similar path of completing her “graduate studies here in the

U.S., after that I got post doctoral training, also here in U.S., then I stayed here and

moved up through the ranks.”

Faculty members themselves played an active role in socializing some of their

own students and encouraging them to enter the professoriate. C5 described how she got

interested in the academic path through her advisor:

I came here to [Doctorate University], that’s where I get my PhD and when I first
came here the first meeting I have with my advisor, he asks me what I want to do
when I graduate. I said oh I have no idea. I never thought about that. Just want to
get my degree. He said well it’s good for a woman to become a faculty sometime
in the future because time is flexible and also with doctor degree being a faculty
you can work on things you are interested instead of you have boss asking you to
do the things. I said, ok, if that’s the case let me just work on it. So sort of like
the first day or first week of my PhD study, have that sort of in my mind, maybe
in the future I will be a faculty.

Her advisor’s advice and encouragement towards an academic career was contingent on

the fact that it was a good profession for a woman. This advice also has cultural

implications seeing as larger percentages of Asian women have children compared to

much lower rates for American female academics.
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Flexibility of the profession was also something that B1 had discovered and

wanted in addition to having developed expectations for academic type of work rather

than industry:

Well I wanted to, there are many things actually, number one was I always, doing
a PhD sort of puts you in a position where either you want to go to this academic
career or non-academic, industry area, I did my PhD because I wanted to do
research not because I wanted to do some stereotype programming or statistical
analysis which I could do even with having done my masters. So it was just like a
step forward; it was a natural thing to do after PhD I guess. That’s number one.

B1 was also influenced by the care giving role of women and families when she made her

career choice:

Number two I sort of still liked the factor of all the flexibility of this job, the time,
the flexibility of time, which is a very important thing for me, for women, because
of their families and all that. So we have those three months, four months when
we are not tied to anything; we can spend our time as we like it, that doesn’t mean
we do not work but we can choose to work from home. Like summer, three
months in summer and one month in winter, so no other job gives you that
opportunity. So and another thing apart from teaching they have a lot of
weightage towards research. If I choose two days to come to the department and
try to use those days to do other jobs that are related to the department then the
rest of the five days of the week I can stay back home and work from home. So I
mean that flexibility is something that you never come across in any other job. So
that doesn’t play a role in many other people lives the way it does for me. I
thought it was a big thing.

I4 had become socialized into the profession during graduate school and was

aware of the two different career options:

How did I get to be an academic or professor? That’s a pretty standard route for
people who go through graduate school; you go into physics in order to do
research as a career and at the time I was in graduate school there was two models
for what you do with a graduate degree, one was to become an academic
researcher and the other was to go into industry that uses physics, industrial
research, applied research, so it’s the major career tracks and once you get into
graduate school in physics one of the major things you can imagine doing is
becoming a professor. So it was pretty direct.
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Industry. Faculty graduate school socialization showed up in discussions of

whether to choose an industry or academic job. For some participants, the option of an

industry career was worth considering over an academic one. There might have been a

disjuncture with the anticipatory socialization and the lifestyles of the participants. Part

of the discrepancy was due to the lifestyle that the participants found themselves in. By

getting married during graduate school and becoming one part of the two part equation,

the participants had to consider more than just their own careers and where they wanted

move to. Leaving open the option for industry increased the participants’ job

opportunities and allowed for greater mobility geographically while taking into

consideration their spouses’ career.

H1 said that she felt that “I basically have two paths that I could pick, I have a

company path and I could pick an academic path” but in the end even with the allure of

“making six figures like over night” she chose an academic path because “this is just too

attractive.”

I2 described her desire for industry yet her advisor told her to pursue an academic

job instead:

When I graduated I wasn’t sure that I wanted to be a professor I was never a TA
[teaching assistant] I was always a research assistant. … But I wanted to join
Industry and I had an offer from them too but my advisor was very insistent that I
become a professor, don’t ask me why, so he says, “why? You can always come
back to Industry.” … My advisor was very persistent. Oh my goodness, I
remember, I still remember I went to tell him I had the offer from Industry, oh he
said, “Industry, you can always go there.” Take up the faculty position and if it
doesn’t work out you can always go to the industry. But his thing was if you join
industry and it doesn’t work out then it would be very hard to come back to
academia. So that was his thinking.
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I2 took her advisor’s advice and did not pursue industry any more; however, with the

next participant she did try an industry job before returning to higher education.

C3 described her graduate school advisor’s influence on her decision to choose

the professorate over industry combined with economic factors:

My advisor at that time he actually suggested already you should consider go
back to academic work. Kind of stay academic work. But I thought industry
provide higher salary so that should be more interesting than writing papers so at
that moment it was getting boring to me so I went to industry and spent 2 years,
immediately after probably the first six months I thought, I went to Industry first,
so the first six months I realized the industry job they asked me to do over there,
they asked me to do some coding and maintain some code like programs written
by someone else, that was not really my expectation at all. So I was looking for
other jobs after probably eight months.

After pursuing an industry job, C3 realized that she had been socialized into one type of

work even though at the time she graduated she thought that she did not want to pursue

the academic work anymore. Her expectations did not match up with the type of work

done in a company setting and this encouraged her back to academia.

For K1 who was completing her post doctoral training and was in the stage of

deciding which path to pursue, she kept both options open and leaned towards industry:

I’m looking for both assistant professor or a job in the industry, laboratory. I
think it’s kind of interesting to work in the laboratory. Cause it’s more productive
and more visual research because academic job I need to concentrate on the
education also other than do my research and I prefer to work with my research
than to teach because I don’t teach well. Its kind of really takes my energy to
teach people. So I would rather have a job in the laboratory or industry.

One of the factors for K1’s decision to pursue both paths was the birth of her first child

and her spouses’ relocation to another state. At the end of the education stage, career

strategies shifted for some participants who like K1 wanted to accommodate family and

career needs. By pursuing both options, there were a greater number of job opportunities.
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So while these women rebelled against the mainstream traditional society in their home

countries by migrating, once married their choices were guided by family or spousal

forces which is more typical for women than men.

Dual careers: tied migrant (woman or man) versus living apart

For the majority of the participants, they met their partners during graduate school

which created a dual career couple. While the participants had struggled against

mainstream society back home, now a new tension formed as they re-strategized their

career plans and goals due to their recent marriage. I3 stated it clearly:

So I was in grad school and then I met my husband. So we were not classmates
or batchmates but at the same time in college. So then it became a question of
two people trying to make their lives match and work together.

The dual career couple situation for I3 was not one where she felt it was a woman’s issue

but rather stated that:

Women are not there just to, they are not just following their husbands, they
might chose to follow their husbands and husbands chose to follow their wives,
the family unit makes a lot of decisions that may or may not be balanced one way
or the other. But you see that happening more when you are, when you happen to
be in a male dominated field.

As I3 stated the wife does not implicitly follow their husband’s but this does create

tensions in the family unit especially for traditionally bound couples.

Three patterns emerged amongst the dual career couples which constituted a

majority of the participants, 87 percent of the women. One strategic pattern was what

Kulis and Sicotte called the “trailing spouse” or “tied migrant” (2002) to explain women

who move away from their doctorate training location to follow a spouse’s career.
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However in 24 percent of these couples, the trailing spouse was the husband or male

partner leaving the remaining majority of 76 percent being the woman.

Kulis and Sicotte (2002) studied the geographical locations of women scientists

and found that big cities had a higher concentration of women due to an abundance of

work opportunities. They suggested that in order for schools in more rural areas that in

order to attract more women that these institutions should eliminate any “archaic

antinepostism policies that have barred academic partners from working in the same

department or institution” (p. 26). In both universities involved in this study, policies of

dual recruiting were in place.

Dual career couple policies impacted a couples experiences at an institution and

aided in their decision to stay or move to more accommodating environment at another

university. C4 demonstrated a negative atmosphere at the institution she and her spouse

were previously at and due to the fact that they are both in the same field of study and

work together, this created some tension:

Actually one of the reasons we left, they were not very supportive of couples. I
think they started to make rules that family members were not allowed in same
lab or something like that but they were not very supportive of couples at all and
for the other reasons they put a lot of unnecessary, they made me go through a lot
of unnecessary difficulties, in my opinion, just purely because I’m another
faculty’s wife and I’m already there which I saw was not fair but I can’t change
anything, one thing I can do is move to a different place that is more supportive.
Here I feel that in general there’s no problem.

The lack of support for C4 as a part of an academic couple led to both of their departures

in search of a university with dual hiring policies.
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The second strategic pattern was a decision to geographically live apart during the

early stages of post doctoral training or first academic job so that neither spouse’s career

was impacted. The apart pattern was seen with 38 percent of the participants.

The woman as tied migrant. Sixty-three percent of the participants had at some

point in their education or career decided to be the trailing spouse and followed their

partners’ job. The results according to Kulis and Sicotte (2002) of this dual career

household are substantial for women. They stated that “regardless of academic

achievement, wives in dual-career households are more likely to be the “trailing spouse”

or “tied migrant” whose career suffers after a move, or to be the one who is constrained

from moving to a more advantageous career destination” (p. 6). Career suffering and

geographical restraint was a theme amongst participants who expressed situations where

they functioned as the tied migrant.

C7 explained that following her spouse was part of a compromise that women

make because of family obligations and responsibilities:

Women definitely have to put out a lot because you do make a compromise in the
family to follow the path and maintain the family life so if I say how much
between my husband and I, I do see the travel, I pretty much follow wherever he
lands up first and then I. So you know it’s not completely equal but on the other
hand that’s the compromise you have to make.

Compromising by deciding to follow the husband was one strategy to avoid tension.

I5 stated that women’s careers suffer because they often marry men who are older

and more established than them:

A lot of women marry people senior to them so he’s more advanced in his career
than he is so then she falls farther and farther behind because his professorship is
always more important than her assistant professorship.
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An example of the type of situation I5 mentioned was when J2 got married. Her

spouse was already a faculty member while she was in graduate school. In response to

why she moved away from the state she got her graduate work in she stated that “my

husband got job here first so then I came along.” She expressed that “at this point what’s

happening is I think that my husband has the priority so where he goes I go. So and I

think I try to find academic position so whatever I can find.”

While I1 was interviewing for academic positions right after graduate school, she

received numerous offers; however, her spouse was also interviewing for positions.

While her spouse ultimately followed her to the current location, her decision not to take

a position at a more prestigious institution was dictated by the need for a dual career

option:

You know, I actually had a lot of offers … the reason I picked SSU, he had also
applied to Industry, and they fly him in and made a verbal offer. [One school]
said we are hiring you and you alone. So I decided to move here… So I landed
up here at SSU and after all these different offers I had.

I1’s situation was characteristic of Kulis and Sicotte’s woman as tied migrant

thesis. Not only had C1’s career been affected by the dominance of her spouses’ career

over hers, but also her doctorate education. In order for her spouse to complete his

doctorate and then two post doctorate positions, as a family, they had moved several

times thus C1 had not completed her graduate program. After she finished her degree,

her spouse accepted a tenure track position in a small town and stipulated that he would

move based on a dual appointment. Unfortunately, the receiving department was less

than supportive and this had a negative impact on her career in addition to it being a

setback for her:
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Actually my husband make deal because [it] is very small town, very, very tiny
town, so I think, really small, so no other job opportunity. So if you want me, you
have to ask other department to invite my wife. So biological sciences they only
had just small program, so they kind of made, level, I went for interview and they
liked me and they made a verbal offer, well I ask for anything written and they
said that since it is a state university they cannot hire, they have to do open search
next year, they kind of promised me that it was just formality, so then that year
my husband went there …they said, ‘ok you can come and teach two courses the
first half year with the condition’ I was to be, they supposed to offer me title of
lecturer, with idea that by end of that semester, they will put me on a tenure track
position. So we bought house over there, I was there for one semester, finally
they did interview 5 people, and they listed me as second, for some reason,
politics or anything, or competition between physics department chairman and
them, even the first one declined offer, they don’t want you.

While the couple moved to another university where she got a research assistant

professor position that was better than the previous position but still did not put her on the

tenure track and to C1 it was “not a very fancy position, its just another way of saying

post doc.” These experiences later led to her decision to live apart from her husband

while she pursued a tenure track position in another state.

P1 suffered a career setback and lost her tenure track position when her spouse

accepted a new faculty position that required them to change states:

It was not by my choice again, my husband got a job here and it has a huge career
move for him. It’s actually a career step down for me because I was in a straight
faculty position whereas now I’m in a clinical associate faculty. So I went from
assistant to associate which was fine but it was a clinical position so I don’t have
the responsibility and the stature as just being a full faculty so for me I at least
feel that it’s a step down, and it’s certainly not a career choice that I would have
made had I been on my own but it was a very tough choice and I was very happy
where I was. I was coming up for tenure and I worked hard to get there so it was
a blow, it was very difficult.

K1 and her spouse had lived apart since he finished his education first but with
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the arrival of their first child she “decided to follow my husband so if he has a job first

then I will look for a job at that area which is, I just limit the range of 300 miles apart

because that is drivable.”

C4 had decided to move when her spouse was ready partially because she was

pregnant:

That actually was a personal thing, because my husband, we actually, we knew
each other in graduate school but he is like one or three years ahead of me so at
that time he was ready for the next position. I was not really ready so he moved
… for faculty permanent position. I was not ready for a faculty position at that
point. I had, I was, I didn’t finish my training yet but that’s for personal reason, I
was pregnant so I decided I will move with him.

The timing of pregnancies impacted women’s careers more so than their spouses.

I3 and her spouse both pursued academic positions and early on in their careers

this meant a compromise on the geographical location and also that he had a position

first:

It was very clear that neither one of us was not going to pursue our wish to be in
academics or whatever the situation was. So it was look at big cities or look at
multiple places that would be there. …We have not done that-taken jobs in two
different places. And I think we have been able to work it out so far, it doesn’t
mean we don’t spend a lot of time working away from each other especially at
that time, but we were planning on having a child or family, so at that time we
were looking for places that would take both of us and we would be able to find
someplace.

However after some experience, they were both able to find tenured track positions at the

same institution so that they both were employed in the job of their choosing without

being apart.

C7 had followed her spouse when he accepted an academic position and found the

new university supportive of their dual status:
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The policy of SSU is very beneficial for the couple to find a place. He actually
got the position first and then I didn’t have anything lined up until I got here then
I pursued just to see whether or not I could and actually they encouraged and then
they, they made arrangement for me to find a position.

While there is debate in higher education institutions over the pros and cons to dual hires,

in some ways they help to relive some family tensions and may have an unknown impact

on the rates of female faculty members.

The man as tied migrant. In the situations where the husband was the tied

migrant, some participants talked about a supporting college department where they

helped find a position for the husband in order to recruit or retain the woman. According

to I3, being a dual couple comes with a “price” and “the spouse also pays a price, its

because he has to deal with all these situations that the wife is going through, he has to

deal with that same situation also which otherwise he would not have to.”

I2 interviewed around the United States and chose a location that took into

consideration her future spouse’s geographical position:

So I interviewed here and a couple of other places and [this] offer came first, it
was actually they gave me the offer on the spot so I eventually ended up taking
this offer but my boyfriend at that time was doing a post doc and that was also
one of the reasons why I chose to come west. He is now, we got married
eventually, and he is now a professor in computer science over here. So yea
that’s how I came here.

Her spouse after completion of his own post doctoral training followed I2 to her

geographical location where she had already started on a tenure track position.

Since I2 had graduated before her spouse, she was on the job market before he

was ready to be. Not only did this put them in a situation of being separated while he

finished, but she accepted an assistant professor position in a neighboring state. Instead
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of both of them going on the market after he finished, her department was actively

involved in recruiting him so that they retained her:

Once I got married my department chair wanted to know, they had hired me and
wanted keep me and they wanted to know what [my husband] was doing and so
on and so forth and he kind of initiated the whole thing about trying to get him
here, like a visiting faculty for a couple of months and then they made it into a
position. So he joined here fall of ‘91 a year after I had come. And actually in
electrical engineering we have three other couples that are like that where the
woman came first and a year later the husband joined. The department actually
actively tried to keep the faculty and get their spouses here.

Dual career couple hiring was a priority for I2’s engineering department and made a

positive impact in the number of female faculty within that unit.

C4’s experience at another institution was contrasted with the supportive nature of

the University of Southwest’s department:

And if I can ask, was the university supportive with a dual couple?

Yes, here I haven’t found any officially that is not supportive, in general I feel its
pretty supportive, that’s actually one of the reasons we left, they were not very
supportive of couples. I think they started to make rules that family members
were not allowed in same lab or something like that. But they were not very
supportive of couples at all and for the other reasons they put a lot of unnecessary,
they made me go through a lot of unnecessary difficulties, in my opinion, just
purely because I’m another faculty’s wife and I’m already there which I saw was
not fair but I can’t change anything, one thing I can do is more to a different place
that is more supportive. Here I feel that in general there’s no problem.

K3 experienced her department’s support twice when her husband was in need of an

academic position:

We are looking whether we are going to move home or stay here but we need to
find two jobs that was the goal. And how it happen was a professor here, the
assistant director of this school ran into me and said send me your resume and my
husbands finishing up so I might be looking and so send your husbands resume
too. So we submitted two resumes here and worked out that he got a post doc
here and I came here as associate professor. And then again we are on the job
market again because he finished his post doc, three years track so we are looking
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and at which time my dean said you are not going anywhere, I want to retain you
here and he’s got a job so he transferred from engineering to ag engineering here
which is really challenging for him in the first three years and good news he got a
letter that he got promoted to full professor.

Living apart. The decision to live apart required women to temporarily detach

from personal relationships in exchange for the best job possible. Etzkowitz, Kemelgor,

and Uzzi (2000) described this behavior as “a man’s approach to things” (p. 135) or

typical male behavior that would be rewarded for taking his career seriously.

However, for C2, the career strategy was a combination of living apart and having

her spouse follow her career moves. C2 was slightly ahead of her spouse in years of

schooling so that when she had graduated and was ready for her post doctorate and first

assistant professor position, he was still finishing his program. Her career moved on and

now that he is near completion he will try to move to where she has already settled.

And you have tried to find a place that’s good for both of you?

Yes, tried to find a place for both of us but unfortunately so far we haven’t, not
very, its, after the first time I went [graduate school in the United States] and he
applied to the same school and stayed there and then I moved [to her post doctoral
university] and he moved to that new school. Then I left. And I left him there
because he is approaching to the point where he is about to graduate and he can
not move again with me.

He’s still there?

Yes, so we have had a long distance so far.

That has to be very hard.

Yea it’s another part of the difficulty on top of the being a professor.

So when he graduates soon, what’s the career plan look like?

We will try our best to get together here. He will start looking for jobs in
December. And we will see what’s going to happen.
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C1 had been working in a clinical, non-tenured track position at the same

university as her husband who was a tenured professor there. Due to limited career

options for C1 she decided to search for a tenured track job around the country while her

husband stayed behind. C1 expressed that she knew they would have to be separated but

said that:

So here I am. So I make up my mind that my career is also important, but I want
family and I also want career. You know I cannot really wait because you know if
you stay in this position too long you will be a problem to find tenure track
position. … So I came and my husband stayed.

She was unsure if her husband would leave his position there to follow her to her

university and was unsure of how long they would stay separated while they each pursued

their careers in different states.

This couple had been apart since 2002 because while K1 finished her post

doctorate, her spouse graduated and found a post doctorate in a different state. In 2006,

K1 decided to move to the same state where her husband had relocated to because that

year she had the couple’s first child and the geographical distance was too great:

The reason I moved to [another state] is I didn’t want to be apart and I decided to,
it is very hard to find a job for two persons in U.S. because U.S. is really big
cause if I live in Korea then even though we have a job in other place its kind of
small country so you can at least visit every week or so but here it’s more than
three hours drive or flight. So it is hard to do over one month and since we have
a baby I decided it’s not good to live only with mom because I take care of my
baby for eight months and its really hard time for me. I worked and my babysitter
was home and then run and take care of my baby and the baby at that time, they
don’t sleep at night so. It’s really hard for me. It’s important to have a career for
me but its more important for a child to have a two parent. It is not good for her
to have only one. So I decided to go.
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While the couple had previously decided not to sacrifice their careers, the timing of a

child altered the career strategy and focus for her and other women.

When H1 and her spouse were married he was still in graduate school while she

was in her first academic position. After he graduated he went for a full time non-

academic position that required him to relocate while she stayed in her tenured-track

position. The time apart was difficult and H1 stated that it impacted her marriage:

In the end my marriage didn’t work out. But hey is that what I wanted, no, that’s
not what I wanted but in the end the career took precedent for both of us. And
that’s another issue of a lot of career couples, dual career couples. It happens and
I don’t see myself as any unusual circumstance.

She partly saw this as a result of a lack of support from her academic department for not

recruiting her spouse:

Never an opportunity to come here partly because I had no support from the
department here or the college here to actually help my spousal relocation and
that in a way may actually be the first sort of sense of, not intentional, some sort
of discrimination part of the female faculty, if I were a male faculty I believe that
if my spouse needed a job coming back here maybe it would be a different thing.
And has something to do with me being female. Maybe I didn’t go out and be
aggressive. I didn’t fight hard enough and that, so in a way throughout my
training I didn’t really sense any sort of difference in gender but I think as I get
further up the ladder I started sensing differences but it might just be our
particular head of department or circumstance.

B1 and her spouse decided to live apart during their first career positions so that

neither spouse had to sacrifice their work. However, B1 recognized that once her spouse

settled into his new city of relocation and decided that he would stay there, she would

look into moving there herself regardless of what impact this might have on her own

career.

So how long has he been gone?
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Hardly three days. So he went first week of April so he’s been gone 3 days.
People keep telling me that this is absolutely a hard thing to do but common. I
think its becoming a pattern our former generation didn’t see, but we are exposed
to now with the new reality for us.

So will he be there for a year or…

No he’s joined a company so basically he’s moved there with a job and he looked
around in here whether anything suited him but since his, when you do research
you have already made a very specific choice of where you want to work. And
you already work in that area and you don’t want to feel like you’ve spent so
much time doing this work and you don’t feel like changing after awhile. So he
didn’t find anything specific to his line of work. There are many companies like
Industry or so but that would mean that throwing aside whatever he had done
earlier and beginning a new career. It’s very hard. It’s very hard for me if
somebody tells me just quit statistics and do algebra or something. So I think
neither of us thought that was a good idea.

So you will stay here for awhile?

Yes, I want to see whether he actually likes that work. And if he settles I will
have to think about moving to and I have to see what jobs I get around that.

B1’s statement that living apart was “a pattern our former generation” did not encounter

as much could be interpreted through a cultural lens where there were stronger forces to

maintain more of a traditional family unit.

C7 was also not sure if she and her spouse would both move now since they had

both been living in different states and wanted to move to a new location to be together:

Its difficult to find a place with my husband at that time I was in [another state] he
was in [a different state] living apart for three years and so then of course when
we move to the next step we want to be together so that sort of a one of a limiting
factor that just again sent out all the application.

K5’s husband took an industry job overseas and then she decided to accept a

teaching position in another state. So while he has been gone, she moved the family but is

confident that he will move there after his contract is completed:
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And then your husband was able to find employment here?

Actually no, my husband is in [another city] right now. So …

That’s a big difference from Tucson.

If I got job here, he got job in new company, he changed new company that was
very interesting collaboration work with French company so he has to go to Paris
for two years and then he, he left first and then I moved here, he’s still there.
Hopefully he will get something close to here. But it is hard, this living
separately, I have a kid, but when you have two spouse that have two professional
careers its really, really hard to find the job in same place but I think you can
work it out. He is, an advantage of being engineer is engineering job is
everywhere. So I don’t think he will have hard time to find job around here and
there are companies.

I5 and her spouse decided to live apart early in their careers so that later they did

not have to make these concessions but rather could demand a dual appointment:

And is your husband in the same field?

Yes.

So in physics?

Yes. So we work together.

So then how was that for moving and finding jobs after you did your post doc?

It was hard in the beginning so for our first post docs we got jobs in different
cities and we were already married but we took the best jobs we could because
that way we are building up our reputations. So sort of delayed gratification and
then three years later we got jobs, we took slightly less good jobs to be in the
same city.

I5 also remarked that she and her spouse had made a conscious decision to live apart

earlier and then accepted only dual career positions later:

So what we decided was that we could bear some hardship early on and then take
the best job that would make a better future, career wise then cash in on that. …
So we were hired together. That was our condition for coming here.
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Career Stage

Return Intentions: Transnational Social Spaces

Itzigsohn and Giorguili-Saucedo (2005) posited that incorporation into the host

country and transnationalism are concurrent processes thereby supporting how the

participants maintain ties and connections in both countries; however, this study found

that these ties remained segmented. The merging of the participants two countries creates

what they called a transnational social space where the individuals exist simultaneously

in both. Itzigsohn and Giorguili-Saucedo gave explanations for transnational

participation or why “immigrants recreate ties with their countries of origin, forming

transnational social spaces” (p. 899). The first is “linear transnationalism” where

transnational practices such as traveling home are the result of ties and connections that

exist between the migrant, their family and their place of origin.

The second is “resource-dependent transnationalism” where “immigrants try to

reconstitute their linkages to the country of origin, but they cannot do that immediately

upon migrating because they lack resources” (p. 899). Itzigsohn and Giorguili-Saucedo

hypothesized that this emerges slowly and over time and is of an economic nature. The

participants in this study demonstrated that networks and social ties were the resource

that they had to recreate and build up over time. Thus resource-dependent

transnationalism was visible more in the participants who had established themselves and

their academic careers in the United States and then made attempts or had desires to

create connections professionally in their countries of origin.
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At the career stage, the participants’ families factored into their intention and

desire to return to their home countries to pursue their careers which created a shit in

career strategies. Family networks and connections tied the participants to their home

countries and to the United States thus creating a transnational social space that allowed

the individuals to function cross borders. Twenty-nine percent of the participants

expressed home countries connections that pulled them back and were primarily related

to parental ties. However, the United States based ties were stronger than the home

country ones and were so durable that they connected them to the United States rather

than sending them home.

Yet 63 percent of the participants stated new family connections established in the

United States that tied them there instead of their home countries. Thirty-eight percent

had children whom had been born in the United States. For the 17 women who had

married after arrival in the United States, eight of them married men who were not from

their home country and were mainly American. Finally, as stated earlier, a desire to

create professional and academic connections with their home countries was expressed

by 38 percent of the participants.

Pulls back home. For most of the participants, family ties in their home country

were expressed as a desire and need to visit or return home to see their parents. These

ties often created a tension between parents and child. For I4, she felt a strong pull from

her father to not visit but permanently move back to India:

I think the biggest pressure that I felt was to go back. My father very much
wanted me to go back. Get a masters degree here and go back and teach there.
Be a school teacher there. He very much wanted me to do that. So I felt a lot of
pressure about that.
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I4 experienced tension between what her father wanted her career to be and with what her

goals were.

However, sometimes having family back home was not that strong of a pull. Yet

she did maintain strong connections with friends back in Japan who attended her wedding

when her parents could not:

No, no, my father was [ill] and my mother, you know traditional woman, she felt
obligated to be with my father all the time so they couldn’t come. And but my
friends came over to attend the wedding. It was very small wedding, small, nice,
mostly friends.

J1 explained the tension between her and her parents because of her marriage in the

United States to an American man. For H1 since her parents and sibling had all

migrated west, she felt a strong pull back to Hong Kong from her friends rather than

family:

I have friends who are professors in Hong Kong. … But anyway, every time I see
them ‘come back you get twice the salary scale’ I mean not even comparable,
they pay twice as much, you get housing allowance, ‘look at what you can get
here, the campus is right by the sea, everyday we can go out to dim sum for lunch,
its great, you could come back’ okay, okay, calm down [what she said in response
to her friends].

Family in the United States. Out of the 63 percent who stated that they had

United States based family connections, 60 percent of those communicated that it was

because of their child or children who were either born in the United States or had grown

up in there.

As K1 commented, her decision to remain in the United States was “just a family

matter.” C5 expressed her connection in a similar way when asked if she would return to

her home country: “a big concern [with] going back to China. One is my son. It’s really
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family issue.” Also, C1’s children were in school with the oldest one in college and

requiring “over 30,000 dollars a year. So we have to work hard to earn money for them”

which did not allow her to contemplate returning to China. When I1 was asked if she

considered returning to India, she stated that this was not an option as her “priority right

now” had shifted to her child and they were “going to follow him more” so that she did

not “think that’s an option right now. We need to put him through school.” C6 felt that

she would “probably stay in the U.S., you know my husbands here and we have a baby

and she’s 15 months old.”

P1 not only had her children in the United States but both her parents and her in-

laws had emigrated from Pakistan to North America. The relocation of her family from

her home country to her host country confirmed that P1 would not return home.

In addition, children restricted not only global movement but also limited transfer

within the United States potentially having an effect on the participant’s careers. I2

stated that “so you know I’m very comfortable here but I think if a good opportunity

came up for both of us then we would want to move but now my son wouldn’t want to

move.”

Similarly when K3 was faced with a decision to remain in her current position or

accept a promotion that required moving her family to another state, she decided to

remain for the sake of her children. Her family networks factored into her decision to

stay because as she said: “I just had a second baby and I felt like I needed more time

devoted to the children than taking on a huge job.” She remarked that she:

Wasn’t willing to make a move and my daughter was still young, 7 years old and
my son was just about 3 or 4 and they would not known whether we moved or
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not. It wouldn’t make an impact but I just felt like I didn’t want to disrupt my
personal life to the extent that I felt like this isn’t right for my kids. We didn’t
go.… And I’m not willing to sacrifice so much of my personal life to accomplish
my career goal so I took this job.

The resistance to live apart or making family sacrifices was seen amongst the more senior

faculty in this study.

Marriage was a strong predictor in the participant’s decisions to remain in the

United States. I5 explained her decision to stay in the United States as a matter of

marriage because as she commented: “in 1995, I got married and I got a real job in India

but then I decided to stay here because my husband’s American.” Also for T1 who said

that her husband was “very influential … [for her] to end up in this wonderful, nice

competitive system here.” Like I5, T1 married an American and it seemed difficult for

her to imagine both of them returning to Thailand so residing in the United States

appeared to be the more logical decision:

I want to settle down but what happened in the middle we get serious and so we
say we going to get married and so choices are either he goes back to Thailand
with me which is tough or I stay here which is easy, its more natural because I
speak English and can start my career here.

I6, too, had married an American and early on this had dictated her geographical location

as well as her continuing to live in the United States:

I got married when I came to the United States. When I was in [Midwest State]
and my then husband finished his degree and found a job and in those days a wife
went with the husband so I had to change so I went to [there].

A couple of the participants discussed the role of getting a green card tied to their

marriages to Americans which indicated their strong intent not to return home but rather

to relocated permanently. J1 explained that after 9/11, obtaining a green card based on
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marriage required less red tape than getting one based on a job. Since she had recently

gotten married to an American, this was the path she chose:

And then also I even didn’t want to go job based application so I applied marriage
based. After 9/11 homeland security improved the system of marriage based
green card application significantly used to be two or three years waiting, now the
period is only three months. I learned that from someone which is my ex-student
from Japan that got married in U.S. with American. So she said now its only
three months. So we did last year and almost three or four months we got this
issued. It was very quick.

H1 also learned of the marriage based green card from someone else; however,

she had hired an attorney to assist in her job based application and the attorney had

advised H1 to go ahead and submit a marriage based one instead:

I had a local attorney to push the papers through and it was under review but then
in the end the attorney advised me that, ‘hey,’ she said, ‘you’re dating, you’re
going to get married, why don’t you just get married.’ Ok. She said, ‘hey, you’re
not getting married because you’re trying to get a green card, you’re getting
married because you love this person, this person wanted to marry you. That will
save you thousands and thousands of dollars and in a way its legitimate both ways
so go the path of least resistance.’ So I went the path of least resistance.

So the marriage green card is a lot easier to obtain now?

It always has been, there’s not waiting period because it’s first category and so
you need the support of an American citizen whether it’s your fiancée or the head
of the department or the dean or whatever. You just have to have some sort of
legitimate reason for you to remain and so in the end I got married.

In addition to child and spousal ties, 25 percent of the participants had siblings,

mostly younger ones, who had come to the United States to study or live. H1 served as a

pulling force for her younger sister. Since H1 had already gone through the higher

education system, she guided her sisters’ decisions for education:

By the time my sister, my sister’s about five years younger, by the time she came
of age to do her A levels I had already figured it all out so basically I said she
goes there, and she applied and she went to a public school. She went to a girls
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school and she matriculated in that school and because of the schools reputation
she actually got into medical school so what I couldn’t do because of financial
and a different situation, it was because we didn’t know better, it took me to be
there for a few years to learn the system in order to coach my sister and basically
tell my parents so that my sister could go into medical school. And so I had to be
the sacrificial lamb [laughs]. She might not have actually wanted to go but being
the younger one she was more passive. And you know she could study, she did
well on her exam, and now she’s in general practice. So she ended up settling
down in Britain while I left and so she’s a general practitioner. So that’s the way
it is.

Like H1, her sister completed her studies and she too did not return home to Hong Kong

afterwards.

For I3, she was the “oldest of three” with “two younger siblings” and was also the

pulling force for both of them to come to the United States to study and work. She felt

this was a normal path for them to take and she stated simply that: “they are my siblings

and they followed me.” However with I6, her “younger brother came to the United

States and went to school for a couple of years and worked as an engineer for a couple of

years before he went back.” So in I6’s situation, permanent relocation to the United

States did not keep her sibling there which represented more of a brain circulation

amongst some migrants rather than brain drain.

Resource-dependent transnationalism. Even though the participants were settled

in the United States, 33 percent of them expressed either a desire or an actual professional

connection with their home countries. A couple of the participants gave talks and

lectures when they went home to visit family. C5 said that “last year I went back to

China, went back and visited my school and made some contacts and start to

collaboratively set up some proposals.” K3 had a similar experience where she said that

she:
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Goes back to my university. I am always invited for something I just cannot go,
almost every year, if I want to go I can give a talk but I don’t have time for it. Or
if I do research at a point where I can just pick and go.

T1 created a collaborative summer program between her work and her home

country institution that also tied together her family connections with her academic ones

to create a transnational working connection:

I tell you one program to show you the impact of this family on my career. I have
been doing research experience for undergrads, we get grants from NSF and we
want to recognize that there are too few U.S. born students to go on to graduate.
You can see a lot of graduates in S&E [science and engineering] are strange
names. So U.S. government realized that and trying to encourage more. So they
came up with this program that paid them to do research during summer so they
have the experience and might go to graduate school. I have been doing that for
twelve years in this department but the last four years they encourage the
international and we do high school teachers as well. So the last four years, I took
two students and two teachers to do research in Thailand and they love it. And I
find myself in the middle because I grew up there and I have been here more than
my adult life. So this year I am taking eight people to go there. I am also very
sensitive to the culture. So I find it interesting and fun so when we take students
and teachers to Thailand and I can speak Thai fluently but I left there and don’t
feel at home there. So I have my second sister as a local coordinator. I hire her to
run program during Saturday and Sunday. All my networks I have them at
different laboratory. So I coordinate that and I think that that network is
important. So on the weekends we act like a tour guide and I have my sister to
drive, tour, food, so on and so forth. So it takes the whole family to run this
project that’s why I say they are all connected. So you can see how my
professional connection take everybody around me.

For T1, she had set up the professional ties between institutions and the United States

government and then relied upon her family connections to implement the program in

Thailand.

Similarly, J1 had created a joint venture between her work institution and her

graduate institution in Japan:

We are trying to start venture business here within this group and that technology
came from his [graduate advisor in Japan] lab where I worked with him so in that
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sense we communicate each other. And then he’s helping us to find a founder for
investors of that venture business we are trying to start here.

For J1 her Japanese graduate advisor served as a connection for her to create a joint

entrepreneurial venture.

Other participants expressed a desire to form professional connections and

ventures between them and their home countries. C7 said that “I still feel we can

collaborate. So I’m still looking for the opportunity.” While I3 expounded on the wish to

collaborate cross national boundaries:

Would I love to be able to do this, to form stronger relations with an Indian-U.S.
relationship, yes, I would love to do that, would I be willing to do and go and
work for a sabbatical for a year or two years, that may be something, if I retire
and go and work there, that may also be something that I would but I think
practically speaking would I move from here right now, I don’t see that happening
right now. I think there’s, I have to work on getting more connections first and
see where connections can be made, connections could be made in other ways,
yes, it could be industry partnerships, perhaps yes, but that doesn’t mean I’m
relocating there. I really don’t see that I would be relocating back and living there
permanently but you never know.

I3’s academic ties to India had been lost over the years of working in the United States.

Clearly she expressed no intention of returning to live which is in contradiction to the

brain circulation literature.

Overall, new ties whether they were due to a spouse or children were stronger

reasons not to return to the participants home countries. However, as indicative of

resource-dependent transnationalism, some participants did express their aspiration to not

only maintain ties with their home country but create professional opportunities.
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Perceptions of the Profession

Tierney and Rhoads (1994) stated that “characteristics unique to women make

their socialization into academic culture problematic because the professorate is

overwhelmingly male” (p. 64). Part of the difficulty in socializing female faculty in the

fields of science and engineering was that the lack of other women during graduate

school and employment was cited by 63 percent of the participants. The lack of other

females was perceived to have contributed to 29 percent of the participants having

experienced a hostile environment due to their gender.

Tierney and Rhoads explained that “women experience more of an acculturation

process than a socialization process since they must alter much of their individual

identity” (p. 64). Since acculturation is the alteration of a person or group as a result of

contact with a different culture, the process was evident in how the participants discussed

their experiences as women students and faculty as well as how they described their

coping tactics. The participants used various approaches for coping with their

experiences and environment.

Gender and academics. Tierney and Rhoads stated that “for aspiring faculty,

graduate training, then, serves as a significant force in socializing students into the roles

and expectations associated with faculty life” (p. 24). The gendered encounters during

education and post doctorate training contributed to how the participants viewed their

new work environment and also what methods they used to cope with any gendered

situations. In addition to faculty socialization, what an individual experienced during

graduate school had an influence on how they saw and coped with their jobs later on.
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Even though the participants expressed a general lack of women in the fields of

science and engineering and a lack of women during their education and training, some

women felt that there was no gender discrimination while others expressed a negative

environment. Sixteen percent of the participants specifically stated that they did not

observe any gender discrimination during their schooling because either it did not exist

for them or they developed methods of coping. Some women saw the educational

environment as hostile while others saw the presence of other women as a negative

situation.

Twenty-one percent of the participants specifically mentioned the lack of women

in their graduate programs. For I1, she said that “when I was going through I was the

only Indian woman on campus.” I3 felt that because of the low numbers it was not

possible to discern any gender differences: “You know there’s so few women, so I don’t

know if I can really say gender does make a difference or does not make a difference.”

C6 stated that the lack of women was due to a lack of interest in the field:

As for the gender, we don’t really have many female graduate students at least in
our group. I think in that year I was only one and the year after me there was no
one and then the year after me there was one because not really that many female
students want to do physics.

The lack of interest in physics was also discussed by K3 in relation to the lack of appeal

in South Korea for females to pursue mathematics field:

[In the South Korean] math department there were, every year about 40 students
entered the program, now it’s changed but when I start my graduate program
there, 6 students were women and about 30 students were males. It’s not really
common in Korea for women to choose mathematics but now I heard it’s changed
about 50-50.
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Low numbers in science and engineering departments was a common theme for the

participants.

However, C3 sensed that the lack of women was due to the difficulty level of the

program where the other women in her department either self-selected out or were forced

out due to poor performance:

We entered, when we entered there, in my year we had four female students and
finally I was the only one that got the degree. Three of them left after the first 2
years because it had a pretty uncomfortable entrance exam for PhD level. If you
fail a second time, you just don’t get a chance anymore so that’s the case. I think
pretty much if they fail the first time they just quit. For me I was lucky enough I
passed the first time so I just got into the PhD program that’s it. And for, there
was a girl after me, she actually was not doing too well in her thesis or project and
my advisor was not really happy with her. And then she just went for industry job
right afterwards.

I4 described a similar observation regarding the loss of women in her graduate program:

I think the attrition rate was pretty high, I think 30 percent, for woman it’s true it
was even higher. I know that many of my classmates did not finish and
disproportionately larger numbers of women did not finish so it would have been
trivial to say oh she’s not doing too well, she’s in that category but I think he [her
advisor] was very important to keeping me going.

Based on I4’s graduate experience, more women than men drop out of PhD programs in

engineering.

H1 stated that success during graduate education was “up to the individual; it has

nothing to do with gender.” I3 stated that gender discrimination was “not through my

educational career, I’ve had that happen since but not in those years that were my

formative, educational years.” C6 said that:

As far as I can tell I couldn’t really feel any gender obstacles or anything like that.
So it’s not like people will treat you differently because you are female graduate
student. No, nothing like that. At least I couldn’t really tell.
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So for a few of the participants, graduate school was challenging but not due to gender

obstacles or biases.

I3 expressed the lack of women as an issue of a “harsh” or unfavorable

environment during graduate education but recognized the importance of supportive men:

So there are a handful of them, and that pipeline issue is a huge issue in science
and engineering, it is still there, its not gone away, why do we drop off, there are
many, many reasons for that and a lot of it has to do with climate. Climate is not
the best climate. Are individual people terrible? No, they’re not. Many are very
supportive; you are what you are also because of the men. If you are not
something, if you haven’t reached some point, it’s all of that climate, but it is a
harsh climate.

Even with a predominately male career field that creates a chilly climate for women,

there are supportive men in the departments as I3 expressed. One example that I5 gave

of her personal experience with the harsh climate of graduate education was in describing

an incident as an audience member during a lecture:

Every time I went to a new institute I would be sitting in the audience,
anonymous, and I would ask a question and I wouldn’t be taken seriously. So the
first time you’re in grad school and you think, ok, I must have asked a stupid
question. By the time it happens the second or third time, you go, ok, these
people don’t know me yet, once they know me, they will start taking me
seriously. People don’t know you, they just look at the exterior and they go, ok,
why do I have to take this person seriously.

In a field such as this, I5’s example demonstrated the importance of being attached or

connected into an advisors network where more credibility is given to students who are

seen as well connected.

When C3 was asked if the lack of women was due to climate, she explained how

harsh the environment was for all students but specifically the negative impact that it had

on women:
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Destroy your personal life. Yea. Not only destroy female but it destroy all my
lab mates. At that time I had three buddies in my cubicle. We sit, we basically
live together. We sleep under our tables. Actually two of these guys, one guy the
girlfriend, they engaged but the girlfriend left him right after marriage. The
second one he actually later married another girl but after two years their marriage
just dissolved. He had this sort of habit. Like workaholic like you have tons of
things to do and you just work, work, work. You don’t have time to really take
care of your marriage or relationship. So it was kind of a joke saying that that
whole top level its just relationship destroy lab. You go there you don’t have any
relationship, you live there. That’s all. … It has nothing to do if you are a woman
or a guy. Same thing.

While C3 acknowledged that graduate education in engineering has a negative impact on

personal relationships for both men and women, she then commented on the added

tensions for women:

Unfortunately probably the female, because there are so many things ongoing,
especially have to put more energy on the relationship side so that’s probably the
main reason why when I entered we had four, and I was the only one that stayed.
At a certain point they have to marry somebody. One of my girlfriends she told
me that she quit after two years. I told her I was married so I had nothing to
worry about but then after that [laughs because after graduate school she got
divorced]. But yea it takes a lot of energy to go for a PhD.

C3 and her husband got divorced after they both finished their PhD’s. While they were

deciding where to move, they realized the relationship was over and each moved on by

accepting jobs in different states.
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Gender and the professoriate

Lack of women. The pattern of there not being many women during graduate

school continued to even smaller numbers in the academic workforce. I1 stated that she

“was actually very lucky there were two women faculty when I came here and now there

are two, there used to be three.” T1 explained how when she was hired the department

had made a conscious effort to employ more women but that attempt in the long run had

not been successful:

In 1990, there were five women hired. Before that in all of engineering there
were 300 faculty and only one woman. In 1990, they pushed and hired five
women. And I still connect with one for sure. Two years later, one drops, next
year, another one drops and the three of us got tenure. Two years ago one moves
to another university. We used to have ten percent women but now we are down.

I3 remarked on the impact that the lack of female professors has on the university

students because they might never see a woman in that position to serve as a role model.

Her own educational experiences allowed her to have only one female professor but that

experience was in a liberal arts department not a science or engineering course:

And I’ve had one classroom, one woman, an English teacher in my undergrad. So
it tells you the status of engineering in some ways of what it is and I’m sure for
many of our students, if they [students in engineering] take a class from me,
maybe I’ll be their only female professor [in engineering] that they’ve ever seen.
The others may never see one. And so then that context is not there.

The low numbers of female professors equals a lack of female role moles in engineering

programs.

I2 remarked that not only were there no women in her department but when she

attended national conferences that the number of women there was low:

In my area it’s very, very small. And when I started off at the conferences, there
used to be just two other women in the room. … And now what twenty years later
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I go to these conferences, now I’m the senior woman out there. There will be a
couple of young students presenting papers and such. The ratio hasn’t changed.
The ratio is still very small in my area.

This was also J1’s experience of how the field was “still male, is very dominated, but I

know several female scientists in society.”

While the general narrative was that the fields were “male dominated,” two of the

participants insisted that the numbers had improved and would continue to do so.

In mathematics, B1 thought that the field was open and provided a good prospect for

women as demonstrated by what she thought were higher ratios than other fields:

I’m not sure about the exact numbers, I do think there are more men than there are
women but I also see a lot of women. So it’s not that, it’s a very stark ratio. And
there’s a lot of opportunity for women, I should say that.

I5 insisted that “it is getting better and there are more women;” nevertheless, she also

remarked that “the progress is abysmally slow especially in some of physical sciences. In

physics I’ve seen it’s pretty bad and the cure for that is to have more women which is sort

of like a chicken and egg problem.”

Perceptions of more discrimination: United States or home country. Twenty-one

percent of the participants stated that they saw more discrimination in the United States

compared to what they perceived they would have experienced in their home countries.

Another 21 percent expressed less obstacles and discrimination in the United States

compared to home. The remaining 58 percent did not acknowledge any difference.

J1 felt that she faced more gender obstacles in Japan than in the United States:

I don’t feel gender related issue as much in here because I had very bad one in
Japan so compared to that. Much better in here. Although people express that
you know sort of difficult to get into the circle. But I, I feel more difficulty
because of my nationality, you know I came here right, so now I have two
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different sort of characteristics, one is female, you know, and Asian or foreign,
not U.S. native. So I feel more disadvantage and I feel more challenging to get
into the middle circle, not because I am female but because of I’m having a very
different background, or the education background and then language and
everything. So now it’s that aspect is more challenging to overcome but I’m
trying to do it.

However, she confronted more discrimination based on her nationality and by not being

an American born citizen.

On the other hand, T1 said that there were more opportunities for woman as

faculty in Thailand than in the United States but this was due to lower societal opinions

hence economics regarding men as teachers:

In Thailand it’s not surprising to have more women in any field teaching at the
university and you know why? Because men could not make a living, could not
feed the family being a faculty so they go out and work in company. So
statistically you will see a lot of women in Thailand.

So there are a lot of opportunities in Thailand?

Yes, but it’s almost like there are a lot of opportunities because no male wanted it
in college. Males don’t want to go into teaching. But I think more women get
into the scientific level and head the center more and more but not in engineering.

When K3 was asked about any difficulty for women in South Korea to enter academics

as a professor, she said that:

It would be very difficult [for women to enter academics]. In my field, its female
dominated so my competitors are going to be females. If I’m in different area, it
would be very difficult. Although now they are trying to recruit but it would still
be difficult.

Do you think that will be successful?

Eventually but it will take a long time. It’s going to take longer than here
[referring to the United States]. Longer, longer time. Much less than in Japan.
Korea is much more advanced in gender issues than Japan but less [advanced]
than China. Much less [advanced] than America. There’s no question about that.
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However, C7 saw the professional opportunities for women equal in the United

States and in China because achievement was merit based and not restricted by gender:

I think it’s comparable. Not much difference, I would have to say since
communist took power the men and women issue is more liberated than before.
Both my parents working when I was little so the hospital where my dad was
working both men and women working and women doctors. So I don’t see that’s
a problem. Now maybe a little bit backwards because men tend to be more
successful and then women have to take care of the family so that’s sort of
backwards in my view. So that’s the situation I feel now but on the other hand, if
you are very successful as a woman, I don’t think there is any obstacle for you.

Generally the belief that the United States had more discrimination was verbalized by

Chinese participants. After migrating to the United States, some participants believed

that there were not as great of opportunities for woman as there was in their home

country.

C1 stated that “it’s a disadvantage being a woman. Honestly. At least in the

United States.” C4 also felt that gender discrimination was not an issue in China unlike

in the United States where:

I may get discriminated because I’m a woman, not likely in China that a woman
get discriminated against, I didn’t feel that when was there that many years ago
but I know it also seems like everywhere in the world, I may, but I didn’t really
think much, that wasn’t much of my consideration in terms of making decisions
anymore.

C2 stated that “kind of surprisingly what was kind of interesting to me was in China

specifically in my university there are more female faculty in my department than in the

department I used to study here.” According to C5’s impression, China offered more

professional opportunities for women in addition to less gender discrimination:

So you compare here with China. I guess opportunities are less than in China.
Here, U.S., new China we have new China what 1949, 57 years ago, right so the
new revolution very good position of woman, women’s position higher than most
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of the countries round the world. So now, change but still the family in China,
both husband and wife work, but here still man dominate work. Most of family
man is main earner. But in China it’s not that way. It’s equal opportunity for both.
So if you think about the male versus female opportunity of U.S. versus China, I
think China has better opportunity for women.

Before K5 moved to the United States, she thought that:

America was kind of equal and woman would be, woman and men would be the
same but when I came here it is not the case. Seems like there’s some work to be
done. This society is, I can say, it’s just like any other, its male dominate.

One of the participants responded that there were both obstacles and opportunities

in the United States as well as in their home country. When I6 was asked if she believed

that she faced more obstacles in the United States than India, she answered:

Different obstacles, yes. Here women are punished for being smart anywhere in
the world. But in United States you are doubly punished if you dare to be smart
in math. If you have to be smart and you are smart in English then I guess some
people forgive you but if you’re smart and you’re smart in math then you’re just a
lost cause. Some many people can’t identify with you at all.

I6 believed that the United States was harder for women because the society penalized

smart women.

The professoriate as hostile. Twenty-one percent of the participants offered

examples and experiences relating how the professoriate was viewed as hostile or having

a chilly climate. When asked about the academic environment, I3 answered, “do people

carry baggage about women? Yes, they do.” She also stated that “it makes you more

resolute that you want to do what there was a reason to do this so you follow it so you go

through your ups and downs and say alright I got to step back and become more

resolute.”
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C4 expressed that not only had she suffered gender based barriers but that these

encounters had affected her outlook on the profession:

For awhile I was really kind of down and felt there were a lot of obstacles just
simply because I’m a woman and not a white woman and there are, I actually met
people that are personally trying to put obstacles ahead of me because of that so I
was really hurt and discouraged but I overcome that and I look back and I realize
that you know, people like that are everywhere.

C4 experienced discrimination based on her dual minority status of being a foreigner and

a woman. H1 explained that gender discrimination occurred and was felt although no

actions could have been taken since the prejudiced behavior was “covert”:

In a way you can’t point fingers and that’s the way that it is nowadays. Sexual
harassment, covert discriminatory type of gesture or action, it’s not that.
Everything is subtle. People are very clever about it or sneaky about it if they
want to. But fortunately being one of the teaching faculty in the department I am
one of the more senior female in the department. And therefore I don’t, I
probably don’t face this sort of issue that more junior, or secretarial staff, or
business staff would actually put up with.

H1 stated that being a younger faculty or female administrative member in a male

dominated environment was more difficult without senior status to counter. She

mentioned a specific encounter between herself and other faculty regarding departmental

merit raises:

There is still some male chauvinist within the department, if you understand that
we have an older faculty so older men tend to, although, again very careful not to
come out in the public but I have had colleagues come in to my office and tells
me that I don’t need a merit award because my husband’s loaded. You know, I’m
well off therefore I don’t need my merit award. So I have that happen to me.

H1 had married an American man who was known to be financially well-off so her

colleague felt that she did not desire or require a merit raise. J1 faced resistance from her

male students rather than male colleagues:
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Male students sort of don’t know how to work under female professor, its not
usual situation, but still they are students so they can work with female professor
because of the hierarchy. But female students really liked me personally and
professionally.

C4 mentioned that she had had the experience of having colleagues in her department

who placed obstacles in her path based on the fact that she was an Asian woman. When

asked about these obstacles, she answered that she was required to have higher levels of

performance in order to be considered as competitive:

For example, when you get promotion you know, in any promotion there will be
similar criteria, why would you get promoted or I get promoted or he or she
doesn’t get promoted, because you achieved more or did your job better or
whatever, you know, there are certain criteria, I felt that when I met that criteria
better than somebody else that I was not to be promoted. Or when the time come
for me to be promoted, there are actually people in upper management that
actually said to me personally, ‘you don’t expect to make so and so,’ I said,
‘why?’ They said, ‘oh, for people like you, you have to be,’ and they will throw
out another name that is know widely, a different ethic group kind of person, ‘you
have to be like that person to publish this many papers,’ and so other people for
example like my white colleagues or other woman, they have only half of my
publications achieved less than I did, they actually said things like that personally
to me so its just sort of put in a corner, I feel there isn’t much I could say or do, I
just felt that I was discriminated.

When K3 took an administrative faculty position in her department, she faced an

unreceptive, male dominated environment and in her methods to “fit in better” she

explored various coping strategies:

Probably the most challenging part was when I became school director here and
went to department head’s meeting in agriculture. 25 men and me. 25 men, 50 and
above years old. … very nice people but also some of them are very, very
traditional. …I couldn’t figure it out, nobody knows how to deal with me either. I
was so different not only gender but Korean and young. They didn’t even want to
sit next to me because they didn’t know how to interact with me. Imagine that.
So you try out different things. I act sometimes like cowboy, I act like them I
might just fit in better. You know you kind of try. That didn’t work for me, I just
felt bad about, why would I even want to try that. So then I thought maybe I just
need to be like mother. That didn’t work either. In the end you just have to be
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yourself. I decided, forget it, I’m gonna be who I am and I’m going to bring
things and they have to deal. So I decided to be in charge and that worked.

Only after I5 was asked to be a member of faculty hiring committees did she

realize the extent of the biased culture:

I complain about this a lot. Woman and dark skin and blah, blah, blah. And then
my male colleagues go, it happens to us too so I don’t know. But now that I’m
sitting in committees and hiring people, sitting in hiring committees, I see that a
lot. It’s hard to see when it’s happening to you because you’re on the other side
of the fence but then once you are sitting on committees you know your fellow
committee members. Its narrow, I mean these days nobody comes out and says
we’re not going to hire a woman. Or we are not going to hire this person because
it’s a woman. Its always something you can come up with, oh, I don’t know, I’m
not very comfortable with her level of expertise, or communication skills or her
this or her that. And something wrong always comes up. And you know once you
see that systematically from the other side you know it’s wrong. So I’m pretty
sure it’s something.

However, I2 said that while there was some older male faculty that acted in a

superior manner, overall she found the environment to be helpful. When she was asked if

she had been “treated or viewed differently” during her work experience, she answered:

No, but I would say that the older faculty members may have been in a nice way,
I wouldn’t say in a bad way, a little patronizing sometimes. But then I came in as
a twenty-eight year old. Everybody else when I say older they were in their 50’s
or 60’s so I was like their daughter. I would never say that they were mean to me,
they were always very helpful but you know I’m not sure whether they would
have been as helpful if I had been a twenty-eight year old man. I don’t know that.
But I never felt that anyone was trying to be not nice to me or something. I never
felt that.

Change over time. Three of the participants who all had more years of experience

in the field expressed how they had initially denied any presence of gender discrimination

yet as time had progressed so had their awareness of gender.
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I1 explained how due to her experiences in India she had only seen a more

equitable treatment regarding male and female academics. After having spent years in

the United States did she start to see some concerns even if she did not agree with them:

You know, initially I couldn’t relate to the fact that there is a disparity in salary
and in this whole thing of affirmative action because in India there is no such
thing as different salaries. But having said that I grew up in a pocket which is
highly academic, the top most school in India so peoples thinking style is
different. But I do see the problems here, definitely I see it, I’ve been on some
panels, for increasing tenure clock for women, I mean I have some views on that
that are strong, I do not support it, but I’ve been on panels where we have had
students come and talk to us about their experiences. Some didn’t feel anything
but some had some negative experiences to tell. So each, it’s interesting, every
person is different and the experiences are different, the way they are raised,
everything you know. And I can understand it a lot more than I could before.

When she was asked about her “transition into faculty into a department that was highly

male in numbers,” she answered that not only did it “not bother” her, but she “used to be

surprised when people would ask how many female faculty in the department.” She

“didn’t think it was an issue” but now she said that “definitely I understand now why I

[was] asked that question.”

C4 stated that previously she felt that discrimination was not an issue and did not

even exist until she had a hostile working experience at another institution. After that

occurrence she developed a paranoid response to other’s behaviors and assumed

discrimination in their actions.

Before that I used to have attitude that I thought there are people and they’re just
learning and there’s no thing called discrimination, they could do things
themselves so they use that as an excuse to blame somebody else. After myself
experience this I realize that its real, that’s its not just that, of course, I get to
another extreme I become, anybody talk to me, I think does he or she trying to do
something or discriminate, you know you kind of get more paranoid. So then after
quite some time I overcome that, now I have a more balanced view, I know
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there’s discrimination but I know it’s up to yourself still. There’s plenty of
opportunities for you.

I3 gave an example of how she masked her female identity on her curriculum

vitae for fear of negative repercussions due to her gender. She felt that her behavior was

due to youth and to her not being comfortable:

And there was times when I was, but maybe partly my age, partly having gone
through so much that I’m less worried about it now, or little things like this when
I graduated I wouldn’t, you can’t tell from my name, that I’m female, if you don’t
know the Asian names or whatever you can’t say that this one is female. I
wouldn’t put female, I wouldn’t say I’m married, now if you pick up my CV, I’m
happy to say I’m married, I’m happy to say I’m female. I have come to a
different comfort zone with myself to say, if you can not deal with a women, then
I do not want to deal with you. Does that make for hard times sometimes, yes, it
does, because but you do have to deal with those people who are uncomfortable
with that because you can’t just run away from it and the numbers are 90 percent
or much larger are men.

Due to her earlier worry over how people might respond to her, she did not use anything

on her curriculum vitae that would have give away her gender or marriage status.

However, over time her approach had gotten more confrontational and gender awareness

had shifted.

Engendered Coping Tactics

Cohen and Lazarus (1979) defined coping as the efforts “to manage

environmental and internal demands, and conflicts among them, which tax or exceed a

person’s resources” (p. 219). Their previous work branded approaches that differed by

gender with females being more likely to use an emotionally focused style that attempted

to minimize the impact of stress through passive methods. Through the gendered

socialization of females a woman “develops a sense of identity that is highly sensitive to

extrinsic response” (Etzkowitz, Kemelgor, and Uzzi, 2000, p. 56). Throughout girls’
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childhood and education they are socialized to “perform to please others, and to base

their feelings of confidence and self-worth on praise or other signs of such approval” (p.

56-7). In line with this socialization is an expected response to react with coping tactics

or a strategy for dealing with the “extrinsic response.” H1 observed that “most women

tend to take the stance of non-confrontational so until we are backed up in the corner we

don’t fight back and men do the same thing so in that regard I don’t really see a

difference.”

Rather than following the prevailing misogynistic literature, this research

interpreted the participants coping tactics as active rather than a passive or emotional

response to stress. The active coping tactics attempted to change the situation through

various methods. Each action required the women to choose a response to any biased

situation or experience that they faced.

Coping skills helped the women navigate the masculine culture by taking various

actions. These actions existed on a continuum of resistance where each action was a

behavior or act to defy the prevailing masculine culture either through: (1) denial of the

existence of biases, (2) choosing to ignore the discrimination, (3) isolation from other

women, (4) the formation of a support group of other women, or (5) face-to-face

confrontation.

The most common tactic was to find support in other women either in their

department, on campus, or in professional societies. The reaction of finding support

through connecting with other women required the participants to utilize their social

networks for locating assistance. Forty-two percent of the participants told of other
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women, often their own students, or organizations that they knew of to give support.

Forty-one percent said that they ignored any situations and had gotten used to them so

that gender discrimination did not affect them. Thirty-three percent had denied any

negative experiences based on gender which was a form of avoidance or denial of the

existence of discrimination. Twenty-nine percent viewed the presence of other women as

a negative situation because they had been socialized or had gone through an

acculturation process where they saw themselves more as ‘one of the boys’ and identified

mentally or academically less with other women. However, 29 percent of the participants

discussed examples and tactics that were problem focused because they took some form

of face-to-face confrontation to alter the situation for themselves or their female students.

Denial of any discrimination. Thirty-three percent of the participants conveyed

that they did not encounter any differential treatment based on their gender or otherwise.

K4 stated that tactics were not needed because treatment was based on research abilities.

She said that “I don’t know if I’m too optimistic but I don’t think we need special tactic

to avoid.” Also, I2 remarked that “I never felt it; I never felt that being a woman stopped

me from doing anything.” C6 mirrored this denial when she commented that “not really,

so far, no, not really. I don’t really feel anything specific towards me because I’m a

female.”

I4 stated that she had read about gender discrimination in the sciences and how

women throughout their life span become more aware of these incidents; nonetheless, she

had never personally encountered this and on the contrary felt supported by the male

faculty and mentors that she had:
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Yea so, of course, I’ve read about these things. People study this question. No,
my answer is no. I was not aware of being especially at a disadvantage because
of my gender. I never felt that. To this time I don’t feel it’s been an obstacle. Of
course I’ve read more recently women as they grow older that they don’t see these
barriers until they grow older, I haven’t come to that yet. If anything, everyone’s
been very supportive and helpful through out my career. Men. Mostly men. All
my mentors pretty much are male professors or scientists. And I’ve never felt that
I’ve been at a disadvantage being a woman.

On the other hand, I4 stated that when she was younger, she did not see any gender

discrimination. However, now that she was further along in her career, she admitted to

there having been some obstacles because she was a woman and that she coped with

these at that time by simply ignoring their existence:

I didn’t see barriers that were there but looking back I can see that they were those
things that I had to break down or fight but I did that in a way essentially by not
recognizing that they were there. By simply ignoring that there were any barriers
to what I could aspire to.

Again, even though I4 later recognized biases, she stated that her chosen tactic was to

ignore the existence of any “barriers” so that she felt free to pursue her academic and

career goals.

K4 discussed how she had heard of stories that involved gender discrimination but

neither she nor her fellow colleagues believed that that was the present situation:

We heard a lot of stories about discrimination towards female mathematicians
from old faculty members, especially old female faculty members about how hard
they had to struggle to survive and there are a lot of unrealistic anecdotes that we
have heard but we don’t see that kind of thing a lot now, today, don’t you think
so…

K4 felt that gender discrimination was a situation that existed only for the women who

were more advanced or older.
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Ignoring any discrimination for K2 was a result of having not experienced any

biases while growing up. She grew up with no brothers and she attended female-only

education institutions through to completion of her undergraduate degree:

I think my characteristics allow me to ignore that part. I mean like in my family
there’s no boys. My parents wanted to have boys but I had all sisters not brothers.
And I think that was my parents wish but they couldn’t get it so they wanted us to
be strong enough to their friends’ boys. For instance they educate us, my parents
educate me and my sisters to do everything for instance like they didn’t like us to
be just shy, so I worked as student president in middle school and class president
almost every year and then some students even yea I was in woman’s school,
middle school, high school, university however some students are very shy to be
outstanding. My parents was not. My parents very proud that we were
outstanding. So before coming to the United States, I was not really sure that
because I was woman I was taken advantage of from other people.

Outside of K2’s graduate education, she had grown up in an all-female environment that

minimized her encounters to gender based discrimination.

Ignore. The coping strategy of having grown accustomed to the lack of women

and to feelings of discrimination or segregation was evident during graduate school and

continued on through the work environment. The feeling of having gotten used to such a

situation caused some of the participants to say that it was something that they just

ignored because it was and had been a common or reoccurring situation. Etzkowitz,

Kemelgor, and Uzzi, (2000) stated that a part of gender socialization for women is the

“development of a high degree of tolerance for behavior which is increasingly being

redefined as ‘abusive’” (p. 57). This socialization leads women to make excuses for the

offensive male behavior and to accept it.

When I1 was asked about her experiences during her doctorate and how she felt

about there not being many women in the department, she said:
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Yea so it didn’t really bother me, I was so used to it and there was one more girl,
Chinese girl in the department, when I went there, they were husband and wife
going through PhD. And then after that there was another Chinese girl. So I was
used to it, so it didn’t bother me.

C5 stated that she did “not really” experience any discrimination during school nor did

she “see male versus female” primarily it “started with college life, like all male

dominant in college” so that she was accustomed to the all male environment and any

situations that came with that.

I3 believed that it was just a matter of adjustment to the segregation from other

women that allowed her to develop a coping style of becoming more “resilient”:

So you’re used to kind of living by yourself in that environment and dealing with
that situation. It’s as both good as it is bad because one thing it does is it makes
you a little more resilient. It does make it harder on you so sometimes you deal
with the guys the same way you deal with anything else, that’s the only way you
know how to work with. Are there differences in doing things? Yes I think there
are.

For I1 as a woman “you can’t be too sensitive” about being the minority. I2 also

stated how she was used to it because it had been the situation since her undergraduate

education:

Somehow it didn’t bother me. I think I was used to it, see in undergraduate, [that
institution] is engineering campus so there are no women in my, you know
electronics had 35 students, 34 men and 1 woman, so I was used to being the only
woman. It did not bother me.

Her explanation for her ability to not be affected by this lack of women is because of a

personal trait to be insensitive towards it:

You know some people are more sensitive to it and I’m not, just because I think I
have been in circumstances where I was the only women for so many years that
it’s just that it doesn’t bother me.

I6 told of coping strategies by ignoring her minority status as well:
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I’m sure it had an influence. Being a minority of course has an influence but
pretty much I ignored it because there wasn’t anything I could do about it so if I
had just spent my energies thinking about and analyzing what price I’m paying
for this and that. Maybe I wouldn’t have gotten it. So I didn’t have the luxury of
trying to figure out how these things are affecting me. You have to do the best
with what you got and that’s the attitude I had so I mean looking back I’m
positive it had an influence. I only look at it that it did not stop me from doing
what I wanted to do and that’s good enough.

C4 recognized that there were obstacles but also expressed a strategy of growing

accustomed to segregation and also an approach of non-direct confrontation:

There are [obstacles] but I feel, I have come to the conclusion and realization that
it is up to yourself, for awhile I was really kind of down and felt there were a lot
of obstacles just simply because I’m a woman and not a white woman and there
are, I actually met people that are personally trying to put obstacles ahead of me
because of that so I was really hurt and discouraged but I overcome that and I
look back and I realize that you know, people like that are everywhere but there
are always a lot of paths around them and you don’t have to go head to head.

When H1 was confronted by a male faculty member, she felt that based on her

past experiences that it was best to ignore the situation and move on from it. She even

commented that by overlooking the situation that life in the department would go

smoother than if she were to confront or take action against the individual.

And I’ve let it go because the fact of the matter has to do a lot with where I came
from and I’m thinking if I am such a person who doesn’t let things go easily I
don’t think I’d be here. You have to look forward. You have to think in the long
run, this guy comes in and shoots his mouth off, right, saying that I don’t need
money because my husband is well off and I’m well off then, you know, what
does it matter in the long run because by that time I’m already tenured, I don’t
need his recommendation, I don’t need him whatsoever. I don’t collaborate with
him directly, I don’t need any money or favors from him so the way I look at it is
if that makes you feel better to me that, in the long run it hurts nobody but if I am
trying to make a big stink out of it and tell everybody what a bad person he is it
just doesn’t help me at all whatsoever so the main thing is everybody’s
professional, everybody’s collegial and life goes on.
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Isolation from other women. For 25 percent of the participants they saw the

presence of other women colleagues as a negative force. This allowed the women to

view themselves as a part of the male dominated environment and to see other women as

outsiders but they themselves were different. Gatta and Trigg (2001) stated that there is

often a “friction between women coping with a chilly climate by being “one of the boys”

in work habits, socialization, and competitiveness, and those seeking alternative paths”

(p. 29).

Etzkowitz, Kemelgor, and Uzzi (2000) described one possible explanation for

how women cope with the masculine bias in science and engineering in game theory

terms. According to game theory, when a new player joins a game already in play, that

new player must perform admissions tests that require him or her to prove their abilities

and that they know the rules. In relation to women in these masculine fields, they are the

new player who has to prove they belong in the program or department. Often to

demonstrate their right to belong a woman will adjust “their presentation of self to a

parody of male style” (p. 58). Occasionally this adoption of a male style or behavior

leads to “honorary male” status (p. 2) or it can backfire and incite disapproval from other

woman or peers.

I2 removed herself from being identified with other females and saw herself more

as an engineer. She said that she “would probably be more uncomfortable in a room full

of women than I would be in a room full of engineers.” K2 felt that through out her

education and work experiences that:

My enemies are women. Until I, they feel like I am really strong confidant, they
try to be nice to me until they find out oh I’m not really stupid. But women, from
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the beginning, woman scholars are enemy, I feel like that, even students, they are
kind of dynamic, I don’t know so actually I do not communicate with many
people both male and female, I do by myself most of the time. I was so lucky
because of my characteristics is think I was so lucky to meet my advisor she was
so supportive and she was not my enemy that was really important to me.

In contradiction, K2 had stated that she did not experience any gender based

discrimination and was not aware of it seeing as she attended female only institutions up

until her graduate school.

Socialized feminine behaviors such as sociability are viewed in opposition to the

“male standards of behavior” that “permeate scientific time and space, including a belief

that a researcher is most productive when their time is devoted to investigation to the

virtual exclusion of all other aspects of life” (Etzkowitz, Kemelgor, and Uzzi, 2000, p.

26). This rejection of feminine qualities and a public need to separate from those

disapproved traits was seen in C5’s statement about how she preferred not to work with

other women due to their “chatty” nature. C5 not only said that she had gotten used to

being the only woman but that she “liked that” because:

Sometime girls are little bit too chatty. And if you really want to get work done
you have to have engineer thinking so probably don’t want to have too much
chatty. Just do it and get it done and working with male colleagues, I don’t know
some more productive or just I’m more used to work and working with male
colleagues. I don’t know. Some more productive or some used to working with
male colleagues. Maybe.

So you find that the collaboration efforts are different or the collaboration
experience is different if you were to collaborate with one of your female
colleagues versus one of your male colleagues?

I would say so. For me I prefer working with male faculty or male collaborators
but that doesn’t mean I don’t work with female faculty. You can see, the faculty
around here we sort of not like the chatty female. You know. We all have the
engineering thinking probably because of the training we have. I realize that its
bad but I like it.
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I6 not only had a negative opinion of what some women would do to get ahead

but also felt that it was best to ignore any discrimination:

I’m not saying there isn’t oppression against women; I didn’t think it’s so horrible
that it makes it impossible for you to succeed. Yes, you have to be better than
men. In my generation we knew that we had to be twice as good as men in order
to achieve same as men did. Well either you are going to sit and bitch about it or
you are going to go ahead and get what you can get. You can’t do both you see.
And I think that at least for my generation it was much more worthwhile to spend
your energies in achieving things rather than bitching about what we don’t have.
And some of those women can’t achieve and then turn around and start bitching
about that. There are a bunch of women that do that. Young women can get
influenced by such people as well right, it’s a possibility and that I think it’s a
negative influence. And are there some women like that? Probably there are.

Support. An individual’s participation in an all women’s group is considered by

Ibarra (1992, 1993) as a required network structure for the minority group. He stated that

homophilous networks tend to be associated with psychosocial support so that

involvement in these groups or with other women was considered a part of their

networking process as well as a source of support.

C7 expressed that she was more comfortable working with women and sought

them out as collaborators: “men and women behave differently and have different ways

of dealing with the stress and the ego, personally, it is more comfortable to collaborate

with women but not necessary.”

I1 found support in her female roommates first in the dorm and then later off

campus. Since her roommates were all American, she experienced more of the American

culture that helped acclimate her to her new environment:

And I had a wonderful roommate and I think she helped me a lot with the culture.
So I always tell my students go stay in the dorm, don’t go with your own country,
you will not learn anything new. So that was and then I stayed in American house
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with five girls. So all those experiences were very nice, and I learned a lot of new
things that I was never exposed to, some were good and some were bad, but those
are something that as a culture I didn’t know those things exist.

Whereas J1 identified women that she had met in professional meetings and who she

admired their leadership position as they proved to be a role model:

…in terms of women in science, [they] gave me good inspiration, it inspires me
because there are people in leadership positions, [refers to another women], she’s
really successful person and then there are other women in leadership positions. I
didn’t see in Japan, of course, society is not mature yet to have women in
leadership in science and engineering. But I could see that in here so it was very
good influence. I always tell my students in Japan, I always tell them they are in
very unique situation, only Japan and Korea, as I can tell sort of very bad for
using skills and talents of women in science and engineering. So yea that’s,
female leaders, so, I see their effort and its very inspiring.

Not only did these observations provide support to J1 but she was also able to tell her

reflections to younger Japanese women so that they felt encouraged.

J2 found support through another female faculty member who encouraged her to

become a faculty advisor for a student organization made up of female students in their

department. She actively created opportunities for younger women to come together and

network with other women that share the same academic interests in a male dominated

department:

I’m a faculty advisor for, we have like a student organization for female students
in the department, and I’m a faculty advisor for that group and because there are
so few, if you take a class there are so few female students, we collect this little
bit from all classes and so the female students can get together. We organize
something like that so they can find like a mentor or a role model from like a
senior student…

Similarly, I2 noticed that she also became a support for her female students even though

it was in a more informal manner:
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We have, definitely, the female student will come to me. There’s no doubt about
that but I don’t, mentor, I mean, I’m an advisor for the honors students. Not for
the women’s students, they’re distributed. But you know I have about ten women
students in my class this semester and they all come to me, they’re very
comfortable with me, they’ll tell me, I don’t like the way you’ve cut your hair,
only they can say these, but yea, no, I have always had like one or two female
graduate students always, in fact the lady that stopped by, she’s my PhD student.

I5 made an effort to be a support to her female graduate students when they came to her

about issues or about her experience as a female in science:

In my previous place I did used to talk to women post docs about these things.
The ones who would come and ask and listen. That’s the other thing I don’t why
but some of them came to ask and the ones who did were better off for doing that.
Unless you ask you don’t get told.

So they had to be aware of something themselves?

You have to know the question to ask the question and unless you know the
question you don’t get the answer. That’s always a stumbling block. I would like
to do more towards helping other young women.

I3 had become an advisor for a national professional women’s organization in

engineering early on in her career and actually continued to serve as a support for

women. Her experience when she attended her first national conference was also a

means of finding support for herself as she was then able to network with numerous other

women who were in the field even if they were not all in university settings.

It started at [her previous university], so [that university] had no female faculty
who could be their mentor, advisor, they found out that [my husband] has a wife
who’s an engineer, so they asked him if she would be willing to be their advisor,
so I said ok, I was not a member of [the society] so I had to become a member,
and I became a member and I went…. then when I went to [this university], I was
and still am a member of the society. I joined the professional society and
became active in that and I went, then I became, [another faculty] used to be their
advisor and she was wanting to step down so I took over that position, they are
fantastic students, I haven’t seen a better group, I think I learned from them. But
they are just doing the group things, putting things together and I remember going
to the first national meeting and just being flabbergasted at how many of them
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were there. Mostly from industry, not from academics, very few from academics,
but seeing that they are doing well, they have made things happen and they are
promoting things, they are happy, things are moving forward, just a fantastic
thing, it was the first time that I felt that view of women in engineering and so I
after I came here I have kept my membership but I haven’t been active, time has
been a little bit of a constraints but those years I think got me to think more about
promoting young women to go through and follow their dreams and not fall by
and go though the hard times.

Confrontation. Strategies for dealing with male dominated situations were either

with aggressive or non-confrontational tactics. The varying plans required the

participants to alter their approaches and communication styles in general or during

meetings and other encounters. T1 stated that she had been advised to take a more

passive approach to dealing her male colleagues during faculty meetings:

I’m rather quiet in meetings but I think someone warned me and I think its true, I
think men do not like women to be too aggressive in public but if I want anything
I go and let them say no in front of my face and I feel more comfortable like that
and I think they do too. I don’t want to use male peer pressure to make them say
yes in the faculty meeting or something. And I think I get a lot of things done.

H1 described personalities that emerged during faculty meetings as a dichotomy of male

versus female or confrontational versus non-confrontational:

We, basically, during faculty meeting, men tend to talk more and yell at each
other and things like that. Females tend to be a little bit more quiet but it just
happened to be the personality. I’m not confrontational. I don’t, I do what I like
to do, for many, many years I’m just not, I just don’t seem to be able to tune to the
politics. It doesn’t make sense to me. A lot of the time it just gone over my head.
I just really didn’t know what to do or position myself things like that. It’s just
us. But I don’t really think that we have to really prove ourselves. I think in the
end a lot of it is aggressive behaviors, personalities sort of stand out whether they
are right or wrong.

However, I3 stated that she altered her communication style during meetings as a junior

faculty member she tried out different styles and that “maybe sometimes I come across as
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much stronger in my statements and hard, a little bit more aggressive” and that that has

occasionally made a difference in how people dealt with her:

You try to do that, you learn to cope, you try to do that, if you can, you try to
change the environment, I am not a quiet and shy person so if I see something
that’s really I feel is not right I will speak up sometimes perhaps it would have
been better to keep my mouth shut, but I think part of it is, it goes back to that
childhood of not being told you can do this, you cant do this, or that just because
you are a girl. You were told that you can achieve things and in ways it is very
much the American dream of you achieve what you want to achieve.

H1 gave an example of documenting subtle discrimination and how she tried to

change the environment through promotion of female students and junior female faculty.

So we hear things like that but there is never anything obvert that we can take
action. I am very careful in documenting things. I might be late or it might take
me awhile to get there but eventually I will get there. I’m not going to take any
action but I’m sure I document. You know how, whether it makes any, or has any
effect or outcome that would change it is really not in my power but at least I
know that I can take care of the people within my own operation and I make sure
that I promote my female post docs as well as my male post docs.

She also stated that due to the gender differences that she was conscious of this and

allowed for extra mentoring or coaching time regarding her female students:

But I think women still have more worries and concerns and distractions that
maybe men don’t and so in that regard it doesn’t really take that much work on
my part to just make sure that if a female post doc needs more guidance, more
coaching I would be willing to spend more time and most of the time its just
talking to them, mentoring them, its not that they need more money, its time. And
that’s what the young investigator needs, it the time, the attention and I think that
maybe some women need that and it depends on the individual.

Summary

At each of the three main career stages, migration, education and training, and

career, all 24 participants experienced reassessments of their strategies and career plans.

However, during the migration stage, participants faced various push-pull forces that
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impacted their experience within the host country and any feelings of discrimination or of

a gendered academic environment.

Country of origin influenced whether the women were married before or after

migration as the women who were married before entry into the United States were

Chinese and they arrived with a spouse in the science and engineering. Also over half of

the Chinese participants arrived already married. However when discussing country of

origin gender discrimination, this was expressed primarily by the Indian participants

whereas the Chinese did not voice any such biases. This could be a reflection on political

and cultural differences where the former grew up in one of the largest democracies and

the later under a communist government.

For the majority, the largest strategic change occurred during graduate school

when the participants got married and decided what country to start their careers in. In

this educational and training stage, the participants established networks that influenced

their career and connected them to job opportunities as demonstrated in the next chapter.

These networks and socialization into an academic way of life, led them to search for and

accept faculty positions rather than industry jobs even though those provided a higher

economic return on their educational investment.

Their career strategies also intertwined with their personal relationships as dual

career couples made up 87 percent of the participants. This dual status required the

couples to negotiate which one functioned as the “tied migrant” or they decided to live

apart from each other during specific career stages.
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Finally, the male dominated science and engineering environments impacted

some of the participants’ reactions and interactions with their colleagues and

departments. Coping strategies and skills were created to either avoid or confront various

situations. Since 25 percent of the participants expressed negative feelings towards the

presence of other women in the department, perhaps this suggests the importance not of

having more female role models but rather male mentors for the female faculty and

students at least until feminine attributes are no longer in conflict with approved scientific

behavior that favors masculine traits.
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CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS PART II: SOCIAL NETWORKS AND SUPPORT

Networks are used as access points to other people and to information. The

networks that the participants created during their educational and training years provided

linkages to post doctoral and job related information. When those networks failed, the

proliferation of web-based formalized job postings allowed the participants to still gain

access to a basic level of job resources. However, personalized contacts were crucial for

dual career couple hiring. The method of utilizing personal contacts for gaining

employment was used by 75 percent of the participants.

Wasserman and Faust (1994) stated that relational ties can exist between two units

or individuals and are based on, “kinship, material transactions, flow of resources or

support, behavioral interaction, group co-memberships, or the affective evaluation of one

person by another” (p. 8). The analysis of the social networks for the participants in this

study demonstrated similar relational ties. The kinship or family ties consisted primarily

of the husband’s network. However 42 percent of the participants had a father who was

in the same field. In addition, geographical ties based around children affected mobility.

Since 88 percent of spouses were in science and engineering fields, dual hiring packages

were important for participants and impacted their decision to overlook institutional

prestige and ranking for a university that would accommodate both partners. The flow of

resources or support was shown in terms of career resources as well as more of an

emotional support for careers rather than direct financial support. Behavioral interaction

took the form of graduate school faculty socialization and the establishment of strong

advisor-student networks for 92 percent of the participants. Group co-memberships
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existed in academic and professional societies where the individual networked via

conferences.

Brown (1965) studied college professors in Boston and found that “formal

methods are used only after informal contacts have failed to yield a good job” (p. 117).

Individuals lack significant numbers of social contacts when they migrate to another

country. For the participants in this study, they developed some contacts during their

graduate education and many relied upon the networks and contacts of their advisors

while they established their own connections. The need to still use formal means for job

searches was a result of a lack of contacts; however, this was combined with the personal

contacts that had been made to date. Participants that were more established and farther

along in their careers generally had more advanced networks that involved multiple

groups of individuals compared to younger faculty who had limited networks that

consisted primarily of their doctoral advisor and graduate school peers.

The establishment of networks is not only influential in job searches. As

researchers (Etzkowitz, Kemelgor, and Uzzi, 2000 and Powel, Koput, and Smith-Doerr,

1996) pointed out the networks are critical to productivity and scientific advances thereby

affecting a faculty member’s performance and tenure process. The existing myth is that

“scientific individualism and isolation spurs scientific breakthrough (Etzkowitz,

Kemelgor, and Uzzi, p. 17). However Powel, Koput, and Smith-Doerr’s work showed

that the locus of innovation and learning was not found in the individual but rather in

networks of collaborative learning that joined companies together.
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To facilitate discussion of career networks, the participants were asked to draw a

diagram their career network. Eight-six percent mapped out on paper the people or

groups of individuals that they were connected to in their careers. Two drawing patterns

emerged: centrist and chronological. The chronological pattern was only utilized by 14

percent of the participants. In this pattern, the actors whether they be individual social

entities or collective social units, were placed in a timeline sequence as shown in Figure

7. This varied from the centrist pattern where the participants placed themselves in the

middle and portrayed their ties to other actors or individuals most often with lines and

arrows as demonstrated in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Chronological Pattern.

Figure 8. Centrist Pattern.
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Family Networks and Support

The two main family networks that the participants had were father and spouse.

The father based networks were influential in their earlier career stages when the

participants were in the education stage. Even though the diagrams were on career

networks, parents were indicated on 12 percent of the participants’ visuals. In addition

parents were cited as providing emotional support to 58 percent. Etzkowitz, Kemelgor,

and Uzzi (2000) stated that in their study of female scientists and engineers that while

parents were cited collectively as being supportive, it was the father who was specified

most often as “encouraging” (p. 44).

The more significant family network was with 88 percent of the participants who

had a spouse in science and engineering. When the spouse was farther along in their

career than the other one, that primary spouse’s network had greater determining power

and more of an impact on both of their careers.

Family: Parental networks

Father in the same field. Forty-two percent of the participants had father’s who

were in the same field as their daughters. I1 indicated that “you know my father is an

engineer, an agricultural engineer but he’s still an engineer so I got a lot of input” from

him regarding her educational plans and getting educated in the United States. B1 stated

that she felt her education and career choice were a natural thing since her “father is a

PhD in math so” it was “sort of family background that got [her] into this whole thing.”

I2 said that “my father was also a professor in that same department at that time. So I
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knew approximately what to expect.” C3 said that “both of my parents are professors in

a university” so an academic career was a natural path.

On the network diagrams, see Figures 9-29, parents only appeared on 12 percent

of the participants’ drawings. This demonstrated that while the participants verbalized

their parents’ support and influence, they did not conceptualize them as a concrete part of

their careers even though 42 percent had fathers who were in the same field. One

potential explanation for the separation was that the fathers were all in their home

countries while their daughter’s careers developed in the United States. Out of the 12

percent that did draw their parents on their diagram, the two Indian women’s fathers were

in the same field and career as them. Another explanation is that since the diagrams were

professionally related, most participants did not conceptualize their parents as a part of

this work-based network.

However, one exception was T1 whose mother and sisters were indicated on her

diagram because of the collaborative United States-Thailand summer research program

she had created. The program required local contacts and her family served in this role.

So for T1, her family networks were critical and influential in her career and were so

demonstrated on her visual.

As shown in Figure 29, the connection that was represented on paper showed a

straight line from T1 to her mother and another straight line from T1 to her sisters. This

layout demonstrated the collaborative connection T1 had with her family. T1’s

placement of her family in her visual diagram was off to her side in a more equal fashion;
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whereas, I1 indicated a top down image of parent to child as exhibited in Figure 16 that

was expressive of a more traditional parent-child relationship.

Parental support. Fifty-eight percent of the participants stated that they received

emotional support from their parents; however, of that percent, 36 percent singled out the

support of their mothers and the remaining 64 percent specified both parents support.

The findings demonstrated a type of support that was in an emotional form rather than a

financial form which points to a possible difference between genders.

For some participants like C2, her parents “always encouraged” her to “go to

college” and pursue academics. I4 stated that her “parents were very important” in

getting her where she is today through her schooling and college. C6 said that “my

parents always encouraged us to study hard and you know to get more knowledge and

things like that so that’s the encouragement we get from them,” and that they “are very

supportive.” C7 also expressed that her parents “pretty much supported me whatever

path I want to, wanted to pursue.” I6 received support from both of her parents who

taught and encouraged her interest in mathematics. Her mother viewed mathematics as a

feminine subject and therefore did not object to I6’s interest in it:

My father was very interested in mathematics and he taught us mathematics as
children, me and my two brothers. Never made any difference between the boys
and girls and particularly my mother didn’t, my mother thought that mathematics
was a feminine subject.

I1 stated that since she grew up with educated parents and was raised on a college

campus, she received support for her interests and career. She said that “I got a lot of

encourage from them and since I was exposed to such a high tech environment I was

interested in space from very early on.” After she matriculated with her doctorate she
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had offers in the United States and in India. She preferred at that time to return to her

home country to work and she asked her father for advice while she was in India visiting

after graduation:

And I told my parents that I actually want to stay back. I don’t want to go back
[to the United States]. My dad let me do what I wanted to do, he would give me
advice but say it’s your decision. That’s the way I was raised. So he told me the
pluses and minuses and he, more minus because of my field. He said you know
you won’t get this opportunity of doing what you are doing [referring to if she
chose to stay in India].

She remained in India for a few months working before she realized that there were more

opportunities for her to pursue her field in the United States so she returned after being

contacted by her prior doctoral advisor who was visiting his home in India. The father’s

influence is shown as a supporting force behind I1’s return to the United States where he

felt she would best succeed in her career.

When I3 was an undergraduate student and was confronted by faculty who tried

to dissuade her from pursuing her field of engineering, they told I3 that her parents would

never allow her, as “a girl,” to go to the United States. She replied to them that “they will

let me go because they have said that and they have always said that you are free to

choose to dream your dreams and we will help you with that whatever it is.”

K3 had a similar story when she told her parents that she was moving to the

United States. She explained, “so I talked my parents, mom, I think I’m going to go to

America just one day, my parents were shocked but neither of them said no, whatever

you decide we support you.”

Mothers support. Twenty-one percent of the participants overall mentioned the

support that they received specifically from their mothers and the impact that their
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mothers had on the participants’ educational and career choices. A few of the mother’s

stories indicated a lack of personal educational opportunity and a financial dependency

that they did not want to see their daughters face. The mothers’ own experiences

impacted their expectations and goals for their daughters. For C5, she said that “my mom

always wanted me to get a doctorate degree so I said, okay, let me give it a try” and her

mother’s academic goal for her was the support she needed to find this career path.

I4’s mother supported and ensured that all her daughters “attended the best school

in town.” She explained her mother’s support as having been critical to her career:

As far as my career, very important to that, I think, was my mother, she was
completely determined that her children, in particular her daughters were going to
be financially independent. And she was very motivated, that education, to get us
the best possible education.

I4 then told the story of how her mother got them “the best possible education” and it was

her experiences at this school that cultivated I4’s early interest in science:

My mother found out what, by reputation, was the best school in town and it was
a school that they couldn’t afford the tuition but she pleaded with the principal
and waited out there many, many days to get an interview or appointment with the
principal and she pleaded with the principal to take me on at reduced, actually at
zero tuition at the time because they had some number, because their mission was
charity, and so I went through that school paying no tuition and then my sisters
got in on my coat tails so they went to the same school and they paid reduced
tuition and later on by the time I was finishing I was paying half tuition. So that
was very important to me, to my science interest, having gone to that school.

Her mothers academic support and determination impacted I4’s scientific career choice.

H1 expressed how because of her mother’s own lack of educational opportunities,

that she pushed H1 and supported her and her sister to achieve as much education as they

could and actually wanted them both to be medical doctors:
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My mom, on the other hand, never finished high school and I think that was one
strongest motivation for her to see to her children’s education because she
realized what she missed and again it has a lot to do with growing up during the
war and being from a family with thirteen children. And so she was the second
youngest child and being a daughter too when a lot of her other siblings, there
were four brothers and they were all grown and working so in a way the brothers
could have supported the sisters through their education but as far as I know none
of the girls went to college. I mean, they would have been lucky if they finished
high school. And that’s the way it was for that generation. Education, they were
given the opportunity but a lot of them did not value that or see that as the way
out.

While her mothers generation lacked opportunities for women, this was an extra driving

force for H1’s mother to ensure her daughter’s education.

T1 told a similar story regarding how her mother struggled and lacked education

but was committed to providing it for her daughters:

But mom was very forward looking and I think from her own story she said that
she would educate her daughters. As far as they want to and I think I am her
testimonial and her drive, I would say. I get the highest education I can get and
that stayed with me from very young. Although we struggle in our family, we’re
not really poor, poor, but we never had to skip a meal or wear old clothes but we
pass on clothes from sister to sister. But we never reach, I think they struggle. I
would describe as they aren’t educated but because of my mom I would say, who
pushed education on us. If we had dad’s way, who is very conservative in that
sense, we would get married at age of 16 or 18 and have a bunch of kids. That
was not the case because I think my mom who struggled and worked very hard to
send us all to school.

T1 explained how her mother had wanted to pursue her own education as a child and

when her parents were confronted, she was refused education beyond the mandatory

fourth grade:

My grandfather said, ‘no, she’s a girl, she’s going to marry, she doesn’t need
education, eventually she’s going to get married and have children. She doesn’t
need her education’ and that stick with my mom.
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That experience and denial of education stuck with T1’s mother to the extent that in a

male-dominated society, she pushed for her daughter’s education and pursuit of a career.

Family: Spousal networks

A note on institutional type. Astin and Milem (1997) emphasized that at a 74

percentage rate, women with academic spouses are more likely to be employed by four-

year institutions than those female faculty members with nonacademic spouses. These

institutions are also more likely to be public universities. For women with nonacademic

spouses, they cited that the women tended to be employed more at public two-year

institutions. However, when they examined male faculty members they found that men

with academic spouses are less likely to be working at universities. They reported that

only 34 percent of men with academic spouses compared to 42 percent of men with

nonacademic spouses. Additionally, Perna’s (2001) study on family responsibilities and

faculty employment found that married women are at a disadvantage because of their

lack of mobility.

In analyzing the effect of institutional type on the participants’ career choices, a

dual hiring package offered was a larger determinate than institutional prestige or

ranking. Etzkowitz, Kemelgor, and Uzzi (2000) indicated that often second rate

universities employ higher quality faculty than they normally would due to geographical

restrictions of dual career couples. However, three out of the five couples where the

wife’s network secured both of their positions were employed by the University of

Southwest. For some participants, even when offered a position at a more prestigious

university, if it was not accompanied with a spousal position, then it was often declined
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except for those cases where the couple lived apart temporarily. However, even in those

apart cases, the next career move required a city or university that offered both persons a

position.

Another demonstration that the institutional type was less of an issue compared to

the hiring package was when I2 and her spouse returned to India to search for two

academic positions. She stated that the reason they migrated back to the United States

was because:

[We were] trying to get a job but it never, it just didn’t happen that the same place
would offer both of us. You know one would offer and put the other one on hold
and we just didn’t want to give up our positions here for something that we
weren’t very sure of.

Shortly after I3 and her spouse graduated, they were both interviewed and

interested in one university however the institution “could not figure out ways of coming

up with two positions, it was a small place. This was ‘90’s or late ‘80’s. And so it didn’t

seem that there would be, if one took the job, the other one would have found a really

meaningful thing.” This demonstrated that a dual hiring package was more critical than

other institutional factors.

Husband’s in science and engineering. Fifty percent of the participant’s husbands

were in the same field of science or engineering that they were in; however, 38 percent

were still in science and engineering but in a different field from the participant. The

result was that 88 percent of the spouses were in science and engineering careers. In 16

percent of the participant’s cases, the wife and husband were hired as a dual position

package where he was offered a position first.
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Early in C1’s career, her spouse’s career networks aided in her job offers even

though they were less prestigious, non-tenured positions. Her spouse accepted an

assistant professor position and stated to the department that he would move only if his

wife had secured a position there as well:

My husband got his first faculty position. .... So the same time he also got
position in [another state], so but because [that university’s] physics department
chairman, actually my husband make deal because [it] is very small town, very,
very tiny town, so I think, really small, so no other job opportunity. So if you
want me, you have to ask other department to invite my wife.

Unfortunately, politics prevented this from being a fruitful opportunity and they both

looked for another position within the year. During the next move, the spouse’s networks

factored into C1 job again:

My husband found [another university], so actually this is main campus, so main
campus, immediately evaluated my husband and offered him position. … They
gave me title of research assistant professor which is different than assistant
professor.

C7’s spouse accepted a tenured position and at the time did not make her a part of

his hiring package. After they moved to their new location, C7’s spouses’ department

chair found out about her through his wife. It was through this loose connection that she

was offered a position:

He actually got the position first and then I didn’t have anything lined up until I
got here then I pursued just to see whether or not I could and actually they
encouraged and then they, they made arrangement for me to find a position. … I
found out about it through the wife of our chair at the time and then she helped or
told her husband and he was the chair of the microbiology department so he really
helped me get this position.

C4’s spouse was a few years ahead of her career wise so when he accepted a

faculty position, she was offered a non-tenured staff position in his laboratory:
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I was not ready for a faculty position at that point. I had, I was, I didn’t finish my
training yet but that’s for personal reason, I was pregnant so I decided I will move
with him. So sort of initially worked for him in his lab, not independent, he was
sort of like my supervisor. But of course he just let me do whatever I need to do
so that’s what happened there.

Once they were both established and since they were in the same field of science, they

accepted dual positions at the same institution and moved. According to C4, her spouse

was a part of her career network and she grouped him with “colleagues.” When asked

where he fit on her network diagram she answered:

He would group with the colleagues, and he’s my husband and of course he’s
more supportive both professionally and personally and but to think of how I
move through this to come into this position its really still comes from the
recognition by other colleagues and peers and if it was just him I wouldn’t be able
to do much.

In Figure 12, her colleagues and thereby spouse were illustrated in a manner where they

moved, via an arrow, towards and into her career, which she saw as a continuously

upward flow from a center point. While she acknowledged that her spouse was just one

part of her network, she mentioned the positive and negative repercussions to him being

in the same area:

Yes, there’s overlap so in that sense it’s kind of, that’s more of, because he’s in
the field longer than me actually so he knows more people. So it’s more of his
colleagues know me because I have the same last name as him, so they, so this
works both ways, it can be very helpful sometimes and it can be really harmful
too. For example, he also has colleagues that don’t like him so automatically they
don’t like me so even though I never did anything with them or to them but
because I’m married to somebody they don’t like, so they don’t like me, I found
that out the hard way. Sometimes you really get mad, but why would they do that
to me but sometimes they say, ‘oh, you must be so and so’s wife, oh I’m his good
buddy,’ so you know it works both ways.

Like C4, J2’s spouse was farther along in his career than she was. He accepted a tenured

position which aided her in being offered a teaching position at the same institution:
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My husband got job here first. So then I came along and actually when he got job
here I hadn’t finished my PhD yet so I came here and I was thinking … I will look
for some company position and try to finish on my PhD but then the chairmen of
the department sort of knew me so he said why don’t you start teaching so I kind
of started teaching part time and there was a time that he needed some people in a
lecture position and at that time I hadn’t even finished my PhD and he said oh
why don’t you apply so I said ok. So he gave me this job but once I started
teaching I realized I liked teaching.

When J2 drew her career diagram in Figure 22, she placed her spouse in her current

career network and illustrated their connection with a straight line to herself and a circle

around him. She also worked with some of his students and commented when she drew

that “my spouse is over here too and he has post docs, actually I am talking down here,

and very big, I think like everyone has this.” These students were indicated with arrows

that came out of her husband but were linked back to her.

T1 specifically found out about her current position from her spouse who was

more established in his career as well and knew that the other department was searching

for a new faculty. She stated that “to be precise, I believe it was [my husband] who was a

professor at [science department], a different department, but he knew that this

department was looking. So he pointed it out to me and I applied.”

By the time K4 graduated, her fiancée had already moved and settled into a

position. After she moved, she did not locate an academic position initially and found

work at the institute her fiancée was at:

And that’s what he was doing when I graduated so he was already settled here
with stable job and everything so it just looked logical for me to move here
instead of trying to get some temporary job as post doc. And make him move
again so I came here and I couldn’t get a job anywhere here, obviously there’s
only one school here beside community college. I spent a year at the institute,
worked with him and some other people because basically what they are doing
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requires a lot of math skills so I helped him to figure out some stuff and I also
learned a lot of their stuff.

On her visual in Figure 26, he was the closest person to her and was linked to her by a

straight line and he served as a mediator to other colleagues that she had met while

working at the same institute.

When I4 was asked if her spouse fit in to her career network diagram, Figure 19,

she responded:

Absolutely. Yes, I should [include him]. We met in graduate school and in a
timeline sense he should be here [referring to graduate school] but I think here.
[referring to the location on the diagram] He’s been extremely important. So
important that I wouldn’t, its like a given that its an alter soul for me.

She drew her spouse connected to the larger group of “graduate mentors” with an arrow

directed towards the center actor or I4.

Since C2 and her spouse were in the same field, they had overlapping work

networks however she did not provide a visual diagram to demonstrate this. She said that

“research wise his expert overlaps a little bit” and that they “work together a lot”

including publications. I3 and her spouse are co-directors and she said that “I think I just

have to do a complete overlap with my husband, and we are co-directors of the center.”

In Figure 18, she drew two circles in the middle that overlapped and contained I3 and her

spouse due to the nature of their jobs.

Even though I5 and her spouse were in the same field, she did not consider him a

part of her network. She stated that she did “have him to talk to but he’s about the same

age as me, so it’s not like he’s a mentor but he can sound, he’s a good sounding board.”
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Wife’s networks secured husband’s position. An unexpected finding from this

study was that for 21 percent the participants functioned as the link in their spouse’s job

and so as the family network point of contact. As stated earlier, some of the spouses did

function as the tied migrant and followed their wives to the geographical location of her

job. In these cases it was the woman who served as the family network that tied them to

the United States through job opportunities for the couple. During these cases the

importance of a dual hiring package was important for not only recruitment but for

retention of these female faculty members.

I1 explained that since she and her spouse were both completing their doctorate

work simultaneously, they were both on the job market and they “were looking for

positions together. … He was getting offers at different places and faculty positions was

something I was interested in, always, but I was getting offers in different places.

Different parts of U.S. They were not converging.” However, due to a faculty contact of

hers, she was offered a position and explained that they “need two jobs and he was like

‘okay, you get two jobs’ so he hired us. A package you know.” At the next stage in I1’s

career, the couple was again looking for two positions. During this process she was

offered professorships at more prestigious schools; however, one institution specifically

stated, “we are hiring you and you alone.” In the end they chose the location that offered

a position for each of them which meant that she turned down positions at top tier

research institutions.
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C3 also explained that “the moment I accept or got this offer, this department also

agreed to look for a job for him [her spouse]” so that was the driving reason behind her

decision to accept their offer even though she received more prestigious offers.

Visually in Figure 21.2, J1 placed her spouse on her career network diagram and

grouped him with the other university staff that had a straight line connecting to her. The

location on the diagram was because she first received the position in the department or

“I moved in first and he moved in.” When she discussed his location, she stated that:

Yea he’s in here [points to staff group] probably the personal challenge,
especially for him, he works for me, not only me but other people, but extensively
for me and we are married. So basically I’m okay, I’m pretty fine with this
situation but I think he would rather not be working with me and would rather be
working in different setting and then you know just husband and wife.

I2 was employed in a tenured track position when her spouse completed his post

doctoral training. Rather than both of them going on the job market, her supervisor

actively pursued a position for him:

He was very good about it. I came here first, [he] graduated in 1989 and took a
post doc [in the neighboring state] so I came here in fall of ‘90 and we got
married in December of ‘90 and once I got married my department chair wanted
to know, they had hired me and wanted keep me and they wanted to know what
he was doing and so on and so forth and he kind of initiated the whole thing about
trying to get him here, like a visiting faculty for a couple of months and then they
made it into a position. So he joined here fall of ‘91, a year after I had come.

K3 experienced a similar situation where she and her spouse were looking for

positions. Again the department she applied to stepped in and found him a position as a

post doctorate since his career was a few years behind hers:

We are looking whether we are going to move home or stay here but we need to
find two jobs that was the goal. And how it happen was a professor here, the
assistant director of this school ran into me and said, ‘send me your resume’. And
my husband’s finishing up so I might be looking and ‘so send your husband’s
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resume too’. So we submitted two resumes here and worked out that he got a post
doc here [here] and I came here as associate professor.

Once he completed his post doctorate position, they were going to go on the job market

again until her department intervened again:

And then again we are on the job market again because he finished his post doc,
three years track so we are looking and at which time my dean said you are not
going anywhere, I want to retain you here at the [university] and he’s got a job.
So he transferred from engineering to ag engineering here which is really
challenging for him in the first three years and good news he got a letter that he
got promoted to full professor.

Husband’s support. Twenty-five percent of the participants discussed how

supportive their spouses were during their career. Half of these comments came from

participants who had secured a dual hiring package for both themselves and their

husband. I4 stated that “he’s been extremely supportive of my career.” She also

remarked on how she believed that he dreamt of her being an academic and pursuing

research:

There were many points when I could have chosen not to continue with research
or gone off in a totally nonacademic track but to some extent it’s his dream too to
keep me in research because he believes. He’s never articulated it that way but I
think he believes that when someone has a talent you have to nurture it and I think
I don’t believe myself that I have such a great talent but he believes it.
J1 described her spouse as “very caring” and that he supported her because he

altered how she searched for positions and jobs:

But my husband is the one who encouraged me, you know, it doesn’t matter if it
fit or not, just meet people and let them know who you are and they might modify
the job description or they might create new job. So he encouraged and he gave
me American way of thinking to find a job. Not be passive but actively finding
job. So I started doing that and this is sort of the result right now.

I1 remarked that her spouse was supportive of her career even though they were a

dual career couple. She stated that “he is very important in this kind of thing, you know,
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because of him, I had no pressure. That’s a very important part of a dual career kind of

thing and his encouragement was very strong.” I1 told of how she worked as a researcher

in industry and how her spouse realized that she wanted to be a professor:

I always wanted to be academic. And my husband actually realized that I wasn’t
totally thrilled not being able to pursue what I wanted to so he actually
encouraged me to start applying. ‘Something you need to do right away instead
of wasting time’ and I said what about our dual career thing and he said you know
‘we will take care of it.’ So, you know, he’s been the backbone of all this success
that I’ve been through. You know, without this support I couldn’t have done it.
He’s been so supportive of all that I’ve done. You know even giving up his
[industry] position and coming here and everything. So that’s why I said I’ve had
an easy ride.

When T1 talked about her spouse, she referred to him as her mentor because of all

the personal and career help and support he gave her through out her career:

I think he is my personal mentor since I started in this country. … I would say
that a lot of where I am in my career is all these people, but very big role here.
Because when I started here, he would sit in the back of my class and make notes
and criticize me. We exchange a lot of ideas and a lot of the way I teach comes
from him to make it more simple and understanding. All the proposals that I
wrote he would go through it. He was very active in my research group for ten
years. All my students have his fingerprints in it. So I would say that he is a very
big impact in my career.

K3’s spouse applied for a position in another state; however, instead of moving

the family and asking K3 to find a new position, he supported her career:

He said you know I’m gonna quit looking for a higher ed job and I’m gonna do
something else. You have a career that is very secure and you are on an upward
trajectory, I don’t want you to sacrifice that. You wouldn’t believe what that
meant to me. For a Korean man who has, probably American man same thing,
but he was just so focused on family, he said we are not going to do anything
stupid that doesn’t make sense for kids. What doesn’t make sense is that you are
looking for my job and your job and we are not going to do that. It only makes
sense if he gives up tenure track and do something else and because I have secure
job and kids have a home and we are here together. And the dean came along and
found him a job so looking back we paid our dues and agony while we were
looking.
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P1 described her spouse as a “mentor and friend” when it came to supporting her

career. She remarked that:

We’ve made decisions together, and he is in a sense my best mentor and friend
because he’s blunt when he needs to be and helps me see clearly in terms if I’m
frazzled or countering stress and things aren’t working out the way I want them
to. It’s always like, it’s not that bad, think it through. He’s very logical, which
sometimes I’m not quite as logical so he has to tease out the emotions and say
‘Okay, look at the facts.’ So that’s very important. And he’s always in support of
whatever I wanted to do. Like when I wanted to get my PhD. It was hard on the
family. I had a three year old at that time and he was getting into a new job, but it
was never like, ‘No, you can’t do this or No, you can’t do that.’ He was always
very, very supportive. So without his support I certainly wouldn’t have made it
here to this point.

On her network diagram, Figure 28, she included her spouse and referred to him by

drawing an arch over her whole career illustration. The arch symbolized her husband and

the impact he had on her career and the support he provided.

Educational Networks and Support

Current research by McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Brashears (2006) reveals that

gender homophily in social networks has weakened over the years with male and female

networks growing more similar and that education level has a larger impact of the type of

network. Networks that are created within the context of graduate education have the

potential to leverage new professional opportunities for recent graduates. Since the

participants in this study have all established that they function in male-dominated

educational and work environments, they had limited opportunity for homophilous

networks; therefore, they created ties with functional groups such as their advisors, peers,

and mentors.
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Education: Doctorate advisor

Connections and ties between the participants and their advisors made up the

majority of their networks and 92 percent of the participants identified this type of

network. Advisor based networks were prominent in younger faculty’s diagrams

although some participants maintained a relationship with their advisor that became more

collegial in nature as they progressed in their careers. Since junior faculty were just

beginning to create their own career networks, they had to rely more heavily upon the

networks of their advisors. Fifty-four percent of the participants indicated a strong

connection that included continual contact with their advisor. Twenty-five percent

discussed faculty whom they saw in a mentor role during their education and believed

they had an impact on their career or served as a connection to a job.

The finding that advisors, especially prominent ones, were central to junior

faculty supports Ronald Burt’s (1992) supposition that individuals with well constructed

networks that are large and diverse have better information and more opportunities. I2

discussed how it was easier to break through with a “known” or “famous” advisor:

If your advisor’s famous, you come from a good school, then it’s easy to break in.
If those are not valid then it will take a few years because that means you have to
establish yourself before other people will recognize you. And if you come from
a big school and if your advisor is very famous, everybody knows of you sort of
and then you get invited in a lot faster or maybe your advisor tells people.

K5 stated that “I think I have pretty good network in my field.” The reason she

felt her connections were good, she related back to her advisors status: “I was pretty

lucky because my advisor in my PhD field was really, really famous professor in this

field and from there you get a very nice network.”
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K4 mentioned how her advisor, Advisor 2 on Figure 26, was a “big shot in the

field but not the same field I’m in and she helped me a lot and even she actually went

over my CV and research statements and teaching statements and made some

corrections.” Advisor 2’s proximity on K4’s diagram was closer than her research

advisor; however, she drew not only a tie between herself and each advisor but a link

among both advisors as indicated with a sweeping line connecting the two of them with

her in the middle. She also stated that she “keep(s) in contact with him but not very

often.”

In addition to the advisor being a part of their network, some advisors had a direct

impact on their careers by either connecting them directly to a position or by providing

advice. The importance of advisor’s networks was evident in getting post doctoral and

faculty positions and in some cases connected the participant to their current position. C1

explained that her advisor was not only “famous” in the field but was known at her

current institution because he was a graduate of their doctoral program. She stated that

“everybody here knows him. Actually he graduated from here. Got his PhD here.” She

also said that they “have very good relationship” and kept “very regular” contact with

him. In Figure 10, she indicated him on her visual in the upper right hand corner with a

line to herself in the middle.

K1’s advisor was a graduate of the university that offered her a post doctoral

position. In reference to this connection, she said that:

He helped me to apply for [my post doctoral position] because he was a post doc
in [that same school]. So I just followed him and he has a lot of friends in there so
I think really they hired me its kinda have influence of my advisor, thesis advisor,
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and when I got offer from [this university], I also asked my advisor if this is good
choice or not and he also advised me.

K1 acknowledged that she was still in contact with her advisor and designated this on

Figure 23 by drawing a two-way arrow between herself and him. She also drew a link

from her graduate school advisor to her post doctoral advisor and then another line from

that advisor back to her thus creating a triangle.

I1 told how her professor was visiting [her in India] once and he made [her] an

offer so [she] came back.” He offered her a post doctoral position which she accepted.

She felt strongly connected to him and that she “owe(s) him as well” and she had regular

contact with him through “different meetings” and when she is in town. I1’s mentor had

served on her dissertation committee but was not directly connected to the academic

program that she was in. His industry ties connected her and her spouse to their first

position after graduation:

He linked me to [industry]; he sent a copy to another very famous person [there].
… And I used to be in very close contact with him and he actually, he’s an Indian,
so he would talk to you just like your father would talk to you. So he’s just an
amazing person, amazing mentor. So those are some important people.

He was one of four individuals that I1 listed on her network diagram which was listed in

a chronological or timeline fashion as shown in Figure 16.

For 63 percent of the participants, their advisors offered support in the form of

advice whether academic or career related. P1 described her advisor as more of a mentor

in that she provided guidance in academics and how to conduct research:

My research advisor for my masters’ thesis was more of a mentor. But she wasn’t
someone you could go to with day to day problems. She was very focused, very
intense so as far as work related to the thesis was concerned I think she was a big
help.
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B1 explained how she went to her advisor for guidance and to get his opinion:

Its not that he was my mentor, he was my advisor, like PhD supervisor, but if I
have a specific question about something, for instance if I want to, before I
applied to various places I made a short list, and I showed it to him to see what his
opinion was and then he sort of crossed a few out and put a few in and said, this is
where you should go to. This is where you should look in to. So yea, that way he
gave me the right sort of direction. Even now if I have a sort of career question or
something that I have not decided on I can ask him for his advice.

Not only did she have regular weekly contact with him during her education but she

communicated with him still:

Well its far less than that [referring to on a monthly basis], its based on the work
we are doing together so right now I have so many things to do since I have
already changed places that’s what happens, I had a few threads that I should keep
on continuing but I don’t have time to do it now. So yea, maybe once a month or
once every two months.

Based on this connection, B1 drew him directly above her on Figure 9 and was the only

individual designated on there because the other listings were groups of people.

C2 explained that she talked to her advisors about her career:

Well I guess I talk to, it depends what types of things I want to talk to, like jobs, if
started to look for jobs, obviously I talk to people like I collaborated with very
closely like my advisor and my PhD advisor, both of them help me quite a bit, to
try and help me understand, its very useful to help a student with interest in
academic job, to understand how this works, actually works, what you need to
build up to succeed.

C7’s advisor shared his network with her when it came time for her to search for a

job:

Yeah, I think I have to, I am very grateful to my theses advisor who is being very
supportive and actually about the time I’m going to finish my theses work he sit
down with me and layout all the person he knew in the country. Just said, ‘okay,
where you want to go? East coast, west coast?’
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C7 designated three import people in her career and the first one was her advisor whom

she placed on her diagram in the upper left corner with a line drawn down to herself in

the middle as seen in Figure 14.

K2 stated that she and her advisor “talked about the job, getting the job” and that

she considered her “advisor is the closest person” on her visual diagram and listed her

advisor directly above K2 with a one way arrow going from her to her advisor as shown

in Figure 24.

I3 felt that her advisor had not only just offered advice but had “molded” her

career:

My entire graduate career has been molded by [my graduate advisor]. I mean
there are others who obviously influence you but you know for me many of the
things you do or don’t do, how that particular group functioned, what advice he
gave, different things he talked about, that what still I think, you know I find
myself doing certain things that go back to what was inculcated from him.

Due to this strong influence and connection to him, she stated that she maintained

communication and visitation with him:

I still keep in touch with [him], I don’t regularly but I keep in touch with him. I
was at some NSF thing a few months ago, I found fifteen minutes to go see him. I
will call him. He’s at a different position, a different level or whatever so I don’t
want to bug him but I keep in touch with him. Not all the time but somewhat.

In Figure 18, I3 demonstrated her advisor’s role by having his circle intersect with her

center circle of researchers.

C6 responded that she asked her doctorate advisor for career advice and that she

still maintained contact with her advisor. When asked how often contact was kept, C6

stated that “she don’t go to conference that often these days. Yea but we exchange email

and things like that.”
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Similarly, when K3 was asked if her advisor played any role in her career, she

remarked:

Oh absolutely, yea, she’s been an important part of my life and unfortunately
she’s got Alzheimer’s but she writes to me which is amazing. She was, played
very important role, she had a lot of students and she’s great advisor. She was
there always to help me. Good researcher. Just caring person in general and
when I needed somebody to help she was there.

C5 stated that “so my advisor he is very nice person. He has been very supportive

and once he gets such information he just forwards to me.” The notion of him offering

her advice was demonstrated on her diagram in Figure 13 as a one way arrow going from

her advisor to her.

C3 also remarked that her “advisor definitely helped a lot” and stated that:

He, overall, gave me the sort of direction of where you should go to benefit you
most. In that way I think he did quite a bit kind of, kind of just pinpoint where
you should go.

She indicated their connection with a double one way arrow from her advisor to herself in

Figure 11. C3 offered the analogy that her network was a “branch” off her advisors

“tree”:

Yes, the whole reason, if you really want to ask my networking, the main reason
actually the majority part of it is related to [Doctorate University] even some of
the professors I know. [Professor 1], he’s my advisors previous student and my
advisor he has huge tree of students. Most of them are famous professors in
academics somewhere. [Italian Professor] and all this, students’ students. So he
has a huge tree there. I’m just one of the branches. So basically, this part I’m not
afraid of, all this professors is sort of related to him. [Professor 2] is my advisors
buddy friend’s student. [Professor 3] used to be my advisors also buddy friend’s
student. And he also did a post doc with my advisor. Ok? And industry friends a
lot of them was my advisors’ previous students. And some of them was his buddy
friend’s students. So its like totally related and actually all these people, you
wouldn’t really find anyone who is not related to him. So my network if you
really want to trace back is pretty much related to the place where I had my PhD
work.
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When asked about how all the connections on her diagram were Asian, she

remarked with an example of another homogeneous network that was Italian based:

Yes, but your observation is correct, pretty much this is the situation. Another, I
can tell you another interesting thing, visit one of my loosely connected friend I
didn’t put here, [Italian Professor], he’s a Italian. If you put his name here, his
advisor is, Italian, ok? He’s tree is going to be totally Italian tree. This is what’s
going on, I think. The main reason is he is also in his earlier career, earlier stage
career, the first three years. You pretty much haven’t really build up your own
tree. A lot of them are the ones you know from the PhD program or were you
worked for so pretty fortunately or unfortunately its all kind of represent the
situation when I attend my PhD program. We pretty much had majority of
international students primarily from India and China. And then you work, same
situation here. And then you start your career so these are the people that you are
really facing.

As C3 explained, a couple of the other participants mentioned the importance of

the advisor’s networks early on in a junior’s career. C4 illustrated in Figure 12 that her

graduate and post doctorate advisors networks were important early on in her career and

she explained that:

I guess early on their [advisors] help is really important and then as you move up,
I mean, like I said, their recommendation, their encouragement always helps to
keep going, … Earlier you know, the earlier stages of the career the advisors are
more important, you just graduate from the graduate school, you want to find a
postdoctoral position or any kind of position, the recommendation from your
graduate advisor is a must. If you don’t provide people are asking why that’s odd
or you don’t have a good relationship with your graduate advisor. That can hurt
tremendously. People are like, there must be something wrong with you, why
can’t you get along with your advisor, why your advisor doesn’t like you. … I
didn’t collaborate with her but I keep in contact with her.

I5 also confirmed that as the career advanced those advisor networks became less critical

and not as strong. She stated that “my advisor from there [graduate school] I ask [advice

from] and that becomes less common as I go forward.”
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For 12 percent of the participants, they had all completed their higher education

including their doctorates in their home countries prior to coming to the United States for

a post doctoral appointment and then an academic position. Due to the location of their

advanced degree, they all exhibited strong connections and ties to their doctoral advisors,

who were not in country. Yet, two of the advisors had ties and connections to the United

States and these aided their students in finding a post doctoral position.

J1’s doctoral advisor had completed his sabbatical in the United States and also

had started a collaborative research venture with a university in New Zealand. J1 was

able to draw on both of these connections that her advisor had already established. The

first network used was his collaboration in New Zealand that got J1 her first international

work exposure:

And then since he is going to U.S., I initially thought I’d like to go to U.S. as
exchange student or something to see outside. To see different world or different
academic world or research. Because my experience working at the international
conference [in Japan] my senior year sort of gave me some snapshots of
international researchers and outside world so I thought I’d really like to go
somewhere. So I casually mentioned to him I would like to spend some time
outside since you are not here, so he helped me to find out opportunities and then
eventually he found this New Zealand opportunity which he was at the time
developing research exchange program. And then New Zealand people kindly
accepted me although it was only for three months.

J1 demonstrated her advisor’s relationship to her while she was in Japan in a hierarchical

manner as exhibited in Figure 21.1 where he was at the top of the pyramid and she was

underneath him. After she had completed her degree she decided to pursue more

international experience. In deciding where to go, she said that he “helped me, you

know, he suggested, this is recommended because, you know, he spent some time already

in U.S. during his sabbatical year. So he knew people.”
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J1 found support in her doctorate advisor because he was in tune with

encouraging women in the academic environment and had done so with her during her

tenure:

He’s the one who cares about women. I think, the only one in [that Japanese]
University [that] I know caring about women’s status so he was very supportive.
He, he was the one who tried to promote me twice and the first one was not
successful but the second one was successful. Without him I wouldn’t even exist.

She stayed in contact with him and even visited him when she saw her parents in Japan:

“I go back to Japan once a year to meet my parents and then every time I go there I see

[him]. And then every time he has something related with work or something or

something else, his current students, he communicate with me.” The nature of her

relationship shifted to a more collegial one as demonstrated in Figure 21.2 where she

drew a hyphenated line back to him in Japan.

Even though H1 completed her advanced studies in the United Kingdom, her

graduate advisor had developed contacts in the United States that connected her to a post

doctoral position on the east coast:

When I was there looking for post doctoral positions I looked for both [in England
and in the United States], I think I looked at a position at Oxford but at the same
time I was asking my professor whether or not he had any contacts over here that
I could look into. And he was the one that recommended I apply to the
laboratories.

When H1 was asked if anyone, like her advisor and mentor, had aided in her career, she

answered that:

It is true, students do benefit from mentors who are connected or mentors who are
willing to go out of the way to promote the student so for my PhD mentor and
advisor [Professor 1 on Figure 15] is actually, he’s actually a fellow at the Royal
Society and he was the head of the department of biochemistry. I picked him out
not because he was the head but the project was interesting but in his position he
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did have that connection and when he made a recommendation people do sort of,
so he’s the one that got me to the post doctoral position.

On the other hand, C2 was not able to utilize her doctorate advisors networks or

contacts because he had studied in England and worked in China. However, she found

that he was still supportive to her pursuit of an American work experience even if it was

with the intention that she would return to China to continue working with him:

He has been very supportive to me to come to here and he encouraged me to come
out actually because he wants me to go back and work with him after I get more
experience. He actually he’s a person who is very much open minded. He got his
PhD from England back to the early 80’s and after he did a few years in England
he went back to China. And actually I was his first PhD student officially. So he
devoted lots of time working with me so that’s nice.

On the other hand, I6 expressed that she was not strongly connected to an advisor in the

sense that she was not someone’s “protégé”:

I mean I’m not one of those people, I don’t want to sound like an ingrate but there
are some people that are protégés of somebody. I have not been like that. I have
had people who help me. I have people that are very good to me but I have not
been a protégé of anybody or part of a clan so to that extent I have been pretty
much a loner. So if you are talking about a professional network in that regard I
can’t even make sense out of it.

She continued to say that she considered herself as “not part of any group” and “pretty

much a single entity” and therefore she did not draw a visual diagram.

Education: Doctorate cohort and peers

Sixty-seven percent of the participants acknowledged peer networks that

developed during their graduate education. These peer connections served multiple

purposes. They provided support during education, connected the participants to jobs

after, and developed into collaborators and colleagues later. The importance of these

peer connections is because according to Etzkowitz, Kemelgor, and Uzzi (2000) these
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social networks become a “repository for opportunities and investments that can be

drawn on when needed and are reciprocated at some time in the future” (p. 121).

Interestingly, out of all the participants that drew a diagram, they all stated a peer

network and depicted that connection visually. This varied from the advisors network

where it was not necessarily a given that if the participant discussed her advisor that the

advisor would be illustrated on the diagram.

P1 expressed that peer networks proved more helpful than advisors and faculty

from graduate school. She stated that “in general, the culture of the University, the

academics, things like that, it really was more peer mentoring. And peer help was more

what we relied on rather than any particular advisor or faculty member.”

Within some participants’ networks, there existed groups of friends or peers that

did not necessarily fit into their current jobs or positions. J1 explained that “I have

friends and colleagues outside, too. Friends, who are in academia, not necessarily in [the]

field, but I meet as student.”

Sometimes these peer networks were described as weaker connections that existed

off to the side of the participants network diagrams. K2 stated that “maybe not connected

but up here my colleagues in universities, how can I say, alumni, that would be better.

Not much contact. Some of them from time to time but not much.” K2 demonstrated in

Figure 24, by placing her peers or “alumni” in the upper left corner of the page without

any lines or links back to her. However, one example of when her peer network was of

assistance was when she was job hunting:

For instance when I search the positions, my friends, my friends majoring in
mathematics in the United States, they gave me idea how to search the positions
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in math department because I didn’t apply many positions in math education but I
applied to many in math department. … So they actually helped me a lot to find
out how to search and where I can find out information of this kind.

The importance of peers in getting job offers was demonstration by I2 when she

was offered a job at another university. The faculty who offered her the position was a

peer of hers from her undergraduate time and he had become a member of her research

groups:

So I got looped into this so the three of us, three groups [referring to groups on
Figure 17: herself, U.S. University 3 and 4], we have our funding so we talk to
each other at least twice a week. So this is also pretty close interaction. At [U.S.
University 1], I knew the main low power circuit guy was a friend of mine from
undergraduates day also, [U.S. University 1], also tried to hire me last year, so
that, so when that didn’t work out, or rather I chose not to go, they did make the
offer, the guy over here, said it didn’t work out but lets continue to work. So we
have a common student there that we co-advise.

I4 had a similar situation where she maintained connection and collaboration with

a faculty member at another institution whom she knew during training:

Another professor who he is now the head of the astrophysical sciences at
Princeton. He was a post doc with the guy I was a post doc with but many years
before. So I was like the next gen, two generations from him if you count five
years as a generation of post docs or graduate students, he’s been very good for
my career because he knows of my work, we overlap in our research and he’s
always interested in what I’m doing and sometimes he follows up and writes
papers on what I’ve written.

H1 expressed the importance of her peers during her post doctoral training since

she had not completed her graduate studies in the United States:

Fellow colleagues when I was a post doc at [the laboratory], those people are
important too because they are my network, they don’t always directly impact my
career but they are always good friends, people that I talk with, people that you
feel a little bit differently, people that you can be a little more open with. Actually
one of the guys in cell anatomy and biology, he came here a little bit ahead of me,
and we’ve done little somethings together and then there are people who have
moved on to their career elsewhere but we still stay in touch so through the
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professional societies and so these, networks are important, if you want to be
ambitious to do somethings, if its society, you talk to your friends, I want to go
for this position and so forth, that’s where you get the support.

I2 explained that networks were less of a gender issue and more of an issue of

who one’s peers or cohort was and then over time that network weakened:

Especially in terms of networks, networking in my area happens, it’s not a
man/woman thing its basically you are from this university and if your friends are
other people are from this university you’re likely to work with them so maybe
you are graduate students together. You kind of dispersed out into different
locations and then you continued to maintain that relationship. We continue to
work together, across. That’s for the first couple of years and then that goes
away, and its like most people don’t actively collaborate across universities
frankly they pretty much, at least in my area, they pretty much, unless they have a
grant that forces them to work across universities.

The idea discussed was that graduate school peers were not always helpful in the

career arena but they would later be of assistance as they moved on to other institutions

and developed their own careers. K4 stated that “I have few friends, friends I met in grad

school but they didn’t do anything about my career. Probably they will later. I still talk

to them.” Whereas I3’s peer networks played into her and her spouses recruitment to

their current position. They had been recruited by a peer of theirs from graduate school.

I3 said, “I knew people here, I knew people here well. There was [a professor] who was

a graduate student with us at [our graduate university] who was senior to us and had

come here.”

Post Docs: Advisor

Since the academic path for many scientists and engineers involved post doctoral

training, 29 percent of the participants indicated networks that involved their post

doctoral advisor or supervisor. C4 explained the important role that post doctoral
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advisors played because “if you choose to do a post doctoral training and move up, I

think it’s the same thing. The recommendation from your post doctoral advisor, it’s a

must.”

C7 had two post doctoral positions and both of her advisors served as not only

academic mentors but life role models for her. She stated that she had and still

maintained a strong relationship with each of them as indicated on her diagram in Figure

14:

I’m also very thankful to my mentor both the three mentors I have, thesis mentor
[referred to on diagram as PhD Advisor]and two post doc mentors [Post Doctoral
Advisor 1 and 2]. The [Post Doctoral Advisor 2] he and I actually have very close
relationship, we chat whenever I have some frustration I talk to him and he
always ask me to keep trying so they provide a lot of both scientific support as
well as emotional support.

When asked how she would position her two post doctoral mentors on her career

diagram, she strategically placed them above her as she was trained by them:

Well, I would position them above me, right? I’m sort of trainee of them, to the
place where I am, and I went back last December 2004, went to my, [Post
Doctoral Advisor 2] mentors birthday party and her husband had a surprise
birthday party for her. And I think they are not only influence me in terms of
scientifically and also, they are, for instance, [Post Doctoral Advisor 1] are
professional couple so those have a lot of influence on me because she serve as a
role model for me, telling me that you can do both, have a family and a career, so
I think those are very important and all three mentors have perfect family life,
none of them divorced and that’s really rare. We talk about how to raise kids and
how to keep our own career alive. So I think those are all positive influences on
me.

I4 expressed that her post doctoral advisor served as an important connection for

her and she also stated that “he’s been my mentor through the rest of my career so; he’s

been very important to my career.” She indicated his influence and linkage to her on her
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visual diagram, Figure 19, by placing him with her group of “graduate mentors” and drew

a one way arrow from her post doctoral advisor to herself.

C2 did not draw a diagram but verbally discussed her post doctoral advisor as

being a strong tie as stated that they maintained regular collaboration and visitation:

I had very extensive collaboration with my post doc advisor actually. I have been
collaborating with her even now. … We write proposals together and do a lot of
things together.

So you still do work with her?

Yes, I still have a relationship with her and we have joint work and supervise
students.

How often do you keep in contact with her now because you’ve been away since
‘99?

Actually sometimes like she travels here and we have meetings, since we are in
the same field very often in the same conference just whatever comes up we email
each other.

For other participants, their post doctoral advisors provided them with an

individual that they could contact when and if they needed job connections or career

advice which required them to maintain weak ties via yearly or occasional

communication. C1 stated that she talked to her post doctoral advisor “probably once a

year” but he was still important in her career so she placed him in Figure 10. For K1, her

advisor was someone she contacted “whenever [she] need the advice.” K1 also drew her

post doctoral advisor’s connection to herself on her visual diagram, Figure 23, with a

single line linking the two.

K5 had two post doctoral positions and indicated both in Figure 27 because she

continued communication and contact with each of them and said that “these two are very
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close with me.” In reference to her first post doctoral advisor, she said “we don’t really

talk on the phone but whenever we go to the conference, we get together so we see each

other, two or three times a year.” She stated that with her second post doctoral advisor

that they “work continuously” together even now. She concluded with if “anything

happens I always get advice from them. They are good scholars in our field. These

people kind of my mentor these two.”

Work Based Networks and Support

After participants moved into faculty positions, the once important advisors’

networks became less prominent with the emergence of collegial networks. Faculty can

be in the same department but experience work differences due to the arrangement of

their social networks. Etzkowitz, Kemelgor, and Uzzi (2000) stated that social networks

influence scientists’ career success because it shapes their social capital.

Seventy-five percent identified work based networks that consisted primarily of

their colleagues. Sixty-three percent stated that their collegial networks were sometimes

created and maintained through networking and meeting at academic conferences.

Supervisors, mentors, and the participants’ own students functioned within their more

mature networks just at a lesser degree. However for C1, she lacked strong collegial

networks because she was in a non-tenure track position: “I had lots of my personal

friends but really not much of connections with faculty because I was pseudo faculty.”

Work based: Other faculty or colleagues

Colleagues connected participants to job offers and to collaborative projects. C7

stated that at her current institution she had “a lot of collaborators” and she had three
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main individuals that she drew on her career diagram, Figure 14, and indicated a link

between herself and each Colleague 1, 2 and 3 with a single line.

Connections and collaborations occurred through personal contact like how I2 had

formed her collaborative research groups. She indicated on her diagram five groups that

were by topical area and the university where the individuals were. When asked how she

was connected to the individuals who were located at five institutions in the United States

and South Korea, she explained:

With [U.S. University 2] I knew somebody, faculty, … who had listened to my
talks or something and he was at Industry before and when he went to the [U.S.
University 2], he tried to hire me. So that’s how some of these things happen.
And then we wrote an NSF project together so that’s how that started [referring to
another group] and…. Other than that I do have collaborations with other faculty,
there’s one at [S.K. University], so he was a visitor here last year so we have two
papers together this year actually.

At P1’s previous institution she had a strong network of colleagues who assisted each

other through out their early careers:

I also have a network of peers as well at [University 1 in Figure 28] which is still
pretty active, there were a couple of us who went up at the same time we were
hired at the same, so we helped each other, shared the same kinds of problems and
burdens and helped each other through that. I had a pretty good network.

On her career diagram, all five individuals with ties back to her were from her early

career period when she was at her previous institutions.

In Figure 25, K3 listed “peers/colleagues” when she drew her career diagram and

stated that “there are informal colleagues… my colleagues all over here [referring to her

current institution] and outside are a very important part of my career network.” She also

stated that since she was more advanced in her own career that her previous advisors had

taken a role “more of peers and colleagues because no longer are they acting as my
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advisor but as colleague.” Over time her prior advisor network had shifted into a

collegial network.

Similarly, I5 stated when she drew Figure 20 in a timeline manner that “people,

basically its kind of in time. … So as we go back in time the interactions get less, fewer

and fewer and that’s just natural.” She also described it as “peer to peer”:

I do have ties with people who are my age and my stage of career. And that’s
basically from either collaborating or being in the same institution. Meeting at
conferences and then collaborating. So it’s a fair bit of lateral ties as well.
Since in C4’s career, she and her spouse were in the same field, she said that her

spouse “would group with the colleagues,” but “to think of how I move through this to

come into this position it’s really still comes from the recognition by other colleagues and

peers and if it was just him I wouldn’t be able to do much.”

J1 was visiting the United States and upon her doctorate advisors’ advice, she

offered to give some lectures at a few universities. The advice proved beneficial and got

her a post doctorate position in the United States. The connections with faculty that she

created during this time provided her with job opportunities:

Through the visit I got to know this [southern] University, actually I met
department head and other people when I was there that was good because that
convinced them they can give me opportunity out of agricultural experiment
station money or something just for one year.

Another collegial tie lead to her meeting her husband and demonstrated the personal and

professional as well as transnational cross over that her networks had:

My sort of friend. … She spent some time in Japan as exchange researcher and
then we quickly got friends. She is the one who hooked me and [my husband]
together. Introduced each other so she is very important in my life.
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Before K2 accepted a new faculty position she discussed it with her doctorate

advisor because K2 realized that her advisor had gone to school with one of the faculty

members at the institution she had interviewed at. She said:

I contact my advisor because I realized that he graduated the same university as
my advisor about 15 years ago. So I asked her did she know him and what’s his
characteristics and if I can be in good relationship with these people. And
actually my advisor told him several times and remembered him as very nice
person so I think my advisor emailed him about me. So he replied to my advisor
and me and tried to persuade me to come here. That made my decision change.

In Figure 24, K2 indicated her relationship with her colleagues in Korea and the United

States with a one way arrow from herself to them. When she drew the groups she

explained that each tie had a different degree of strength. However, the colleagues at her

current institution shared “the same distance, here, my colleagues in this university.”

I3’s collegial networks existed within the research realm and her current

institution. She drew these networks with overlapping circles where her networked

individuals and group intersected as shown in Figure 18. She also identified groups of

other female academics that she included on her career diagram and felt that she reached

out to them as well as aided them:

And so this is the center people, I do live with them, and so within this context
I’ve also got the [current institution] world that is there, but there’s another one
here. These are women in math and neuroscience that are outside that I think of
and link with and feel the need to help promote success for. … You know, it’s not
a daily contact but I’m in touch with them and I feel like if I needed to I can call
and talk to them.

T1 also identified “other women faculty in engineering” on her career diagram in

Figure 29. She saw that they helped her early on in her career and now she took the role

of aiding other female faculty:
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Other women colleagues have helped to. In 1990, there were five women hired.
Before that in all of engineering there were 300 faculty and only one woman. In
1990 they pushed and hired five women. And I still connect with one for sure.
Two years later, one drops, next year, another one drops and the three of us got
tenure. Two years ago one moves to another university. We used to have ten
percent women but now we are down. …I don’t have that many women to talk to
around here but I would say that other women colleagues. And now of course I
try to play that role when they try to recruit women into engineering. Trying to
encourage them. We need more.

Work Based: Conferences

While the role of conferences proved influential for 63 percent of the participants,

the conferences themselves did not appear on any visual diagrams but often the

individual people did. Conferences help to widen social networks and connections.

Etzkowitz, Kemelgor, and Uzzi (2000) stated that conferences play “an unexpected role

in the socialization of female scientists, providing information and social support that

might not otherwise have been available” (p. 96).

I2 described conferences as a place for networking made up of a close group since

the field was not large and frequently the same researchers attended:

We almost meet the same people in all these meetings. It’s a close group that
goes and so I’m very well connected to them. … We used to go to the same
conferences so we meet and that’s how the network happens. The networking
happens at conferences here basically. And you get looped into technical
committee meetings and you see them. You know you see them for 24 hours at
the same table and that’s how you know what they do. So I got looped into this
so the three of us, three groups, we have our funding so we talk to each other at
least twice a week. So this is also pretty close interaction.

Conferences were a way for some participants to connect to job opportunities. P1

was familiar with the department chair at her current institution because she “had met

him a couple of times at conventions.” This previous meeting made it easier for her to
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directly contact him regarding a potential faculty opening. Before attending a

conference, K1 was not interested in applying for any jobs in that geographical area:

Before that I didn’t apply [here] cause I didn’t know, I don’t want to go to hot
place again. And I thought that [this place] is kind of really boring place but there
was an [association] conference in the May 2004 so I had been to here and was
amazed cause the city was bigger than I thought and its kind of was it is a good
place to live even though the summer, I didn’t know the summer was that long. I
was here in January so after the conference and I got back to [my post doctorate
institution], I looked for a job in [this geographical area].

K2 attended a conference that was hosted by her current institution and during the

meeting she met numerous faculty members from that department. She felt that their

exposure to her conference presentation assisted her in getting a job offer from that

school:

I think they try to recruit me based on my presentation and then luckily the
following week from my visiting here there was math education conference
[here], that time many educators at this university came to my session and came
to see what kinds of things I’m doing and then that makes them comfortable with
about recruiting me.

For K4, she had met more senior researchers at conferences who provided her

with recommendations for jobs. She demonstrated them Figure 26 with a link back to

her:

Mathematician 1, mathematician 2, they are the ones who wrote the
recommendation letters for me and I met them more than a few times at various
conferences. And they know me pretty well in terms of research and probably a
few more. These are all mathematicians that I met and I know and I’m sure they
remember me, the one who can write recommendation for me.

Conferences were used as places to reconnect with old peers and colleagues so

they were important for maintaining previous ties to other institutions across the United

States and internationally. C3 explained how she had “a lot of professor, for example,
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there are a lot of Japanese friends” and that she did not include them on her network

diagram “because really the connection is looser.” She did state that “basically, you met

them like once a year for international conferences.” Similarly, K5 said that she had

“other good friends colleagues in my career but I don’t really keep in touch with them,

just when we go to the conference and we get together.” H1 explained the importance of

her networks and the role the conferences played in those: “there are people who have

moved on to their career elsewhere but we still stay in touch so through the professional

societies and so these, networks are important, if you want to be ambitious to do

something.”

C6 continued contact with other colleagues in her field “several times a year” at

conferences and through “email contact.” She explained that:

When we go to meetings basically we see people in our fields so kind of we know
each other. Its not, you know, huge field of people. It’s about a few hundred and
we probably know each other, we know each other because we basically went to
same meetings you know we work on same subject.

She also described how some of her collaborations developed out of meeting people at

conferences:

You go to conference and people exchange ideas if they find something really
interesting and go to talk to the people and they, if they find out something they
can work on together so that could count as other collaboration. So it could start
that way. Mostly, it’s actually like that. You know, meet people in workshops or
conferences and then you start discussing and then it comes naturally a project.

I3 networked with a group of female scientists that she described as not “very

strong relationships” but she met with them “basically through meetings, national

meetings, it’s through that work, going to the conferences that I have meet these women.”

The groups of female scientists were drawn on her career diagram in Figure 18.
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Work based: Students

As the participants established their faculty careers, their own undergraduates and

graduate students took a role in their career networks and 17 percent of the participants

illustrated “students” as a part of their career diagrams. As C5 explained that her students

were a part of a “family tree” and that she wrote papers with them. Then the students

moved on to their own careers, which spread out the “tree’s” branches:

Yes, all my students very good. So I think I have a least one paper with every
graduate. Like my advisor told me, it’s like a family tree, here’s my academic
father, and now I have to have more academia grandsons and granddaughters for
him. Just produce more and more.

I4 insisted that “graduate students are very important” because of how they carry

on their advisors’ work and reputation. She indicated them in Figure 19 with an arrow

that went back and forth from her to them:

I think those are very important because that’s how you build your reputation.
What students you have. You get to where you are with the help of various
people but to have influence in your field as a kind of leader in the field is through
your students so its passing it down the generations so I would say its more
important than the others but of course you don’t get there unless you have the
other network [referring back to her educational and collegial networks].

Whereas, I2 remarked that her students tied her more closely to her colleagues

and collaborators at other universities and due to this collaboration it was a strong tie

currently because of the continual work:

I think there are like three students there [referring to one of her research groups
in U.S. University 2] that I’m basically their advisor. We write papers together
and everything. I spent about two weeks last fall as part of my sabbatical with
them and I’m in constant touch with them so this is a very close interaction.

H1 explained that she saw her “students as part of my career” because:
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I think I learn as much from them as they do from me and if they’re successful
then its because they’re good, and the only credit that I take is to get them out on
time and so I don’t think I can sort of spell out my career without thinking about
all those people who actually entrusted me with their career. And some of them
are doing very well and some of them decided to pick career as a back seat and do
something else in the meantime which would be find, its their choice.

She also remarked how currently her students did not have a prominent role in providing

networking opportunities. However, she expected that as her students got established that

they would assist in networking and the creation of ties:

So the students actually, my students are too young still, they haven’t become
independent so much yet but [my co-researcher’s] students have and some of
them actually have come back and they collaborate with us or give us contracts.
It’s like that. So then this is the sort of relationship that perpetuates and it’s
actually quite important.

Work based: Supervisor

Sixteen percent identified networks that were based on their connection to their

academic supervisor or department head. K3 stated that she felt “very connected to

formal relationships, my top administrators, my deans” and indicated them in Figure 25

as “formal” ties. J1 said that “I have [my] director which is my current boss” and “he’s

really good, I go [to him] usually for asking advice.” T1 got a fellowship in Japan

because of her supervisor’s network and recommendation. She described a more recent

supervisor as more of a “mentor” because of the assistance he gave her early on and then

the friend he became over the years:

[He] is another mentor that I have to acknowledge, he is wonderful, when I have
any problems during my first five years. I would ask him, should I do this? And
he would always give me good advice. And he would do the course assignment
and I like to teach and he would make sure I didn’t teach too much. He was the
one that hired me. He watched over me till I got my tenure. He’s the one who is
a good friend now.
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At P1’s previous position, her supervisor was crucial to her tenure process and

remained a part of her network after she left that institution:

He played a huge role in helping me towards the tenure process and towards
tenure. They continued to help in terms of ideas of where to publish,
proofreading articles making sure my time was protected, making sure I wasn’t
over burdened they were really good about that, writing stuff together, gave me
opportunities to serve on national committees and stuff like that. Things that give
you the visibility you need to move on in the profession. They were instrumental
in doing those things, even now if I need some information or advice I just email
them, so that network is still there, and it’s very important to me.

I4 insisted that her previous supervisor created an environment for her that

focused her efforts on activities that aided in her getting tenure. Her connection to her

supervisor on Figure 19 was a close contact with a dual arrow and was actually her

closest contact on the diagram. The relationship and support led to a continued career

connection with him:

Yea, departmental colleagues, including the head of the department has to be
supportive of me and I think it’s always been important to me. The research
institute I was at, the director there kind of protected me from all kinds of
nonsensical things that researchers can get dumped with, service things, go serve
on this panel, that panel. And he kind of kept that away from me so that I would
be able to have my, so I’d be able to exercise my talent rather than have my
energies dissipated in other ways of servicing the community, which is an
important thing and its good that there are people that do that but it does take
away from your focus on work. So that has been important, so department and
supervisors, how supervisors, the environment created for me.

Work based: Mentors

Twenty-one percent mentioned mentors who had been influential in their careers.

I3 included on her career diagram, Figure 18, a “strong link” to a “colleague mentor”

who was a male faculty member in another department. She described him as an

individual she “can go and talk to and get some advice and talk to.”
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C5 met her mentor while she interviewed for another job at the university where

he worked in. The mentor relationship developed after she decided not to accept that

offer but to move to her current institution and they decided to collaborate.

I2’s mentor was a faculty member at another institution that she met up with at

conferences. She explained her mentor’s role in her early career and how her networking

connections helped I2 get established in the larger academic society:

In my case, I would say that [my mentor] pushed, pushed may not be the right
word, you know, she, I think she was responsible, she never told me that so I can
not confirm it, but I am sure in the back of my mind that she was the one who said
you should invite I2. And once I got invited to one of them [research groups and
lectures], now I have to say no to everybody because I keep getting invited to
more and more of these. There is only so much I can do. So I think that first step
that [she] did for me would be what I would consider the networking thing.

That mentorship developed into a friendship where now at conferences they “room

together.”

However, I5 discussed the difficulty that a young female faculty member faced in

creating mentor networks and relationships. She replied that:

I think the other thing that happens is older men are more comfortable mentoring
young men. And they feel less comfortable mentoring young women because the
whole point, the more natural way of mentoring is you see somebody as a
younger version of yourself and you say, ‘hey I made this mistake don’t, try not to
do that kind of thing’ and I think that happens less for young women.

Methods and Networks Used in Job Searching

Fifty-four percent of the participants stated that they did and would continue to

use journal postings and emails as sources of information for jobs. Still, 75 percent

indicated that they had learned about their job via a personal contact whether it was
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through a colleague, an advisors’ recommendation, or they had directly contacted the

hiring department.

Borrowing from Granovetter’s (1995) categories, the job search methods used are

divided into two main groups: formal means and personal contacts. Formal or

impersonal means refers to the participant utilizing an “impersonal intermediary” (p. 11)

such as job postings in academic society journals or listservs and emails. Personal

contacts encompass anyone that the participant knew of prior to the job search like

another colleague or doctorate advisor recommending the job to the participant and

sometimes serving as the personal intermediary. While Granovetter included the

category of direct application, this method was only used by three of the participants.

Direct application occurs when the participant solicited a position from an institution

without prior knowledge of any available positions and without a known personal contact

to connect the two.

Granovetter (1995) acknowledged that the “advent of modernization” leads to

widespread use of formal and “universalistic” procedures, liberating individuals from the

limitations once imposed by particular social milieus” (p. 4). However, Granovetter

countered that “empirical sociological studies continually demonstrate the crucial

importance of informal interaction in systems that are formally rationalized” (p. 4). His

study on how individuals get a job concluded that “information which leads to action is

more likely to move through chains of personal contact than through mass media or more

impersonal routes” (p. 4). While this study found that personal contacts were more
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prevalent, the abundance of formal methods created a greater opportunity for obtaining

job availability information.

Formal and impersonal methods

A total of 58 percent of the participants indicated that they used formal means for

finding out about available jobs. The most common impersonal method was the use of

academic journals. The journals were published by societies that the participants were a

member of and received information via emails, listservs or other formalized postings

methods. None of the individuals that used formal methods were at the full professor

rank. They were all associate professor or lower ranking.

P1 explained how people just “look in professional journals, websites, magazines”

for any potential job openings in their field. As C1 said “they just post it” and that was

how she and other participants found out about available faculty positions. I5 remarked

that since all the positions were posted in a job register that the “information flows pretty

well” because of the public availability of the resources.

Earlier in J1’s career she lacked United States based personal connections since

she had completed her graduate education in Japan. J1 had found out about her “other

two” previous academic positions “from job opportunity website under the professional

society.”

Similarly, K1 had learned of her current position from “a website, which is the

conference [site for the society], and they also post the job.” K4 utilized the same

website and expressed it as a “one stop solution” which she “just looked through the

postings and applied [to] selected places.”
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C2 explained the connection between formal methods of advertising and the

academic conferences because at those “conferences, [they] have postings” for the

available jobs. This was how she actually learned of her current job because she “first

saw a job ad posted in one of the journals in the field” even though later personal

methods took a larger role in her interviewing for the position. On the other hand, K5

was interested in specific universities and checked their human resources websites which

was how she learned of her current assistant professor position.

I5 discussed that all academic positions in her field got posted in two formalized

sites: with the professional association and on the university websites:

So all jobs get advertised in the professional, there’s a job register. So all jobs
have to, I think the university or somebody requires that all jobs be advertised. So
all jobs get advertised once a month when that thing comes out so that’s how
people generally get to know about jobs.

She also remarked that “in case somebody’s missed the job register, people also send,

you know, when you post a job, you also send to people in your field” through a

forwarded email.

B1 explained that there was a public availability of jobs through online journals

and emails:

There are lots of ways to find out about academic and other types of jobs. We
have journals like even on the web if you subscribe to journals they can send you
emails about what’s open, all faculty positions, this and that. So we have a nice
access to what jobs are open in the market.

C6 responded that individuals found out about jobs through postings and that she

specifically found out about her current faculty position in the same manner:
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The job listing in journals or in websites and then we can find out so what we
usually do is if we are thinking about applying for a job we just look for those
listings and find out the one that are available.

Personal methods

The use of personal contacts was the most common method for obtaining

information related to potential job opportunities. Being directly recruited by other

faculty members was expressed by 38 percent of the participants and similarly 38 percent

also conveyed having direct contact with faculty in the hiring department. Another 29

percent of the participants received a recommendation for a position by their peers or

colleagues in the hiring department. Finally, 25 percent learned of their position through

a colleague or friend who notified them of the opportunity personally but were not

directly affiliated with the hiring department.

J1 heard of her first faculty position after being directly contacted by a faculty

member in the hiring department with whom she had worked with previously. K2

expressed that for her next position that her “ideal situation” was if “they contact” her or

directly recruit her for another position. She preferred recruitment rather than for her to

be in a situation where she was actively seeking a new job.

I3 and her spouse were both recruited to their current institution by colleagues:

I would probably still be [at my previous institution] had [this one] not come
calling. So you know we were approached and at that time we both had tenure, we
had our own labs, so you know there’s no real reason to leave but the opportunity
here was really exciting…

I4 stated that at this point in her career as full professor she would “not seek out jobs but

if somebody’s interested in recruiting me, I’ll listen and I might respond. But I don’t at

this point actively seek another position.”
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I6 had gotten to know some faculty members at another institution while they

were visiting scholars. She believed that one of her neighbors, who was a dean at another

school at that time, aided in her getting recruited to his school:

One of my neighbors was a visitor from [another university] which I didn’t know
at that time. … He was a dean and he probably, this is what I am conjecturing, I
have no proof for that but he probably told the head of statistics to contact me and
try to hire me or something. So I got the call for them and again I was looking for
a job and they called me.

Each position after this one, I6 was directly recruited by the hiring department rather than

having to search out positions. When she discussed how she found out about her current

position, she said “it wasn’t like I was looking for a job but finally they did offer me a

job.”

K1 explained how when she looked for positions she first “emailed these persons

[referring to her advisors in Figure 23] if they know of opening” and if they did not then

she utilized formal methods such as journals. C2 also stated that she used personal

networks “if [she] started to look for jobs”:

Obviously I talk to people like I collaborated with very closely like my advisor
and my PhD advisor, both of them help me quite a bit, to try and help me
understand, its very useful to help a student with interest in academic job, to
understand how this works, actually works, what you need to build up to succeed.

The use of personal contacts was how she ended up applying for her current position

because one of her peers knew that she was “interested in this particular school and he

told me why don’t you try that one.”

C7 stated that when she searched for other faculty positions, she sent letters and

contacted colleagues “to see what type of person they are looking for.”
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When C3 was asked how she would look for her next position, she stated that she

would use her and her advisors “family tree”:

Probably will use a little bit [of] network. If I’m looking for, lets say, academic
work, I will immediately start a travel plan like talk to a lot of people. I still have
more kind of names in my list [referring to her diagram] but I haven’t really built
up the connection yet. … I have to talk to all those people because my advisor he
has a lot of students probably I’m going to use his family tree or my family tree to
start with.

K1 had visited her current institution during graduate school because they had

hosted the professional association’s conference. After this visit and meeting people

there, she decided to contact the department to ask about potential openings.

I4’s experience demonstrated the important role of conferences in job searches.

I4 directly spoke to the director of the department that was hiring while they were both

attending a professional society annual meeting:

And so I knew the director by reputation, I knew several people personally. I was
acquainted with people here. So one of those meetings, I guess it was critical, but
at one of those meetings I knew that this department was looking to fill a position
and at the meeting I saw the department head there at the meeting and I asked him
if it was too late to apply.

During H1’s post doctorate she met a professor who was doing his sabbatical at

the same institution where she was completing her training. When she started to look for

a position, she directly contacted him and marketed herself and found that that connection

helped to get her a temporary position and then later a full time faculty position:

I started to sell myself basically I knew that I had something to sell. I had
something that he needs, something that he values. … That’s why he went to
[laboratory] for a sabbatical was to be able to do what I had already done. And so
basically I said you hire me, I come here and I can bring all this stuff with me and
then I can set up the whole lab for you and so he took the bullet so basically that’s
how I came and then six months later they had a position open for a tenure track.
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I1 received a recommendation from a member of her dissertation committee

which used her doctorate education network and connected her to a job opportunity after

graduation. I5 explained that she contacted her colleagues when she looked for potential

post doctoral students. Also, she told her colleagues about her graduating students and

provided recommendations for her students:

I do ask, so I’m looking for a post doc student, I do ask my mentors if they know
of somebody who is graduating and looking for a job and visa versa. I had
somebody finishing their postdoc with me and he was very good and for lots of
jobs they had advertised. I put them in touch with each other.

Also she found out about her current faculty position from a colleague that she was

collaborating with at that time and “he asked” her to apply for the position.

I5 had been on hiring committees and had read and received many

recommendations on potential faculty members. She shared a story about how a faculty

member in science described a female graduate student and a male graduate student of

his:

A friend of mine was telling me about, his wife is a sociologist, and he’s a
physicist, a young guy, he says the first time he wrote recommendation letters for
two people who were working in his lab. And then he looked at the
recommendation letters and he found that he used leadership words more often for
the guy than the woman. And he tells me I swear it was unconscious and then he
ripped up both of the letters and wrote them again. …

I5 also discussed some of the common issues that are addressed in recommendation

letters for Asians and women:

And then if you see letters, I think one of the most insidious things about these
reference letters and peoples’ biases sort of come out in the letters unconsciously
so for women they will write hard working; for men they will write creative. He
led this study. Maybe men do lead more or they appear to. Maybe women sort of
stay concentrated. But you see a sample of a hundred letters that have been
written for men students, for women students they will be very different and then
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the other thing that comes out is sometimes, and its completely ridiculous, so if
you’re an Indian woman in that field, they will compare you to the other Indian
woman in that field. … But for women they always compare to women and men
are compared to any group. And for Asian women, especially Indian, Chinese,
for Chinese men and women there will always be something to indicate how good
their English is. And for Indian and Chinese women there is mostly a sentence
about how shy they are or how not shy they are. So these are the sort of concerns
employers have and they are being addressed in the letter. Because you can’t read
somebody’s C.V. and say this person is assertive, this person is a fly on the wall,
flower on the wall, sorry, and stuff like that. So the reference letters will
comment about the personality and say oh this person is hard working, this
person’s dependable, this person is friendly and this person’s creative. Whatever
the people think of them and that’s where a lot of biases come in.

When C4 was asked how she would look for her next position, she replied that

she would use multiple methods:

Probably I would say, if I see somebody post a job I would say, that’s somewhere
I would be interested in, I know colleagues or friends that can tell me more about
it or can give me recommendation to put me in a more competitive position to go
in to it so probably the combination.

Three of the participants used a direct application method where they did not have

any personal contacts within the university they had applied to work for. Early in K5’s

academic career, she directly contacted faculty at the university she wanted to work at

and inquired about potential research or teaching opportunities. This direct method

connected her to two positions with scholars that were well known in her field and

actually aided in her career network later when she applied to other positions.

C4 explained how she directly contacted a faculty member because she felt that

was a more acceptable way of getting a position rather than waiting for a job posting:

I actually just contacted him personally. People do put out the advertisement but
usually when the advisors, they’re more accomplished, they don’t really put out
advertisements, people just go to them. Sometimes they have openings,
sometimes they don’t. So its personal contact, you just contact them personally
and that’s about it.
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When P1 moved with her spouse, she contacted the department at the local

university and said “I’m coming and is there something available?” and “it worked out

that they did need someone to teach so we negotiated the terms and I came.”

Conclusion

Family networks affected the participants’ careers prior to graduate school and

during their education. Early on, before the individuals entered graduate school, many of

them were impacted by their fathers who were in the same field while others received

emotional support from either their parents or specifically their mother. During graduate

school the majority of the participants married and it was these newly created family ties

that connected them to the United States through their marriage and their children. This

family network provided support from the spouse; however, for a quarter of the

participants, they served as the support or connecting tie to jobs for their spouse’s career.

The participants created networks that were based more on type rather than

gender which appeared to play a minor to insignificant role in the creation of networks

during the educational and training stages. Advisors’ networks functioned as the most

important link even though their career networks changed over time as the participants’

careers advanced and they became more recognized on their own merits. Once

established, their peer networks and their own students played a role in their careers as

the participants moved away from their advisors’ network. The connections to their old

doctorate peers and prior graduate students presented job opportunities and

collaborations. Academic conferences proved to be a critical networking system where

junior faculty got their reputations recognized and more senior faculty maintained
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established relationships and collaborations. Some participants’ connections and

networks existed within a transnational space that was negotiated between the sending

and the receiving societies and linked them back to their home universities or other

colleagues internationally, which were continued through visits home to see family and

international conferences.

After the first faculty position was obtained, personal contacts were more

prevalent as a means for finding the next position. Formalized methods were used more

as a back up when the personal networks either did not exist or failed to connect them to

any fruitful opportunities. Personal contacts were critical for academic couples to find

two positions.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

Summary of Findings

Academia has experienced a steady increase in female students and faculty

members over the past few decades. More recently higher education institutions have

witnessed a growth in foreign applicants primarily from Asia. As this group of faculty

grows more research will need to be conducted to examine the trend and its impact. This

study contributed by examining Asian faculty career networks and their shifting career

strategies.

The main research questions in this study were designed to investigate the shifting

career strategies and job networks for selected Asian female faculty members in the

science and engineering fields. Research question one asked what strategies were used

by the participants during the career process and how they changed throughout each

stage. During the career progression, migration forces and influences were analyzed as

well as possible variances between countries and gender. Return intentions were a

critical component of the career process as the participants’ examined their desire to

return home and the likelihood of finding fruitful career opportunities. Dual career

consideration impacted return intentions and played a part in determining the

geographical location of post doctoral and professorial positions that the participants

accepted. Being a part of an academic couple impacted geographical location because a

dual hiring package became more important than institutional prestige. Due to the

masculine nature of these fields, the participants reported using various coping strategies

for maneuvering through the academic environment.
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Research question two investigated the networking process including what types

of networks existed in the family, education and training, and work areas. The

participants identified individuals partially with the aid of a visual diagram where the

participants mapped out their career network from an individualized perspective. Along

with networking, the question probed what job search methods were used during the

career process.

Career strategies

The research revealed three stages that addressed the participants’ career

progression: (1) migration stage; (2) educational and training stage; and (3) career stage.

The women experienced non-typical forces that challenged and went beyond the push-

pull model; however, these forces were organized utilizing push-pull terminology while

acknowledging that there are cultural and gender forces that affect migration as well.

First, during the migration stage 100 percent of the participants experienced one

or more of the four identified pulling forces in their decision to emigrate from their home

countries: (1) knowledge of other’s migration; (2) educational and training opportunities;

(3) family; and (4) the idea of freedom. The most significant influence that impacted 87

percent was learning and hearing about other people’s migration experiences. This

finding demonstrated the important role that peer influences play on others decisions.

Indian and Chinese participants discussed this as the “norm” or that they were just

following the “trend” to attend higher education institutions in the United States. The

established social networks of overseas peers and family members served as a “kind of

channel” for the participants to gain information on where to attend or apply.
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The chance for educational and training opportunities influenced 46 percent to

migrate. Along with this finding was that the participants focused on the idea that the

United States education facilities were of “very advanced academically” which was

combined with a greater prestige from a U.S. based degree. This prestige was believed to

“get [you] a better chance after you finish” back in their home countries because they

“liked degree(s) from the United States” more. This finding was linked with a lack of

graduate level opportunities in their home countries due either to an absence of programs

or gender and cultural forces that discouraged or prevented female participation in

masculine dominated fields and careers.

While 25 percent of the participants came to the United States with a spouse, it

was surprising that this percentage was not higher. Also worth noting was the ethnic

make up of this group; all but one of the married women were Chinese. Some of the

participants came on a “spouse of someone” visa and then applied for graduate study

while the others had applied to graduate school with their spouses. The later situation

occasionally led to living apart while they attended different programs.

Finally, the idea of freedom that could be gained in the United States persuaded

17 percent of the participants. To “go to America” was an opportunity to “realize your

potential” and “break out” from the “prescribed” gender roles and defining idea “about

being a woman” in that country. Additionally, the pursuit of higher education was a

“tool” or vehicle of escape from a country where the participant did not “feel that [they]

fitted” in with the norms and expectations.
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On the other hand, while 88 percent came to the United States for educational

purposes, 74 percent conveyed one of the three push forces: (1) discontent with societal

biases and discrimination; (2) lack of education opportunities; and (3) lack of

employment. The women experienced push forces that were based around their

experiences with gender, age-based, and political discrimination. These cultural and

gender factors intersected with their lack of opportunities for education and employment.

For those individuals who defied the societal norm, this lack of opportunity and

discrimination compelled them to migrate in search of more prospects.

Lack of employment opportunities was the largest factor with 38 percent

compared to the lack of educational options that affected 16 percent. As stated earlier,

for some participants educational opportunities were limited because there was not a

program available. However, one Indian woman was discouraged because she was told

that a professor does not “take women PhD students because they graduate and then they

get married and have children” and this was seen as not compatible for studying or

working in an academic capacity. An absence of work opportunities came from gender

biases and a preference for male workers especially during poor economic times because

the husband was viewed as the only bread winner in the family.

The 20 percent that conveyed a discontent with the societal biases and

discrimination in their home country mentioned prejudice based on gender and age.

Worth noting is that this figure is conservative because while only a small percent

responded affirmatively to the question about gender discrimination, 70 percent told of

inequitable experiences. Geographically none of the Chinese women personalized any of
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these biased encounters. The Japanese and South Korean women spoke of age

discrimination or rather youth discrimination where they would be “ignored”. Age biases

are culturally specific to how age is a part of a hierarchy and elders are given greater

status where in the West this trend is generally reversed. Gender biases and

discrimination were verbalized by 62 percent of the participants. These situations were

influenced by their cultures as well seeing as in China “girls just aren’t important because

you marry them off and they don’t belong to you.”

At the point of migration, 83 percent said that they had clearly decided whether or

not they planned on returning to their home country after graduation. Out of that group,

54 percent believed they would return while 29 percent planned on remaining in the

United States. For more than half they expressed that they “always wanted to go back”

and “be close to family.”

Regardless of which push or pull factor was identified, these participants

experienced tensions and struggles as women who from a traditional, Asian society

rebelled against the norm. They not only had the desire for more education and a career

beyond housewife and mother but they executed their goals by opting out of that society

and choosing to live in one that presented greater opportunity and less obstacles.

In the education and training stage, participants developed or shifted their

strategies and experienced life changes such as marriage and children that influenced

their career plans and decision about returning. Well over half, 59 percent, had a stated

strategy to pursue a career in academia. Faculty socialization influenced the participants

through either adopting the “attitudes, action and values” of the field or through direct
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encouragement from their advisors. For some of the participants, an academic career

choice was influenced by gender because they had chosen the field due to its “flexibility”

for “families” which was a concern.

However, 25 percent were undecided between an academic position or an industry

job. Those who debated over industry jobs were functioning in a dual career couple and

believed it best to keep all job options open due to the need for two positions. Since 87

percent existed as part of a dual career couple with a spouse in the same field or another

field of science and engineering keeping all options open was critical.

After marriage two sub-strategies emerged: living apart or functioning as a tied

migrant in order to take “two people [and] make their lives match and work together.”

The tied migrant pattern was seen with either the woman or the man functioning as the

tied partner. Of the married women, 76 percent were the trailing spouse. For women

who “marry people senior to them” they became a trailing spouse because “his

professorship is always more important than her assistant professorship.” Comprising or

following their husband was expressed as “a compromise in the family to follow the path

and maintain the family life.” In 24 percent of these couples, the husband was the tied

migrant who moved with her job. In the cases where the husband trailed, the participant

was often the more senior or more established individual in the relationship so while she

accepted an academic position, he was still finished graduate school or post doctoral

training.

The living apart pattern was followed by 38 percent of the participants and was

verbalized as “a new reality” for the current generation of academics. Living apart was
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more of an option for those participants who were childless at the time. Or if the woman

decided that her career had equal importance or she “want[ed] family and want[ed]

career” then she and her spouse might work apart leaving her functioning as a single

parent.

At the onset of the career stage, each of the participants had to evaluate their

return intentions again. Seventy-one percent had gotten married after their arrival in the

United States and 47 percent of this group married a partner who was not from their

home country origin. A majority of this 47 percent were American. These life changes

created new American-based family connections and 63 percent of the participants stated

that these ties connected them more to the United States than to their home countries.

One participant described her decision to stay in United States by stating that “in those

days a wife went with the husband so I had to change.”

Part of this bond was the fact that 38 percent had had children in the United

States. With children already “in school” it became “a family issue” of staying rather

than uprooting the child not only from the United States but from the current

geographical location which impaired job mobility.

Additionally by the time their careers started, most of the participants had spent

more than four or five years in their current location in the United States and as a result of

that had established strong work networks and ties. As demonstrated in these two quotes:

There really wasn’t anything back home. So if I wanted to stay in the field, this
certainly was a better place to be. And by that time I had started to get a feel of
people and make connections and get my networks going, so there wasn’t any
reason to [go home].
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It gets less and less after you have been spending a long time establishing your
research and your lab and all the social networking and stuff. The connections, the
academic connections were built here rather than in China.

With strong ties now in the receiving country and previous ties in their home

country, the participants had produced a transnational social space that allowed them to

simultaneously create new networks while maintaining connections in both countries.

Resource-dependent transnationalism accounted for those participants that created or

desired professional connections in their home countries. Some “made contacts and

start[ed] to collaboratively set up some proposals while another participant had created a

joint program. Twenty-nine percent of the participants expressed that their previous ties

at home were pulling them back to their home countries. Some of the participants

actually did return home for a short period of time to take care of ailing parents or to find

work; however, they all relocated back to the United States for work purposes.

Another element that the research exposed was the establishment of engendered

career strategies and the emergence of coping strategies. Within the 63 percent that

acknowledged a lack of women in their academic programs and departments, 29 percent

stated that this absence contributed to a perceived hostile environment for women.

However, 16 percent expressed not having felt any type of gender discrimination.

When the participants were asked to evaluate their gender experiences in the

United States and in their home countries, 21 percent saw more discrimination in the

United States compared to another 21 percent that felt less with the remaining 58 percent

being neutral. While the United States was often seen as a place for new opportunities,
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this finding demonstrated that the actual experience did not always live up to the

expectations of equality.

The academic profession was viewed as hostile by 21 percent. The participant’s

narratives told of situations where they were ignored, isolated, and “wouldn’t be taken

seriously” because people would just “look at the exterior.” Another finding was that

over time, 12.5 percent of the participants had changed their perceptions about the

presence of gender discrimination. Earlier in their careers they had denied any existence

while now they were more aware of gender based barriers that they had experienced

during their education or career. Discrimination in academia was expressed as “covert

discriminatory types of gestures or actions” that is often “subtle” but can be “some male

chauvinist within the department.”

As part of the women’s socialization or acculturation into masculine dominated

fields, 75 percent developed and expressed the various coping strategies displayed in

Figure 30.

Figure 30. Coping Strategies by Percentage.
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Coping skills helped the women navigate the masculine culture by taking various

actions. These actions existed on a continuum of resistance where each action was a

behavior or act to defy the prevailing masculine culture either through: (1) denial of the

existence of biases, (2) choosing to ignore the discrimination, (3) isolation from other

women, (4) the formation of a support group of other women, or (5) face-to-face

confrontation.

The two main methods were that the participants either found support in women’s

groups or individuals or they ignored the situation. The 42 percent found and formed

support groups were faculty advisors for “student organizations for female students” or

were inspired by other “women in science in leadership positions.” This visibility via

support groups or female mentors was important to assisting other younger women

navigate because “you have to know the question to ask” in order to be helped.

41 percent overlooked any occurrences because it was seen as normal and

something that “you can’t be too sensitive” about. Ignoring the biases was expressed as

being “resilient” which help you get “used to kind of living by yourself in that

environment and dealing with that situation.” Also, coping by ignoring was done

because “there wasn’t anything [that] could be done about it” and one participant

expressed that either you spent time worrying about that or you focused on your goals.

Worrying and analyzing the situation was viewed as a “luxury” so “do the best with what

you got.”

Denying the existence of gender discrimination was conveyed by 33 percent who

believed that they were treated equally and that they “didn’t see barriers.” For one
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participant she felt that this was the experience of the previous generation of women

where she had “heard a lot of stories of discrimination” and about “how hard they had to

struggle to survive” but that today that was not the situation.

Twenty-nine percent of the participants isolated themselves from other women

whom they saw as a negative presence and felt they should separate themselves from the

other women in the department. One participant simply stated that “my enemies are

women” so that limited her communication with female scholars and students. Women

were labeled with terms, such as “chatty”, that were viewed as being in direct opposition

to scientific fields. Male, non-chattiness was viewed as “more productive” and as

“engineer thinking.” Also by separating from other women, they are not identified with

the group of women who “sit and bitch about it [discrimination] but rather “go ahead and

get what you can get.” This finding questions the appropriateness or usefulness of female

role models or mentoring programs and women-only groups. For a portion of the female

population, these groups or other women are viewed as detrimental to their survival in a

masculine field.

While another 29 percent conveyed coping strategies that took some form of face

to face confrontation to alter the situation for themselves or those after them. A couple of

the participants expressed a desire to improve the experiences for the younger female

faculty and students by being active in raising gender awareness and by mentoring other

women. Since they had learned “to cope” they wanted to “try to change the

environment.” Another participant said that she was not “confrontational” however she
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was “careful in documenting things” and she took “care of the people within [her] own

operation.”

Social networks

As shown in Figure 31, the research revealed four main types of relational ties or

networks: (1) family; (2) educational; (3) post doctoral; and (4) work based.

Figure 31. Network Types by Percentage.
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Networks were not seen to be homogeneous as previous research on gendered

networks suggested. Therefore, it is assumed that because of the masculine nature of

science and engineering fields there were more opportunities to create male-female

networks. It appeared that the heterogeneous nature of the participants’ networks was

based more on type or role of the network actor rather than gender. The networks were

dependent on formal and informal relationships created through education.

For the participants, family ties consisted first of their parents and later of their

spouses and children. For 42 percent of the participants, their fathers were educated and

employed in the same field as they were. However, since the fathers worked in the home
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country their networks were not helpful to the participants who were in the United States.

Yet this high percent suggests the importance of a father’s influence on their daughters’

education and career choice in traditionally patriarchal, male-dominated societies. It was

“sort of family background” that got some of the participants into these fields. While the

parental networks did not necessarily provide career connections, they did offer support

for 58 percent. Support was not found in financial terms but rather academic and

emotional support for the participants’ choice in educational programs, overseas

migration, and career path. The participants stated that they received “support,”

“encouragement,” even “exposure” to certain fields and environments, and “advice.”

Mother’s support was separately mentioned by 21 percent who discussed their

mother’s role in their own education. The narratives told of women who were limited in

educational opportunities due to either financial or societal barriers of having to “get

married and have children.” These experiences drove the women to push for their

daughter’s education and financial independence. Some mother’s “always wanted [their

daughter] to get a doctorate degree” while others were “motivated” to get their daughters

“the best possible education” to “be financially independent.”

While parents were influential, family ties mainly consisted of spousal networks

when the husband was in the same field which was the situation for 50 percent of the

participants. For an additional 37 percent, their spouses were in another field of science

and engineering. Often the husband “got his first faculty position” before the participant

was out of either graduate school or post doctoral training. In these cases, the husband’s

job connection aided in her placement when he asked the hiring department “to invite my
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wife” or the department “made arrangements.” When the couple was in the same field,

their networks would “overlap” which was expressed as “helpful sometimes and really

harmful too” depending on what their spouses reputation was amongst other colleagues.

Another connection was that when spouses were in the same field they would share

students or work with the same post doctorates. For a couple of the participants they

actually spent some of their beginning years working for their partners.

Regarding 12.5 percent of the cases, the wife’s network secured the spouse’s

position. In these instances, institutional type became a lower priority than receiving a

dual hiring package. When an academic couple conducted job searches they would end

up “getting offers in different places” that “were not converging.” In these few cases, the

woman was offered a position and would ask for a “package.” Additionally, one

department wanted to retain the woman so they made accommodations for her spouse in

the academic department. In addition to parental support, 25 percent expressed career

support from their spouses of which half were dual hires.

Education based networks were primarily formalized relationships such as an

assigned advisor or dissertation advisor. These formal associations created critical

networks that played a significant role in the participants experience during graduate

school and their career connections after graduation. A link between graduate student

and doctoral advisor was reported by 92 percent. These connections were important early

on in the participants’ career. The importance of the advisor having time to connect their

students with jobs and other opportunities might argue for smaller graduate programs

where more personalized experiences occur. Even though these networks waned over
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time, 54 percent affirmed that they were still maintained primarily via academic

conferences. The reputation of the advisor was found to be critical in connecting the

participant to other people and opportunities. An extension from this finding would be to

investigate the participant’s advisors networks and who their connections are or were.

Overall doctorate advisors were vehicles to job information and career advice.

In addition to advisor ties, 67 percent acknowledged informal relationships that

existed in peer networks that formed during graduate school. While these peer networks

served as support during graduate education they were maintained throughout their

careers and assisted in job opportunities later. Often a job opportunity was passed on

from peer to peer. These networks also support the implication that gender is less of an

influence on network makeup seeing as the cohorts in science and engineering are

majority male making male-female networks inevitable. As expressed “in terms of

networks, its not a man/woman thing. It’s basically you are from this university and if

your friends are” then that’s who “you’re likely to work with.” The larger one’s peer

cohort is the more geographically dispersed their social networks are and potentially the

greater their job opportunities are.

Post doctoral networks were influential for 29 percent. The post doctoral advisor

served as an additional career connection. In some instances, the post doctoral advisor

served as a replacement to the doctorate advisor in situations where the PhD work was

conducted in the home country.

Outside of educational networks, work based collegial networks were influential

for 75 percent. These collegial networks were created and maintained mainly at
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professional and academic conferences by 63 percent. Academic conferences widen

weak social connections and networks thereby providing greater opportunity or

information flow. Also, for 17 percent, the participant’s students took a role in their

career networks especially after the student graduated and took professional positions of

their own in the field. These students became a part of their “academic tree” and

extended their reach into other universities and occasionally industry partnerships.

Beyond these identified relational ties, 16 percent acknowledged a supervisor with whom

they had established a network. Finally, throughout the participants’ careers, 21 percent

mentioned a mentors’ influence on their job search. The faculty mentors either

supplemented the main advisor’s role in career connections or replaced the main advisor

when and if his or her advice failed or was nonexistent.

As shown in Figure 32, the methods used for the job searching process included

both formal means and personal contacts; however, 75 percent of the participants

preferred to use personal connections.

Figure 32. Methods of Job Searching by Percentage.
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Personal contacts produced job information and career connections through

informal means such as advisor-student meetings. In addition, the personal methods

allowed for individuals to find out about openings often prior to public posting.

Sometimes when a position was not even advertised, a personal contact shared that

information, like 38 percent of the participants who were directly recruited by the hiring

department faculty. The use of personal contacts was especially critical for dual career

job offers and demonstrated the value in having a diversity of networks for academic

couples.

In addition, the established peer networks were utilized during the career stage

and this established the importance of graduate school peer networking. Peers provided

individuals with not only research collaboration but with job openings and assistance

throughout the career stage. This was visible in the career diagrams drawn by the

participants when current work colleagues and collaborators were linked back to the

graduate school stage.

Due to the advent of the information technology age and the plethora of available

public job websites, individuals who lacked connected networks had a base availability of

job information. The existence of websites for professional, academic associations added

to the accessibility of position announcements via job forums or listservs. Job

information was then accessible for all potential applicants who actively sought it out.

More than half of this study or 58 percent stated that they have used and would use in the

future formal means of job searching. Nevertheless, even though the information was

obtainable, informal or personal methods allowed the individual to be more passive in the
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job search as the information often was sent to them or told to them by a friend or

colleague. Additionally, this method was not used by any of the full professor but rather

a tool for more junior faculty demonstrating that senior positions might only be found via

nominations or recommendations rather than the traditional job posting.

Recommendations for Future Research

Since this research was conducted over a few months, it was only able to address

graduate school experiences and the participant’s earlier careers through reflection on

past narratives and filtered memories. Ideally, a future research project designed around

a longitudinal study would provide more accurate accounts for each stage in the career

process. Such a project would begin at the onset of graduate school and follow the

individuals through to their entry into academia and their path to tenure. Few of the

studies reviewed examined or controlled for the timing of childbirth or marriage. Given

the literature on the negative impact of children on tenure, future studies should control

for when a child a born and what it coincides with professionally.

Additionally, this study focuses only on the ego-centered networks of the

participants as seen and visualized from their perspective. An extension of this study

would analyze the gender structure of their advisors networks. Also, the advisors

connection seeing as it was important to the participants for their advisor to be well-

known or famous in the field. It would be interesting to trace the advisors networks to

determine how impacted this visibility is on other students.

The narrow focus on Asian women was necessary to closely analyze their

networks and strategies; however, a larger study would be beneficial to compare them
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with American born women. This would help to determine similarities or differences in

types of networks and methods used and expand the knowledge base on how networks

function in this specific group of global, educated workers. However, a larger study that

continued to focus on Asian women would help to develop a new model of migration

forces and coping strategies.

An expansion of this study would enlarge the sample and population numbers to

increase the ability to generalize the findings. A mixed methods study could be

conducted that combined this research’s qualitative methods with a large data set from

the National Science Foundation’s Survey of Doctoral Recipients.

The research found that over one-third of the participants in this study had at

some point during their career lived apart from their spouse for the purpose of a dual

career. This living apart pattern solicits further research into the rates, outcomes and

demographics of this occurrence. While 38 percent of the Asian participants lived apart

from their spouse, a study that examined the rates of living apart for Asian and non-Asian

women would be advantageous. This study could also incorporate a policy analysis of

the institutions’ guidelines on dual hires and the impact that those have on academic

couples.

A larger study that encompassed women and men who did not stay in the United

States after completion of graduate school would be able to address the research on brain

drain versus brain circulation. The participants in this smaller study demonstrated that

for dual career academic couples, it might be an issue of brain drain since two positions

were needed. As demonstrated in the literature review and participant’s narratives, there
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are not always good career options for highly educated women in their home countries of

Asia. However, what is not known here is whether single women or men without

academic spouses return home at higher rates. Previous literature suggests that men do

have higher return rates than women but of those that return are they in a dual academic

couple situation and do they return home permanently?

Regarding migration, this study found that the women’s migration is not a clear

result of pull or pull forces but rather is influenced and overlapped with a gender and

cultural lens. Given this finding, an extension off this research should be to create a

model of women’s migration forces that goes beyond the existing theories and models

that focus on men and the women who migrate with them rather than on the women who

migrate alone.

The finding that 29 percent of the participants saw the presence of other women

as a negative force elicits further research into the academic culture of science and

engineering. It also demands for an examination of programs whose purpose is to

provide female only spaces. The impact of these programs on the perceptions of women

should be researched to understand if they help or hinder the inclusion of women in male

dominated departments. Of concern is if this large of percentage of participants felt

negatively towards other women who had feminine behaviors or communication styles,

what is the perception from the male faculty members and can the culture adapt to be

more inclusive of both masculine and feminine styles?
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Recommendations for Practice

Since this study focused primarily on career networks it is necessary to examine

both educational and work related practices. During education and training stages, it is

important that social networking opportunities are provided that are both formal and

informal in nature. Individuals gain more information through casual interactions.

Formal opportunities allow for people to first establish a relationship that can later on

lead to more informal conversations in which information is shared. These networking

opportunities start with graduate school or departmental orientation and often expand into

holiday parties and other casual functions; however, students should be made aware of

the importance of networking opportunities and encouraged to attend. Also, this research

revealed that the majoring of networking and collaborating is done via professional

conferences that serve as meeting places. This suggests a need for financial support for

graduate students who are near the end of their program to attend conferences that their

advisors are at so that the students can connect into their advisors network.

In addition to networking opportunities, faculty members need to understand what

influence they have on graduate students who are being socialized to potentially continue

on the same career path. Some of the participants’ accounts told of faculty who were

sensitive to the women’s minority status in the department. These faculty members were

aware of the barriers and were often able to offer specific guidance and advice which

proved beneficial to the participants’ success.

Since the research showed the important role of academic advisors, departments

need to evaluate what their expectations are of a graduate advisor. If the goal is to create
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a good environment and to expand the academic tree then departments need to provide

incentives and training for faculty in student and career counseling.

Once students graduate and are in the job market, universities should examine

their dual career couple hiring policies and informal culture. Supportive departments and

colleges attract and retain women faculty who are part of an academic couple. The

presence of more female faculty in science and engineering programs with help to

provide more role models for other students.

Implications for Social Network Theory

This research combined with McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Brashears’ (2006)

study finds that graduate level education is an equalizer in social network composition.

Social network composition might be more of a result of the field of study rather than the

gender of the individual. Therefore graduate education assists in the advancement of

women because from a network perspective it increases the opportunities to create

heterogeneous, well-connected networks.

For example, a study of a more feminized field such as nursing might yield an

abundance of same-sex networks unless the faculty is male-dominated. The notion that

these networks are defined more by role rather than by gender is influential on the future

research that uses social network theory. These implications are in opposition to previous

studies that find women’s networks are either homophilous or family based. The role of

gender is downplayed in this allegation and emphasizes the actors’ position regardless of

gender. This is especially true for female students in male-dominated programs such as a
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female PhD student in an engineering program who has only access to male connections

via advisors and other peers.
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Figure 9. B1 Career Diagram.
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Figure 10. C1 Career Diagram.
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Figure 11. C3 Career Diagram.
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Figure 12. C4 Career Diagram.
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Figure 13. C5 Career Diagram.
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Figure 14. C7 Career Diagram.
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Figure 15. H1 Career Diagram.
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Figure 16. I1 Career Diagram.
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Figure 17. I2 Career Diagram.
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Figure 18. I3 Career Diagram.
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Figure 19. I4 Career Diagram.
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Figure 20. I5 Career Diagram.
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Figure 21.1. J1 Career Diagram in Japan.
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Figure 21.2. J1 Career Diagram.
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Figure 22. J2 Career Diagram.
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Figure 23. K1 Career Diagram.
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Figure 24. K2 Career Diagram.
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Figure 25. K3 Career Diagram.
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Figure 26. K4 Career Diagram.
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Figure 27. K5 Career Diagram.
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Figure 28. P1 Career Diagram.
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Figure 29. T1 Career Diagram.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Background information

Tell me about yourself and how you got into this field.
What was the attraction of the U.S. for work and/or PhD?
Why didn’t you go to Australia or Canada?

Could you answer some questions about your family?
How would you classify your socioeconomic status as you were growing up?
Do you have any siblings and if so, what is their educational level and where
do they work?
Tell me about your mother and father’s background.

What is your mother and father’s educational levels?
Occupations?
Where do they live? If not in home country, when did they move?
What role did they play in your career search?
Travel internationally before?

What was your marital status at time of job search?
If married, what does husband do for employment?
What role did he play in your job search?

Who do you turn to for career advice and job information? (with that information lead
into diagram)

Sub-questions with interview questions under each with probing questions

What types of networks were used by the women in relation to their faculty careers?
Draw for me a diagram or visual image of how you see your career social
network.

Who are the people identified?
Are any of these people related to you?
Would you consider any of these people as friends?
Are there any associations or groups?
Does family or your husband factor into your career network?
Is your network made up of people primarily in the US or a mix?
How do you maintain these connections and relationships?

How do the women describe the strategies they used in their job search?
How did you find the job you hold now? (If personal contact given, ask about the
relationship of that contact.)

How do you know that person?
Would you consider this person to be a friend?
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How long have you known him or her?
How often did you have contact with them? Would you say you meet with
them Daily? Weekly? Monthly?
How did this person know about the job?
How often and in what ways were you in contact with this person at the
time the individual told you about the job?

The job you held before your present one, do you remember how you found that? (Trace
work history backwards to the first full-time job if possible)

How do you know that person?
Would you consider this person to be a friend?
How long have you known him or her?
How often did you have contact with them? Would you say you meet with
them Daily? Weekly? Monthly?
How did this person know about the job?
How often and in what ways were you in contact with this person at the
time the individual told you about the job?

We have talked about your work history and the connections related to them, do you feel
that you as an Asian foreign woman had open opportunities to jobs in your home country
and in the US?

If you wanted to look for a new job, how would you go about it?

How did social networks play into the women’s decision to work in the United States
rather than in their home country?

Tell me about your future intentions regarding work and whether you plan to
return to your home country.
What were the deciding factors for your decision to stay in the United States?
Did any specific person play an important role in this decision?
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APPENDIX B
CONTACT SUMMARY FORM

FACULTY INTERVIEWS

Participant: Date:
Institution: Location of Interview:

What were the main social network themes or patterns that emerged from the
interview?

Summary for the information collected on each interview question:
Response Summary Codes Research

Question
Informed

Background information: family/husband

What types of networks were used by the women in relation to their faculty
careers?

How do the women describe the strategies they used in their job search?

How did social networks play into the women’s decision to seek a job in the
United States rather than in their home country?
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APPENDIX C
CODING CATEGORIES

Stated intent for coming to the US
USREM Stated desire to remain in the US
LEVJOB Use doctoral and or post-doc as leverage for job back in home country
SOCRES Escape societal restraints of home country
FOLHUS Following husband
NOPROG No doctoral programs in field in home country
REPUT Reputation of US/foreign degree
PRESTG Prestige of US degree over other country
FOLLOT Knowledge of other people doing so

Home country situation
NOWRKG An absence of work opportunities because of gender
NOWRKJ An absence of work opportunities because of limited jobs available
MOREOPS More opportunities in home country than US
GENBIS Gender bias
CLSBIS Class/caste bias
SOCBIAS Societal bias

Future intentions
RETURN At time of arrival in US thought she would return home
NOTRET At time of arrival in US thought she would NOT return home
HOMECON Make connections professionally with institutions and scholars in home

country
NOFOPS No plans to return due to lack of professional opportunities
MIGHT May return home in the future
NOFFAM No plans to return because of family in US

Methods for finding jobs/positions
JORLPOST From posting in journal
FOREMAIL From a forwarded email
COLLEAG From a colleague or friend via personal contact such as phone or in

person or direct email
RECOMMD Recommendation by faculty/peer
DIRCONT Direct contact with department/faculty in department
DIRRECT Directly recruited by faculty at University
ACTPURS Subject actively pursues job at said location directly

Types of networks identified
NFHOME Family – network in home country (keeping/pulling person home)
NFINFIELD Family – father in the field
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NPARENT Family – parents know someone in the US
NHSBDF Family – husband is in field
NHSBDN Family – husband but not in same field of science
NHUSNEG Family- husband and family pulling spouse away from school/career
NSIBLING Family- sibling overseas
NCHILD Family – child born/living in US
NHISCHL High School teacher
NFACHOM BA faculty/advisors in home country
NPHDAD Phd advisor
NPHDAD2 Phd secondary advisor ie on committee
NPHDMN Phd mentor not related to advisor
NPDADS Post doc advisor/supervisor
NPDMEN Post doc mentor not related to advisor
NSUPERV Supervisor work related
NPEER Peers/Phd cohort
NMENTOR Mentor
NSTUD Students
NCONF Networking at conferences
NCOLFAC Colleagues/other faculty

Network strength
CLOSE Close tie identified as regular contact (more than once a week)
CLOSEREL Considered to be a close relationship by the participant
CLOSEREL1 Close relationship with contact occasionally (ie when in town or at

conferences)
MODTIE Moderate tie identified as regular contact (weekly to every other)
WEAKNO Weak tie identified as no regular/scheduled contact
WEAKAC Weak tie identified as acquaintance
WEAKAD Weak tie identified as connection to subjects advisor/mentor

Career strategies
PERFDRV Performance driven to over-compensate gender or foreign status
ALIGNSC Alignment with known scholar in field
NOSTRAT No conscious strategy
DUALCAR Dual career strategy
STRATHUS Strategy to follow spouse
HUSFOL Husband follows spouse
INDACAD Industry vs academia
ACADPATH Clear path strategy of post-doc, assistant, associate, professor

Support for careers
SPTMOM From mother
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SPTDAD From father
SPTPART From parents collectively
SPTPHDA From Phd advisor
SPTPDA From post doc advisor
SPTBOSS From supervisor/boss
SPTMEN Selected mentor not associated to advisor
SPTPEER From peers/phd cohort
SPTHUS Husband

Gender
GAPOS Aware of gender differences in treatment but seen as positive
GAWNEG Negative opinion of other women faculty/students/peers
GADIS Gender discrimination
GADIFF Recognition of gender differences ie biological, emotional, etc
GAHOSTILE Environment viewed as hostile
GANOWM Recognition of an absence of women
GASUPPORT Presence of other females for support
GATIME Increased awareness with exposure over time
GANONE Stated absence of any gender bias or discrimination
GAHOME Gender discrimination in home country
GALESS Stated any discrimination in US was not substantial compared to home

country experience
GAMORE Stated more discrimination in US than home country
GANONAS Increased or more sensitive because of marriage to non-Asian man
GAUSEDTO Coped with it by desensitizing or getting used to it
GAIGNOR Coped with obstacles by ignoring
GAACTION Coped with discrimination by taking some form of action
GAALTER Coped with obstacles by altering communication styles to fit male

colleagues
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APPENDIX D
CONTACT LETTER

Dear Professor,

My name is Tamara Y. De Stefanis and I am a Ph.D. Candidate in the Center for the
Study of Higher Education at the University of Arizona. My dissertation focuses on the
careers of Asian female faculty members in the fields of science and engineering. I will
be collecting data during April and May of 2006 and would appreciate your participation
in the study.

My dissertation research examines social and professional connections and relationships
associated with faculty positions in science and engineering for women from Asia. My
research is on foreign faculty because statistics from the Institute of International
Education shows that out of the 89,634 international scholars teaching and researching at
various universities and colleges through out the United States, these scholars are mainly
from China, South Korea, India, and Japan and over 77 percent are in a science and
engineering discipline. Also, 33.5 percent of all international scholars are women and
this has been a growing trend which is why this study focuses specifically on women.

Your confidentiality will be protected in this study and any identifying items, such as
your name and department, will not be used in the dissertation but rather pseudonyms for
will be assigned for the purpose of analysis and discussion.

I would greatly appreciate your participation in the study and would like to know if you
have time available for an interview during the week of April 24 - 28 or May 1 - 5. If
another day or week is better for you please let me know as I am available weekdays and
weeknights as well as weekends. The interview is semi-structured and should last
approximately 30 minutes to an hour maximum. Please inform me of an agreeable time
that I might come to your office or another location to interview you. Please contact me
at tamarad@email.arizona.edu.

Sincerely,

Tamara Y. De Stefanis
Doctoral Candidate
University of Southwest
Center for the Study of Higher Education
Tucson, AZ
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APPENDIX E
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
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APPENDIX F
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPROVAL
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